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ABSTRACT. 
 
 
 
 
This research examines how parametric loudspeakers may be considered unique acousmatic 
musical instruments; how the parametric acoustic array (PAA) can potentially make new 
forms of music and listening experiences; and how PAA-design problems can be overcome. 
Interdisciplinary in nature, the study uses grounded theory and experimental music practice 
within a design research methodology. Theory emerges from data, in concert with analysis 
and framing that draws on areas such as electroacoustic music, spatial composition, 
acoustics, PAA science/theory, modulation theory, and medium theory. Little is known about 
making music with the PAA. Technical PAA and parametric speaker literature explains new 
physical abilities of audible hyper-sounds that are made from inaudible ultrasounds. There 
also are a number of real-world hypersonic artworks, laboratory-based creative technical 
experiments, and proposals of application. However, few descriptions or analyses of PAA 
artworks and percepts are available. This study finds the PAA is a potential new musical 
instrument, and uncovers new sound effects, new musical possibilities and listening 
experiences. It finds methods of hyper-sound design, including ways that the PAA can make 
‗bass‘ pitches, and musical applications, which comprise making 3D surround sound 
compositions from one loudspeaker, and novel acousmatic narrative cinema. As such, this 
research advances knowledge and discourse of theory and practices of hypersonic music, and 
how to use the PAA medium. Design in this research potentially helps to ameliorate usability 
difficulties of inefficient sounds, narrow bandwidth, softness, distortion, and high amplitude 
ultrasound, therefore helping to improve listener safety, enjoyment and benefits. Identifying 
important areas for further research, the study opens new possibilities across acoustical-
related media. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
   .. -. - .-. --- -.. ..- -.-. - .. --- -. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1 SUMMARY 
 
Why seek hypersonic music? Parametric acoustic array (PAA) researchers seem to claim 
hypersound is a new kind of sound. Authors assert audible hyper-sounds can be transmitted over 
long distances, can be beamed privately to a person‘s ears, can form soundspots on walls, can be 
confined to a changing beam shape, and can be steered without movement of a loudspeaker. 
Because parametric loudspeakers use ultrasounds to produce a highly directional, delineated beam 
of highly reflective audible sound, this study finds that indeed many novel auditory effects can be 
acquired from PAA physics, and manipulations of it. 
 
Issues and new possibilities in music composition, acousmatic experience and functions, which 
are foci in this study, remain understudied or unknown. PAA-specific music research is largely 
undocumented or non-existent. For the most part, applied PAA communication design 
documentation does not exist either. In this study, hypersonic music design principles, 
experimental compositions and applications involving hyper-sound design and hypersonic spatial 
effects come out of theories and open-minded experimentation with the PAA medium. These help 
to generate an emerging theory of parametric loudspeakers as new musical instruments, and 
possible hypersonic musical practices.  
 
As this dissertation will outline, hypersound can be used to design new musical elements, 
listening experiences and new or extended electroacoustic art forms and applications. However, 
while generation of hyper-sounds from combining inaudible, high amplitude ultrasounds in a 
collimated beam does offer novel sonic characteristics, it also brings considerable problems and 
challenges that first need to be solved with design. 
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
 
How may parametric loudspeakers be considered as musical instruments, and how may they 
be used to make new forms of music and listening experiences, or not, and why? 
 
1.3 RATIONALE AND OBJECTIVES                  
 
Considered as new musical instruments, parametric loudspeakers apparently offer composers 
revolutionary musical possibilities. But composers and musicians must know an instrument and its 
sound objects to attain skills and realise suitable compositional strategies to make virtuoso music 
and applications. These ‗possibilities‘ will not find and design themselves.  
 
Parametric loudspeakers and hypersound can do things that conventional loudspeakers and 
conventional sound cannot do. However, a limited frequency range, distortion, envelope error, and 
a low-level response of the PAA to conventional music constitute severe musical limitations.  
 
Unusual sound effects have long been valued (see Roads 2001; Waller 1993b). Yet, also, new 
sounds, effects, and musical forms can repel people. The medium includes the listener. This 
research aims to understand and overcome creative and technical challenges, including ultrasound 
overexposure, listener comfort, sound delivery, and other design issues. 
 
The principal objectives here are determining hypersonic music possibilities, the generation of 
theoretical and foundational music design knowledge – of its objects and materials – and of 
parametric loudspeakers as musical instruments. This study thus entails understanding and 
developing the PAA‘s acoulogy, which involves understanding and developing hypersound‘s 
potential for conveying traditional musical parameters, and discovery and development of novel 
effects, parameters, registers, and musical experiences. This study seeks ways to produce ranges 
of effects and sounds (timbres, images etc.) with extended musical palettes and increased potential 
of applications and novel listening experiences. Through an emerging theory and practice of 
hypersonic music, this study tries to extend and develop musical and design functions for the 
medium. In so doing, it can help develop other applications of the PAA.  
  
In part, rationale and objectives are concerned with finding what hypersonic music materials, 
possibilities, composition techniques, uses, aesthetics and virtuosity are, or can be. The rationale 
and objective are to find musical rationales and objectives, rather than chase grand designs from 
the outset, without hypersonic music design foundations. 
 
1.4 CORE PROJECTS  
 
Hyper-sound design is the core category and variable of investigation. That is, hyper-sound design 
is identified as holding the most significance to the generation of foundational theory and practice 
of hypersonic music. Hyper-sound design knowledge is crucial to understanding the 
PAA/parametric loudspeaker as a musical instrument, and to creating, expanding and perfecting 
novel musical listening experiences and musical applications.  
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The core category of study involves three main projects. They are, finding and designing 
efficient loud and/or clear hyper-sounds of various types; exploration and design of 
hyperspace of various delivery modes, effects, acoustics, and percepts/ideations of space; and 
hypersonic composition and related design matters, including safety, benefits, and usability. 
 
1.5 DEFINITIONS 
 
For the purposes of this dissertation, the following definitions are provided. 
 
Parametric acoustic array (PAA) denotes ‗the launching of a difference frequency wave(s) by 
two high-frequency, collimated beams of [ultra]sound [that] concerns the choice of a pair of 
superimposed collimated beams as the primary generating waves‘ (Westervelt1 1963, p. 535). 
That is, parametric loudspeakers combine directional, high amplitude ultrasonic frequencies, 
which occur in a collimated beam in ways such that their interactions in air produce audible 
hyper-sounds (i.e. difference frequencies
2
 in the range of auditory perception). 
 
Hypersound refers to the sonic composite of ultrasound and audible demodulations of some 
kind(s) from a parametric loudspeaker. Hyper-sound(s) means the particular audible part(s) of 
hypersound; the hyper-sound object(s). (Hyper-sonic, adjective.) 
 
Hyper-sound design refers to both the form and the act of designing efficient, loud and/or clear 
sounds of various timbres, images, and pitches on a fixed medium for parametric loudspeaker 
input, PAA demodulation in space, and application. 
 
Propagation of hyper-sounds connotes the production of hyper-sounds. The workings of the 
parametric loudspeaker, the input sounds, the pre-processing, amplitude modulation technique, the 
media of ultrasonic frequencies, sound pressures, and physical objects (head/ears/barriers of 
space) propagate hyper-sounds in air. Generation is the demodulation mechanics of the physical 
nonlinear process in air from encoded ultrasounds, the sonic results of which are gauged and 
judged. 
 
Modulation (1.) describes ‗a process whereby the message [e.g. an input sound] is translated into 
information bearing signals for purposes of transmission over the intervening medium‘ (Black 
1953, p. 1). Note that modulation also includes demodulation: the efficient ‗recovery of the 
original message...from the incoming information bearing signals‘ (p. 1) (See Figure 1.1 below.) 
In part, this study explores hyper-sonic demodulations in space to make efficient loud and clear 
sounds and special effects. Parametric speakers use amplitude modulation techniques to make 
multiple frequency input sounds clearer as hyper-sounds. 
 
                                                     
1 While Westervelt (1957, 1963) invented the PAA (for undersea applications), it was Bennett and Blackstock who proved 
PAA propagation could be achieved in air (Croft & Norris 2001-03; Yang, Tian & Gan 2014). See Bennett, MB & 
Blackstock, DT 1975, ‗Parametric array in air‘, The Journal of the Acoustical Society of America, vol. 57, no. 3, pp. 562-8. 
2 E.g. combining inaudible 40kHz and 41kHz frequencies of sufficient amplitude produces an inaudible 81kHz sum tone and 
an audible 1kHz difference tone. Hyper-sound generation is therefore a form of nonlinear acoustics. 
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Modulation (2.) refers to amplitude/frequency/phase modulation sound synthesis techniques 
whereby frequencies modulate frequencies to produce sounds and sound effects (not present in the 
original modulating and carrier frequencies), which are played from conventional loudspeakers.  
 
Conventional loudspeakers refer to loudspeakers that use a ‗voice-coil‘ in a magnetic field 
connected to a diaphragm(s) (e.g. cone, dome) that vibrates according to a varying electrical input 
to propagate sound waves in air (Newell & Holland 2007). 
 
In this paper, conventional sound is sound that is not PAA generated. It is sound within the 
maximum possible range of human hearing (20Hz-20kHz), and it is usually linear sound. 
Conventional music is music that is not produced by the PAA. In the main conventional music 
consists of linear sound from diaphragm loudspeakers and/or other musical instruments that 
directly produce audible soundwaves (from direct agitation of air molecules).  
 
Linear sound refers to audible sound waves that are produced at their source, and from there, 
directly propagated through a medium (i.e. air) for the purposes of this article (cf. Pierce 2014). A 
conventional speaker‘s diaphragm directly agitates air. Linearity also means the output sound 
from a loudspeaker contains only the inputted frequencies (Newell & Holland 2007) (within an 
amplitude range that is heard without distortion). Ideally, harmonic additive synthesis is linear in 
that no extra frequencies are produced that are not in the input sounds. Nonlinear sound usually 
refers to output sound that contains frequencies not in the input sound. In the PAA, engineers 
ideally aim for 100 percent modulation of input sounds as a result of nonlinearity. 100 percent de-
/modulation means the demodulated sound matches the original input sound without errors such 
as missing/additional frequencies, and so on.  
 
The main hypersonic delivery modes are direct beam, direct reflection, and scattered 
hypersound whereby reflected sound objects and effects are heard outside the beam of 
propagation. (See Figures 1.2-1.4, below, for further introductory information about the main 
delivery modes, basic types of physical hyperspace, and spatial effects). 
 
Hyperspace(s) engender(s) in delivery modes, hypersonic effects of physical space, and spatial 
perceptions and ideations. The acoustics of physical space is an important instrument component, 
Figure 1.1 (Above) Chart of modulation: a process of modulation and demodulation, after Harold 
S. Black of Bell Telephone Laboratories (Modulation theory, 1953, p. 2). Demodulation means the 
retrieval of the modulated signals from the transmission medium, and their reconstitution to 
reproduce the original message. A tuned radio with a loudspeaker is a demodulator. Air is a PAA 
demodulator and component of the ultrasonic transmission medium and modulation process. 
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particularly in terms of percepts and delivery of scattering forms. Hyper-acoustics denotes effects 
of physical space on hypersound and the study of such effects. 
 
Acousmatic describes sound/music that it is heard over loudspeakers, and is recorded, composed 
on, played from, and exists on a fixed medium (see Harrison 1999 for more detailed criteria). 
 
Hypersonic music is organisation of designed hyper-sounds and delivery(ies) for musical 
application. 
 
A musical instrument is a device used to produce sounds that in turn are used in the construction 
of music. We can also observe that a musical instrument contains various components (physical 
and methodological) that together constitute a sound/music system. 
 
Parameters ‗are all sound or compositional components which can be isolated and ordered‘ 
(Landy 2012, p. 25, précising Josef Häusler). Parameters are ‗equally relevant to the production of 
music as well as the listening experience‘ (p. 25). Register connotes a parametrical range or 
continuum of variation, herein. 
 
Acoulogy (see Schaeffer 1966a, b, 1967; Chion 1983) here denotes the PAA‘s potential for 
musical sounds, variation, forms, effects, experiences, and so on. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 (Above) Direct beam delivery occurs when hypersound travels directly 
from a parametric loudspeaker to a listener’s ears. Much variability exists in 
parametric speaker locations, angles, coverage and the listener. Some beam 
spreading occurs over larger distances. Still, smaller parametric speakers barely 
supply enough head room in which to fit two ears. Beams can be physically 
mixed. 
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Figure 1.3 (Above) Direct reflection delivery and experience occur when a 
soundbeam is directly reflected to the ears. Usually direct reflection listening 
requires the listener to remain static in one position. Basic enquiries (e.g. of 
different hyper-sounds and -effects from different reflective surfaces) are 
needed to develop musical applications of direct reflection. 
 
Figure 1.4 (Above; top-down view) Examples of types of wall-scattered hypersound delivery 
and experience, whereby sounds are heard outside the hypersound beam. Different scattering 
effects include: (a) multiple scattering reflection from one parametric loudspeaker and hyper-
sounds apt to multiple reflections. (b) A soundspot that ‘sticks’ on a wall). (c) Someone holding a 
parametric loudspeaker can physically move an emission of sticky sounds across a wall or ceiling. 
(d) A parametric loudspeaker is aimed at the wall, yet the particular hyper-sound is heard in mid-
air. This Figure depicts two listeners standing in a domestic-sized, hypersonically resonant room.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                          (a) 
 
                                                         (c)   
 
 
                                                  (b) 
 
                                                                                                  (d) 
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1.6 CONTEXTS, KEY CONTRIBUTIONS AND SIGNIFICANCE 
 
This research is informed by, and primarily locates itself in electroacoustic, acousmatic music 
practices and experiments, in creative and technical PAA work, art music, and the researcher‘s 
practices which span music/sonic, visual, and literary fields. However, according to this study‘s 
axiology, the PAA medium must first suggest connections to music theory, forms, structures, 
materials, aims and practices before they are admitted into hypersonic music design and 
theorising. 
 
While hypersonic artworks and technical research informed a pre-theory of hypersonic music, this 
is to my knowledge the first documented, creative-technical study of PAA specific music design. 
Contributions are to hypersonic musical theory, and new musical practices. Significance and 
contributions are in acousmatic music, new sound effects, new artistic experiences, art forms, 3D 
surround sound, sonic cinema, new musical instrument development, and PAA applications. 
 
This dissertation outlines hypersonic composition processes and the musical forms that resulted as 
part of this study. This text provides an account of an attempt of design research theory 
generation. 
 
1.7 SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
 
Hypersonic music is a postulation and largely a new area of study. This research comprises tests, 
design, and analyses restricted to a core category/variable and three projects around musical 
applications and composition using no more than two parametric loudspeakers at a time
3
. 
Experiments and composition were restricted to indoor spaces. Six indoor spaces were tested. A 
very few tests were conducted outdoors using a Soundlazer parametric speaker for direct beam 
listening at close range. Particular indoor spaces are amenable to constructive effects-making, and 
thus music-making; outdoor spaces present increased usability problems such as power-supply, 
weather, and masking issues. 
 
The study works with parameters of propagation set in commercially available parametric 
loudspeakers. Mathematics and experimentation with the mechanics of propagation (e.g. 
modulation techniques applied to input sounds) as part of the musical parametric loudspeaker 
instrument are outside this study‘s scope. Limitations and scope also pertain to the researcher 
functioning as the main research subject (see Chapter 3, Methodology), which limits access to 
ideas, opinions and experiences of other people. 
 
A large portion of this study involves experiments in scattered hypersound. No one study can 
address all extant and emergent aspects pertaining to the three projects. This is a quite broad, path-
                                                     
3 Tests were done with three different models of parametric loudspeakers: a Soundlazer (SL-S01A) (see Soundlazer n. d.), 
two AS168i parametric speakers, and an AS24 parametric loudspeaker (see Holosonics: Audio Spotlight n. d.). Most sound 
design tests used an AS168i parametric speaker. Some tests were conducted with AS168i speakers purchased in 2015 and 
later models purchased in 2017. The Territore (hypersonic cinema) composition uses two AS168i parametric loudspeakers. 
The 3D surround hypersound Cave compositions use one AS24 parametric loudspeaker. (Turtle Beach Corp., formerly 
Parametric Sound Corp. and American Tech. Corp., Panphonics, HyperSound, and Dakota Audio also make parametric 
speakers. LRAD may make militarised parametric speakers. There are reports of parametric speakers from Mitsubishi Corp.) 
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finding study. Sound design involves comparisons of PAA-produced sounds with sounds from 
conventional loudspeakers and headphones. Comparisons of parametric loudspeakers with 
distributed mode loudspeakers, electrostatic, horn, isocahedral, parabolic loudspeakers, wave field 
synthesis and so on, are outside the scope of this research. 
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2. PARAMETRIC ARRAY 
LITERATURE, ART,        
EXISTING THEORIES. 
.-.. .. - . .-. .- - ..- .-. . 
 
 
 
 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter frames hypersonic music research in terms of key research, issues, problems, 
concepts, gaps in knowledge and questions that arise from relevant literature. Ideas, experiments, 
theories, practices/applications, and proposed applications of the parametric acoustic array (PAA) 
are described and evaluated to contextualise and locate this study. The chapter is organised under 
the following themes: new physical abilities of audible sound; new musical possibilities (and 
issues); hyper-sound design; hyperspace; and composition, followed by conclusions. 
 
Both ideas of applications unique to the medium and underlying comparisons of inadequacy of 
parametric loudspeakers compared with conventional loudspeakers occur in technical parametric 
acoustic array (PAA) literature. Such comparisons concern high amplitude ultrasound, softness of 
audible sounds, distortion, lack of ‗bass‘, and uneven frequency response. Thus foci of technical 
studies have concerned emitter design and amplitude modulation (AM) techniques to reduce 
distortion and increase audible bandwidth and response. However, despite admirable endeavours, 
it is questionable whether the PAA will ever fully reproduce many musics and sound qualities of 
conventional loudspeakers to which composers/listeners are accustomed. On one hand, physical 
differences of hypersound are espoused as being affordances to listeners. On the other hand, 
acoustic engineers seem driven to make nonlinear acoustics sound like linear acoustics. Yet, just 
as a violin will never sound like a cymbal, a parametric loudspeaker is a different kind of 
instrument from a conventional loudspeaker: the physics and the way each is played, or 
should/could be played, differ. To my knowledge, little theory of PAA specific music exists. 
 
Creative technical PAA literature and hypersonic artworks offer a miscellany of proposals, 
burgeoning practices and experiments, which collectively signify explorations for various 
applications, rather than areas of disagreement per se, or grounded sound design study of the 
medium. Indeed, little analysis of musical design considerations between technical, hyper-
11 
 
acoustics, -sound design, and listener domains is available. New kinds of sound effects, sonic 
experiences, artistic elements, and musics potentially remain undeveloped or undiscovered. 
 
Because ‗hypersonic music‘ began as a general proposal or series of hypotheses, this study has 
consulted a wide range of pertinent technical, acoustics and music literature. However, hypersonic 
art
4
 literature mainly consists of unreliable sources such as YouTube videos, art gallery media 
releases and artist‘s blogs, with a few published exceptions. Parametric loudspeaker company 
information as parametric loudspeaker specifications, and personal communication with PAA 
engineers Woon-Seng Gan and Ee Leng Tan have contributed information about research tools 
and test design. Initially, categories of analytical pre-concepts (see Bryant & Charmaz 2007), or 
ideas and questions came from analysing the literature in my initial absence of experience with the 
hypersound medium.  
 
2.2 NEW PHYSICAL ABILITIES OF AUDIBLE SOUND 
 
Technical PAA and parametric loudspeaker development literature describes new technical-
physical abilities of audible sound. A parametric loudspeaker modulates input sounds onto an 
ultrasonic carrier that when demodulated in air become audible hyper-sounds. The sharply 
defined, narrow directional beam of audible sound is inherited from the ultrasound (Gan & Chen 
2012; Gan, Tan & Kuo 2011; Ji & Gan 2012; Kamakura, Yoneyama & Ikegaya 1984; Karnapi & 
Gan 2002; Morise et al. 2010; Shi & Gan 2013; Sugibayashi et al. 2012; Sugibayashi, Morise & 
Nishiura 2010). Ultrasonic beams of PAA propagation feature lower sound attenuation over a 
longer distance than conventional sound, and perceptually near sound images [heard close to the 
ears in direct beam delivery listening] (Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2014). Gan, Tan and Kuo (2011) and 
Johannes and Gan (2009) discuss hypersound in terms of ‗audio projection‘. Parametric 
loudspeakers can project audible sounds ‗to a particular area in contrast with conventional 
speakers that emit widely spreading acoustic sound‘ (Sugibayashi et al. 2012, p. 1283). 
 
Parametric loudspeakers offer new kinds of control of audible sound. Adding delays to the 
modulated ultrasonic beam can steer the carrier frequency in any direction (Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 
2014). Indeed, designers of prototype parametric loudspeakers and PAA generation methods are 
refining hypersonic-beam-steering (Barbagallo, Kleiner & Sarti 2008; Gan, Yang, Tan & Er 2006; 
Shi & Gan 2012; Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2014; 2015; Shi, Nomura, Kamakura & Gan 2014; Wu, 
Wu, Huang & Yang 2012), hypersonic-beam-shape-changing, -beam-length-limiting, -beam-
width narrowing (Lam, Gan & Shi 2014; Nomura, Hedberg & Kamakura 2012; Shi & Gan 2013; 
Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2014), and twin beam generation from one steerable parametric loudspeaker 
(Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2015). Without moving parts (like diaphragm speakers), a convex 
parametric loudspeaker, made of piezoelectric transducers (PZTs), widens the hypersonic beam, 
and a concave parametric loudspeaker narrows, then widens the beam past the beam‘s focus point 
(Ikefuji et al. 2015). Olszewski and Linhard (2006
5
 in Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2014) designed a 
parametric loudspeaker using a ring configuration of PZTs that could narrow the beamwidth of 
the parametric loudspeaker. Sayin, Artis and Guasch (2013 in Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2014; Yang, 
                                                     
4 Hypersonic art denotes real-world uses of the PAA outside the laboratory such as fine art and advertising. 
5 Olszewski, D & Linhard, K 2006, ‗Highly directional multi-beam audio loudspeaker‘, in Interspeech, Pittsburgh, USA. 
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Tian & Gan 2014) made an omnidirectional parametric loudspeaker by pinning hundreds of PZTs 
on the surface of a hollow sphere of foam that produced a ‗stable omnidirectional pattern‘. Ji, 
Yang and Gan (2009) produced soundspots (i.e. simple difference frequencies 2kHz, 4kHz) at the 
intersection of two separate primary beams in mid-air space. 
  
As noted in the previous chapter, hypersound allows ‗sound images on walls, ceilings, floors‘ 
(Ikefuji et al. 2014, 2015) and different delivery modes. However, the literature mentions very 
little about scattering. Morise et al. (2010) however did test a hemispherical reflector that created 
diffuse scattered radiation patterns, and a quadrilateral reflector that changed a narrow beam‘s 
direction by 90
 
degrees. But musical practices that use these physical abilities of audible sound as 
new artistic elements and seek new effects within these abilities have not crystallised.  
 
2.3 NEW MUSICAL POSSIBILITIES (AND ISSUES) 
 
New technical-physical attributes of audible sound raise ideas of parametric loudspeakers being 
new kinds of musical instruments that offer new kinds of sound deliveries, musical dimensions, 
sonic spaces, effects, and listening experiences.  
 
One way to begin to assess novel musical design possibilities is to study parametric loudspeaker 
applications and experiments. Apparently the most common application of a parametric speaker is 
to create a private, or confined listening zone of hyper-sounds that are audible only when a 
listener‘s ears are inside the narrow beam (Gan, Tan & Kuo 2011; Gan, Yang & Kamakura 2012a, 
b; Holosonics Research Labs, Applications n. d.; Ji & Gan 2012; Pompei 2011; Shi, Mu & Gan 
2013; Yang, Tian & Gan 2014)
6
. Parametric loudspeakers have been used for directing private 
messages in museums, art galleries, malls, libraries, theme parks, and other public areas (Gan, Tan 
& Kuo 2011; see also Holosonics Research Labs). Parametric speakers can make many 
simultaneous, personal sound zones in a conference room (Olszewski & Linhard 2006 in Shi, 
Kajikawa & Gan 2014). However, Trentlage (2004) concludes that in terms of museum noise 
control and exhibit sound, parametric loudspeakers produce bad quality sound, unpleasant 
pathophysiological effects, and unwanted sound reflections. 
 
Ishii et al. (2007) experimented using a parametric speaker with robotics and sensors for an 
object-finding function. They attached sensors to objects and attempted to use a soundspot from 
the speaker on a rotating base to navigate a person to a ‗lost‘ object. They did not account for 
second order reflections or how to overcome obstacles like walls between speaker and object in 
the real world. Nonetheless, their tests suggest ideas of hypermusic involving augmented reality 
and new kinds of interactivity and narrative. 
 
Nakashima et al. (2006) built two tiny parametric loudspeakers (approx. 4.5cms in diameter) and 
put one at each end of a mobile phone. But at handheld listening distance, the inaudible primary 
propagating beams from the tiny speakers were ‗140dB or higher‘! Li, Xu and Xu (2011) assert 
that, although currently the audible sound is too soft, with more work it should be feasible to use 
                                                     
6 In this application, the audible sound is so soft it causes few/no audible reflections/scattering. It will be prone to masking 
and being unnoticed by uninformed listeners. 
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two micro parametric loudspeakers for private game sound, and for two different musics played 
simultaneously from each beam from portable devices. (See also Cheung, Tong & Thomas‘ 2010 
patent for adjustable micro parametric speakers for handheld devices.) 
 
However, I contend that ideas of mobile phone application force functions of conventional sound 
onto hypersound beams. Furthermore, it would be difficult and potentially dangerous for users to 
keep two tiny, loud ultrasound beams (one each) constantly aimed at each ear at close range. 
There is little information about ethical issues of hypersonic art and design, for instance, about 
musical practices that would encourage people to use hypersound directly beamed to the ears 
without time limits or their knowledge of hearing-safety issues and pathophysiological effects. 
Conversely other potential hypersonic music related issues seem unfounded. Bankey (2009) 
discusses legal protections around hypersonic intrusions of people‘s mental privacy and potential 
public nuisance problems. But he shows little technical or hands-on PAA knowledge. (See also 
Goodman‘s (2010) dystopian visions of hypersonic applications.)  
 
Complicated PAA ideas
7
 of application and the rarity of parametric speakers in everyday life 
suggest that ground-up explorations in the fundamentals of hyper-sounds and hyperspace are 
needed to determine and perhaps develop musical ‗creative usefulness‘ (Edmonds et al. 2005) of 
parametric loudspeakers. Technical facts do not automatically allow valid induction of musical 
ideas, theory or practice, not before realisation of basic hypersonic music principles and 
techniques, and therefore do not automatically produce valid propositions. Ideas of musical 
applications of the PAA easily multiply before basic musical experiments with the medium. But 
basic design knowledge is first required to assess PAA acoulogy and attempt composition.  
 
As it is, different physical states of conventional sound produce different perceptual qualities and 
parameters, which are building blocks of conventional music. Physics affects how sound exists in 
physical space and human perception, and thus how it exists as an abstract/tangible concept or 
representation (Moylan 2007). How hypersound can and cannot replicate typical musical 
parameters, and its potentials (given its issues and unusual physical qualities) for allowing new 
sound effects, musical parameters, listening experiences, and uses, need study. Proposals and 
imaginings of hypersonic musics denote new possibilities but also unknowns. 
 
Applications and artworks that help suggest hypersonic music design possibilities and problems 
are further reviewed throughout this chapter. The main point is that if hyper-sounds noticeably 
behave and are perceived differently compared with ‗normal‘ sounds, they can at least potentially 
be used to create new artistic elements and thus new kinds of music. 
 
2.4 HYPER-SOUND DESIGN  
 
Technical PAA literature shows PAA generation requires special sound design considerations in 
terms of technical design, yet little is mentioned of creative, musical hyper-sound design 
                                                     
7 E.g. Bell‘s (2009) Interactive directed light/sound system, US patent 7,576,727 B2, and Brenner‘s (2008) Directional audio 
train signalling system and method, US patent 7,429,935 B1  are ambitious, complicated ideas apparently without real-world 
instances of use, analyses or further development. 
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principles that account for the PAA‘s workings and limitations/affordances. Some literature leaves 
the impression that despite issues, parametric speakers are ready for musical use. 
 
Technical parametric speaker developers recognised the main technical areas of concern, which 
have fundamental acoulogical ramifications, early on in parametric loudspeaker development. For 
instance: 
 
There are limitations regarding the audible sound from the PAA (Karnapi & Gan 2002), as a 
consequence of the generation of difference frequencies between ultrasonic modulated and carrier 
beams in air. While [Yoneyama et al‘s 1982] experiments revealed a PAA demodulated signal 
with a very sharp directivity pattern, it exhibited high harmonic distortion and poor frequency 
response (Tan, Gan & Chen 2012) that is not flat (Karnapi & Gan 2002). A parametric 
loudspeaker cannot generate ‗audio sounds‘ loudly. Although using several parametric 
loudspeakers would produce higher audible amplitudes (Kamakura, Yoneyama & Ikegaya 1984), 
doing this would likely expose listeners to higher ultrasound amplitude magnitudes.  
 
The technical literature infers that the PAA is unable to produce tones below 1kHz loudly, and 
states that very low frequencies are inaudible or impossible to make  (Croft & Norris 2001-03
8
; 
Gan, Tan & Kuo 2011; Karnapi & Gan 2002; Mu, Gan & Tan 2012; Oo, Gan & Hawksford 2011; 
Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2014; Shi, Mu & Gan 2013; Sugibayashi et al. 2012). Generally, music 
requires a flat frequency response from loudspeakers. But equalizing audio material for PAA 
propagation means output must be increased, which can cause air saturation, less conversion 
efficiency (Karnapi & Gan 2002). Karnapi and Gan experimented with ‗residue pitch‘ (virtual 
bass) with some success. That is, they used a harmonic series with the fundamental low frequency 
missing: an effect of psychoacoustics whereby the listener still perceives the tone as low (see also 
Zwicker & Fastl 2007). ‗With this approach, the parametric array doesn‘t need to be operated at 
higher power output to produce better low frequency perception. This can maintain the conversion 
efficiency from the primary beams, because the output range of the parametric array can be 
maintained below the saturation threshold in air‘ (Karnapi & Gan 2002, p. 2). See also Shi, Mu 
and Gan (2013) who have continued this work; they directed the low-passed component of audio 
(e.g. folk, pop music) to different harmonic generators as part of parametric loudspeaker pre-
processing. But the generator designed for standard speakers did not work, and likely caused 
                                                     
8 Croft and Norris (2001-03) theorise extremely high inaudible 200 dB amplitudes would cause air saturation and sound 
would turn to heat to produce a hypersonic 20Hz tone. They state, in terms of the primary waves of propagation, that ‗Giving 
up trying to generate signals below 500Hz means better chance of satisfactory output over the rest of the range‘ (p. 22). 
‗There are, however, some significant problems to work out in order to develop the 
loudspeaker for practical use. [The] first problem is how to decide the optimum values of 
acoustic parameters, such as [the] carrier frequency and sound pressure level of [the] 
primary wave that make important effects on the generation of parametric signals. 
Second[ly], harmonic distortions in [the] demodulated audio sound have to be reduced as 
small as possible. Third[ly], it is necessary to attenuate the large amplitude ultrasound 
which is dangerous to [the] auditory sense of human being[s] even in [the] farfield region 
of [a] parametric loudspeaker‘ (Kamakura, Yoneyama & Ikegaya 1984, p. 147). 
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distortion. Use of specialist generators ‗resulted in moderate improvements of bass perception but 
severe losses of sound quality‘ (p. 34.) 
 
Because trying ‗to reproduce lower frequency sound using parametric loudspeakers...causes 
poorer sound quality‘, Sugibayashi et al. (2012, p. 1285) attempted to improve the perceived 
sound quality of directly reflected hyper-sounds while still maintaining the localization accuracy 
of hyper-sounds at target locations. To try to do this they supplemented the accurate localisation 
of hyper-sound images, which lacked low frequencies, with the low frequencies separated by a 
low pass filter (LPF) (<1kHz) and played them from a subwoofer. Perhaps not surprisingly, 
subjects‘ evaluation of the sound quality improved as the cut-off frequency of the LPF increased. 
But were they simply assessing the sub-woofer sound? To some extent hyper-sound localisation 
accuracy was maintained. Unlike most creative-technical tests, Sugibayashi et al. tested two types 
of music (orchestra and cello) and a male voice. Yet they do not describe or analyse the sound 
quality, or percepts between the two types of speakers, or particular applications in terms of 
possibilities and problems in great detail. 
 
Technical tests usually use single fundamental frequencies and/or white noise and give only 
objective physical measurements. Shi, Mu and Gan (2013), and Sugibayahsi et al. (2012) are a 
few exceptions here. Much technical research has gone into removing distortion and extending 
bandwidth (a flat response downwards) while maintaining ‗acceptable‘ sound pressure levels 
(SPLs) of audible sound. Kamakura, Aoki and Sakai (2006) theorise about how higher efficiency 
electrical power to ultrasound conversion could make louder audible sound. Shi, Kajikawa and 
Gan claim nonlinear distortions have been the top technical barrier to parametric speaker use 
(2014). All this then involves tradeoffs between loudness and safety, clarity, and distortion. 
 
Engineers have achieved much from experimenting with carrier frequencies, amplitudes, 
modulation indexes, AM techniques and signal pre-processing operations to lessen nonlinear 
distortions in hyper-sound(s). Yet AM techniques applied to the input ‗audio‘ signal only mitigate 
this distortion to varying extents (Ji, Gan & Ji 2010). Additionally, AMs introduce 
intermodulation distortion (IMD) (Ji, Gan, Tan & Yang 2010). Recursive single sideband AM 
greatly reduced IMD, but required very fast processing (Ji, Gan, Tan & Yang 2010). (Did it lessen 
audible output SPL too?) ‗Several [imperfect] mathematical models have been developed to study 
the acoustic nonlinear characteristic of...parametric loudspeaker systems [PAA propagation and 
the resultant physical demodulation in air], such as the Westervelt and KZK
9
 equations and 
Berktay‘s solution‘ (Ji & Gan 2012, p. 1251). Concern for clear loud sound is noticeable across 
the technical literature. Ji and Gan‘s adaptive Volterra system modelling outperformed Berktay‘s 
model in terms of SPLs and total harmonic distortion of demodulated white noise and 
fundamental frequencies. However, all modulation methods variously suffer the same limitation 
‗that discrepancies between the applied environment and acoustic model assumptions le[ad] to 
significant performance degradation. [A] superior method to address nonlinear distortions...should 
be able to adapt to the applied environment‘ (Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2014, p. 2). 
 
My electroacoustic music practice is open to the entire field of sound. Yet, ‗...in [the] case [of 
single sideband AM and square-root AM] where multiple primary waves or a broadband signal 
                                                     
9 Khokhlov–Zabolotskaya–Kuznetsov 
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(such as speech) modulates a single primary carrier, envelope error occurs‘ (Gan, Yang & 
Kamakura 2012, p. 1214). Acoustic engineers work hard to purge unwanted by-products in the 
interest of high fidelity sound reproduction as people know it. Still, sound objects need to suit 
conversion both at the message-preparation end and demodulation end. Précising from Black 
(1953) in terms of hyper-sounds, the parametric speaker modulated input sound needs to align 
with the PAA demodulation (nonlinear acoustical) operation in air. One needs to design sounds 
for efficient PAA propagation, not for conventional speakers and wholly extant music culture. As 
well as continuing to know how parametric loudspeakers can replicate needed conventional 
musical elements, exploring all sorts of sounds including ‗erroneous‘ demodulation effects that 
generate loudly and clearly is recommended to understand and hopefully increase PAA acoulogy, 
and thus PAA applications and usability. 
 
Instead of hearing limitations born of comparisons, what are the peculiar capabilities, aptitudes 
and percept diversity of the PAA? Hypothetically, many variable components
10
 in parametric 
loudspeakers help to produce different sonic/spatial characteristics and types of hyper-sounds. 
Different kinds of parametric loudspeakers and hyper-sound generation methods have vast 
possibilities for variations of percepts and different types of music design. Perhaps each are suited 
to particular sound design principles. 
 
Technical PAA literature and artworks provide basic tips and answers regarding hyper-sound 
design, without actually stating the need or how to design efficient, loud, clear, timbrally diverse, 
musical sounds for, and effects of, different PAA propagations and deliveries. Elucidation about 
the workings of parametric speakers is necessary to help understand how to design sounds; little is 
said about how to musically use hyper-sound objects (for PAA-specific musical function) either. 
Technical researchers focus on making a ‗better‘ parametric loudspeaker according to 
conventional ideas and unchangeable human psychoacoustics, which are valid concerns. But what 
can a musician/sound designer do to make hyper-suited sounds with increased musical and usage 
potential? Designing sounds suited to the PAA would help develop parametric loudspeakers as 
unique musical instruments. 
 
2.5 HYPERSPACE 
 
Conventional loudspeaker design and spatialisation that uses them, in general, compared with 
parametric loudspeakers, are established arts. Spatialisation and spatial perceptions of hypersound 
are less understood. We can say that creative technical study and hypersonic art concern 
implementations of kinds of hyperspace from different physical deliveries of sounds. There should 
be high interest and significance for music research here. Often creative technical PAA and fine 
art ideas provide scant or no description of the role of physical space and different kinds of hyper-
sounds on the production of spatial percepts and their applications as music design elements. 
                                                     
10 Different variables involved in sound generation between parametric loudspeakers for example consist of different PAA 
generation frequencies, pre-processing techniques, amplitude modulation (AM) techniques, and mathematical models of the 
physical PAA nonlinear demodulation in air. Furthermore, there are many possibilities of different geometries and array 
configurations of piezoelectric transducers (PZTs) that produce loud ultrasounds. Parametric loudspeakers can also use film 
as a component of a microelectromechanical system to make ultrasounds. There are different kinds of PZTs, and ultrasound 
emitting films such as electrostatic, piezo-electric film, planar magnetic emitters and pressure based polyvinylidene 
diflouride (PVDF) (see Croft & Norris 2001-03). 
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The main questions about hyperspace are: what physical spaces offer what sorts of effects, and 
what hyper-sounds and hyper-effects offer what sorts of musical spaces, forms, and applications? 
Many ideas involving hyperspace are musically unexplored or undeveloped with scant mention of 
sound design.  
 
Victoria Estok (2014) reports listener non-recognition of her hyper-sounds: her voice sounds were 
too soft for the physical space, and her ‗sniper‘ delivery/application of hyperspace11. Presumably a 
hyper-voice piece, Passport to poetry (Holosonics 2016a), like many installations of this sort, 
needed visual information to indicate its existence and where to stand unmoving to listen. There 
are many understudied design elements and variables among this stationary, confined, directly 
beamed hypersound sub-category however. Holosonics‘ A&E long-distance outdoors installation 
beamed a stationary whisper over a footpath from the roof of a distant building without informing 
passers-by. But no analysis of listener experience/recognition of it is available. Design of various 
efficient, loud, clear objects that ‗suit‘ a parametric loudspeaker could better ensure transmission 
of a music/message, and give more options of effectual music design involving novel spaces and 
effects. 
 
In the fine art field, Cassette locale (by Gripper and Roy) is an installation that uses eight 
parametric loudspeakers for multiple direct-to-ears beams in a gallery setting. Tones merge where 
beams overlap (Fittja Pavilion 2014). Gripper and Roy possibly use West African kora sounds as 
hyper-sounds. No information comes to hand of sound design, sound efficacies, percepts, 
problems, or listener recognition of spatial qualities.  
 
For CW Evans‘ A=P=P=A=R=I=T=I=O=N artwork, Holosonics made mirror-like parametric 
loudspeakers, which Evans hangs and slowly spins on the horizontal plane such as mobiles (Evans 
2011; Holosonics 2008a, b). Various versions of this work are available on YouTube. The 
YouTube video‘s sound recording of Evans‘ collaboration with the experimental industrial music 
group Throbbing Gristle features very loud sounds that were possibly produced by conventional 
loudspeakers that are observably also present in the artwork space
12
 (A=P=P=A=R=I=T=I=O=N 
2009). It seems Evans‘ choice of sounds for PAA propagation evolved to better suit PAA 
generation between the A=P=P=A=R=I=T=I=O=N work in 2008 and the Constellation work in 
2011 that uses the same ‗mobile‘ parametric speakers. In his early (Holosonics 2008a, b) piece, 
the video features possibly soft and loud, but very distorted, sounds that are possibly poorly 
demodulated
13
. The Constellation YouTube video (hear Evans 2011
14
) possibly features some 
clearer, louder sounds albeit still with a lot of fuzz and noise. How Evans‘ did or did not design 
sounds for PAA propagation, and the acoustical spatial experience, are unknowns.  
 
In any case, YouTube videos are severely flawed as sources of information about aural 
characteristics of hyper-sounds. It is always unknown whether the original recording that would 
be played through the parametric loudspeakers was simply added as the video soundtrack later, 
and is not an actual recording of the hyper-sounds. Hyper-sounds cause spurious signals in 
                                                     
11 Holding a parametric speaker, artist Estok (2014) struggled to keep a PAA beam (carrying sounds of children) on moving 
persons at a distance in a large UN building. 
12 This work is found at youtube.com/watch?v=NxgQCF7VDNU, yet the sounds are likely not recordings of hyper-sounds. 
13 A recording of this early work is available at youtube.com/watch?v=YRtVAiXvWz0. 
14 The Constellation work is located at youtube.com/watch?v=LOxkt6oTLyk. 
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microphones (see Ji, Hu & Yang 2016; Ju & Kim 2010; Ye, Kuang, Wu & Yang 2011). 
Moreover, YouTube recordings are played on a different medium from the PAA. It is impossible 
to assess hypersonic qualities when YouTube recordings are played through conventional 
loudspeakers via a laptop computer. 
 
In Evans‘ work, the sixteen physical beams from sixteen spinning parametric loudspeaker mobiles 
are perhaps more of a focus of the work than any hyper-sound or acoustics design. To what 
extents YouTube videos of Evans‘ artworks show design or anarchy of hyper-sounds that cause 
listener confusion cannot be analysed from videos alone. That Evans uses sixteen parametric 
loudspeakers may indicate a way to try to play all the sounds he wanted, as if from conventional 
loudspeakers. But works that use many parametric speakers possibly increase the levels of high 
amplitude ultrasound that in turn may cause ill-feeling. Perhaps the most striking effect in Evans‘ 
work are sounds emerging on one side of listeners‘ heads and moving across their faces. Yet it is 
unsure how or if the work developed, or could develop, potential multi kinetic scattering and 
intermittent direct-to-head hypersound beams effects in synergy with the sound objects as sonic 
images. Design in this study should try to give musical application to hyper-effects. Nonetheless, 
Evans‘ work is interesting in that his are not confined static direct beams, and he seemed to use 
scattered reflections that likely produced a very novel surround sound experience. 
 
Adam Donovan couples parametric loudspeakers and robotics to achieve extreme as-/symmetrical 
motions of scattered hyper-sounds. His Circular audiometry (2015) work has a parametric speaker 
attached to a robotic-controlled, long staff that raises, rotates and dangles wildly to send a 
soundspot ‗flying‘ over the floor and around the walls. In Psychophysics machines (2014), he 
attaches two small parametric speakers, one at each end of a blade reminiscent of a helicopter 
rotor and rotates them at high speeds. It seems he creates a soundspot circle on the ceiling and a 
new form of acousmatic music performance, at least a new kind of musical potential. It is unclear 
if sonic structures and spatial effects are synchronised. Certainly study of musical applications of 
these strange jerky, wildly rapid motions and scribbles of sound is warranted. Still, study is 
needed to make a wider variety of sounds and musical applications here. 
 
Sester‘s ACCESS (2003) artwork uses camera and software motion-tracking to operate a highly 
reactive robotic pan-and-tilt moving light-beam combined with a hyper-beam that whispers at and 
orders the passer-by (Ikoniadou 2010; Sester n. d.). Erected in a high position, Sester‘s moving 
parametric speaker beam follows and keeps a stricken passer-by in a punitive/surveillance space. 
Wright et al. (2007a, b) use voice synthesis which caused unwanted scattering for their confined 
direct beam, ghostly space purpose. But it is unknown how artists Estok and Sester (n. d.) made 
their hyper-sonic voices. It seems both were soft. Apparently attempting to combine two sensory 
channels, painter Vasin put a single hyper-sonic whisper opposite a painting (Art Knowledge 
News n. d.) for a confined
 
direct beam spatial experience. ‗Outside the beam you won‘t hear a 
thing.‘ But there is little analysis of these works. Efficient sound designs could help to create more 
striking and effectual transmission of hyper-sounds, and make more functional types of 
hyperspaces, and better achieve artist aims, and functionality with other media.  
 
Alunno and Botero (2017) put a parametric speaker in a sculptural lighthouse form that plays a 
selection of soundscape objects through the day. However, their Hertz readings show that many of 
their sounds are well below 1kHz, are likely quite dense in spectra, thus are possibly inefficient 
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and not optimised forms designed for PAA propagation. As with many other artworks, there is a 
disconnect between composer desires and thinking, and requirements of physical-technical 
workings. Their paper is a ‗good list‘ of artworks, many of which employ static directly beamed 
styles. Except, again, little information is given about hyper-sound design and so on. 
 
Neither design using direct reflection, nor sorts of musical effects and space that it might afford 
have been sufficiently researched. PAA-specific sound/music designs that combine parametric 
loudspeakers and conventional loudspeakers are practically unknown/undocumented. Sugibayashi 
et al. (2012) built a ten parametric loudspeaker unit, theorising that it could allow 3D direct 
reflection sound-fields for mixed reality applications. Augmented by a subwoofer, this speaker 
unit would deliver directly reflected hyper-sounds from different wall, ceiling, floor and 
reflection-board locations to a few zones where a listener would have to stand still, perfectly 
aligned to the direct reflections‘ directions. Ikefuji et al. (2015) seek to counteract this difficulty 
by building a curved prototype parametric loudspeaker that allows more wall coverage and 
freedom of movement of a listener. Such prototype speakers are unavailable to this study. 
 
The I3DA system proposal (Gan, Tan & Kuo 2011; Tan & Gan 2012; Tan, Gan & Chen 2012) 
combines two parametric loudspeakers and two conventional loudspeakers for mixed transaural 
beam projection. Mixing the parametric loudspeaker‘s ‗sharpness‘ with the conventional speaker‘s 
‗spaciousness‘, it is proposed that the I3DA system could create novel 3D spatial sound and an 
‗immersive listening environment for communication, gaming, and entertainment applications‘ 
(2011). A kind of directly beamed hypersound delivery/space using two beams, one aimed at each 
ear, transaural audio beam projection drastically minimises crosstalk and room effects of 
reflection and reverberation simultaneously (Aoki, Toba & Tsujita 2012; Gan, Tan & Kuo 2011; 
Johannes & Gan 2009). Twin direct beam ‗stereo‘ produces more accurate binaural cues than 
conventional two-loudspeaker stereo, which has significance for 3D game sound (Gan, Tan & 
Kuo 2011), but also for novel kinds of musical spatial imaging.  
 
By using many conventional loudspeakers, Härmä, Par and Bruijin (2008) manage to make 
sounds that are perceived closer to a listener than the physical position of the sources. This could 
perhaps be used for personal closeness for telecommunications, more immersive movie sound or 
3D acoustical effects for television and games. Conversely, hypothetically, a single parametric 
loudspeaker directly beaming hypersound to a listener‘s ears easily produces sound heard close to 
the ears, but unusually, and perhaps not easily/useably in practice. Still much study is needed to 
turn the claims and proposals in the creative-technical literature
15
 into design. Few, or no,  
compositions apparently exist as part of creative-technical tests. How can we apply PAA physics 
and spatial acoustics purposefully, beneficially and practically? 
 
Scattered sounds and their spatial music functions/feasibilities are little mentioned in the technical 
literature. Sound artist Bill Fontana's Sonic shadows (SFMOMA 2010a, b, 2011) and Spiralling 
echoes (Hamlin 2009) public installations presumably feature scattered hyper-sounds. But again, 
                                                     
15 E.g. some of the many claims of application and abilities include using walls behind a listener to allow sound percepts 
from the rear. Home theatre listening experiences may be enhanced by using a number of walls to direct multiple reflected 
sounds towards the listener. A soundbeam may make a telephone earpiece to stand/sit in, and new kinds of TV sound from 
reflections behind, above and to each side of a listener (Pompei (2011). A phased array of parametric speakers can steer a 
‗reflective audio spot‘ for distance perception in direct reflection mode (Sugibayashi, Morise & Nishiura 2010). Different 
reflective objects can control hypersonic reflection/diffusion (Morise et al. 2010). 
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works are impossible to assess via YouTube videos. Did noise of people in the great dome (site of 
the hypersound) obscure hyper-sounds? Were historic recordings (Hamlin 2009) treated to suit the 
PAA? If so, how loud and effective were they, and how were they made? Auditoryum, a sound 
installation artwork (University of Brighton circa 2010) apparently features some scattered hyper-
sounds from one parametric loudspeaker for interactive, immersive sonic storytelling applications 
which incorporated motion sensors and 7.1 surround sound from eight conventional speakers, but 
no further information is available. 
 
Differences of hyperspace will initiate many challenges to composition and listener experience 
design considerations. For instance, the experience for each listener is unique (better/worse) to 
their position in the room (Fittja Pavilion 2014; Holosonics 2008b; Misawa n. d.). What of 
‗constructive/destructive interference‘ (Moylan 2007) and physical space working with/hampering 
acoustic characteristics, and effects of scattered hyper-sounds (c.f. Lucier 1998)? If space and the 
‗texture‘ (see Saint-Arnaud 1995) of hypersound is unusual; if hypersound cannot fill a room with 
sound like conventional loudspeakers, how can hypersonic differences facilitate musical 
applications? Hypersound seems to bring new design opportunities yet also challenges ‗how space 
is mapped‘ (Samartzis 2007) and how spatial ‗architecture[s] of sounds‘ (Leitner 1971, 1974) can 
be constructed. Scattered hypersound potentially offers new means of ‗composed space‘, 
including using physical space for sound diffusion. Technical/qualitative design exploration of 
effects and percepts from hypersonic scattering potentially will lead to new acousmatic music 
forms and experiences. 
 
Questions surround hyper-musical efficacies over long-distance (e.g. for outdoors works perhaps 
drawing on work by Schafer, Westerkamp, Cardiff, or Härmä et al. 2004). It seems hypersound 
could not work over extended stage-to-receiver music-festival experiences such as those that 
Larsen et al. explore (2011) without changes to festival music, experience, and culture. 
 
Scant information about mixing delivery modes is available. Artist Misawa may employ both 
direct hypersonic beam and hypersonic scattering. She calls places where hyper-sound-beams 
cross and form sonic-objects in mid-air space ‗sweet spots‘ (Higgins 2014) without further 
information. In the lab, Ji, Yang and Gan (2009) have produced mid-air soundspots (single tones) 
from two cross-beams of propagation that only reached between 47-57 dB audible amplitudes. 
This is an inefficient way to generate a hyper-sound (American Technology Corporation 2001), 
but is possible nonetheless; but so what? Possibly many novel spatial sonic effects can be made 
more effective, or potentially be discovered with experiments and musical ears. 
 
Hughes et al. (2004) state hyper-sound scattering is very problematic and confusing. But 
consequences of an action on spatial percepts need consideration without preconceptions of 
application. Musical space can add meaning (Kendall 2010; Wishart 1986, 1996), but hopefully 
not unpleasant confusion. The literature indicates PAA potential for new implementations of 
existing, and new parameters of space. Moreover, can technical-creative PAA-related design help 
to make not only new acoustical spaces, but mind spaces? 
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Speculative concepts about physical space and sound delivery
16
 come from categorising PAA 
related technical and art literature. Music related acoustics literature – all about conventional 
sound (20Hz-20kHz) – comprehensively shows how physical architectural spaces in synergy with 
sound sources and virtual, encoded spaces are musical instrument components and musical 
parameters (Augoyard & Torgue 2005; Blesser & Salter 2007; Brant 1998; Harley 1993; Landy 
2012; Lucier 1979, 1998; Moylan 2007; Olive & Toole 1989; Stockhausen 1961; Toole 2006, 
2014, 1990, 1988, 1986a, 1986b, 1982; Wishart 1996). Yet little is known about what sorts of 
hyper-effects can come from what demodulation interactions with what different hyper-sounds 
with what physical spaces for what musical functions. 
 
2.6 HYPERSONIC MUSIC COMPOSITION  
 
Hypersonic music would be one satisfactory result of PAA research. While ‗the study of musical 
objects should come before the study of the way they are used‘ (Schaeffer 1966a, p. 285), 
paradoxically, a sound object only becomes a musical object when it becomes a part of music. 
Electroacoustic composition techniques have evolved around conventional speakers not the PAA. 
Technical PAA literature indicates the PAA imposes big constraints on composers in terms sonic 
material, composition, mixing requirements, and alters extant music and habituated music 
listening. Extant electroacoustic music theory is very informative for fixed medium sound/space 
design and composition using conventional speakers. But ensuring that ideas of composition are 
first grounded in a maximally practical and musically developed PAA medium, which includes 
listeners, is vital.  
 
Inducting untested musical ideas onto declared physical abilities of hypersound leads to many 
imaginings of application rather than composition. Composition, which concerns musical 
applications, depends on sounds, parameters, simultaneity, density, acoustical spaces, organisation 
and so on, that parametric loudspeakers might make; things hypersonic music study such as this 
needs to explore, develop, and determine. 
 
2.7 CONCLUSIONS  
 
In concluding this exploration of PAA information, this section briefly clarifies this study‘s 
epistemic standpoint, and summarises areas of research that arise around hypersonic music as a 
postulation, and how they propel this study. 
 
While differences between conventional speakers and parametric loudspeakers are noticeable in 
the literature as physical abilities to create new musical experiences, that same literature describes 
issues that hinder unique musical opportunities. As well as needing sound and space tests before 
attempting composition, study must consider ways to avoid overexposing listeners to high 
amplitude ultrasound. Even soft hyper-sounds include loud ultrasounds that may risk ill-feeling, 
or hearing damage from overexposure. The production of broad bandwidth hyper-sounds, typical 
of much existing music, especially requires high ultrasonic SPLs. The literature offers little 
                                                     
16 E.g. in theory many sub-types of delivery/experience modes can be made, e.g. kinetic scattered sounds, mixed modes etc.  
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information in this safe/pleasurable/usable user-experience design area
17
. Audio Spotlight 
manufacturer Pompei (2002) claims experimental verification that his ultrasonic system is 
specifically designed to prevent health risks from ultrasonic exposure because he uses a higher 
than normal 60kHz carrier. Lenhardt, Richards and Madsen (2002 in Pompei 2002) find no 
negative auditory effects and declare the Audio Spotlight safe, yet only test 20 people for five 
minutes exposure to 121 dB/58kHz. Findings are not convincing, particularly in light of Lawton‘s 
report (2001) on hearing damage from lower ultrasonic amplitudes. Hypersonic music designers 
need to understand and respect human limits. Paradoxically, loud efficient hyper-sounds may 
offer solutions here because demodulation of such objects might require lower ultrasonic SPLs. 
 
Designing hyper-sounds for design solutions to PAA limits and as a means that might take 
advantage of, and indeed heighten and produce effects and listener experiences need to be 
explored and documented. Due to problems detailed in the literature, and because much basic 
information about hypersonic musical objects is lacking, this research seeks answers around 
whether hypersonic music is even feasible, and to what extent
18
. 
 
Acoustical engineers may consider scattering hypersound as less desirable than directly beamed 
hypersound perception. But ignoring hypersonic scattering lessens musical possibilities and 
constrains listeners to directly beamed ultrasound, a small listening zone and intense ultrasound 
exposure. Scattering may allow less exposure to loud ultrasound and many novel sound effects.  
 
From a practitioner‘s point of view, technical developments and awareness of challenges in 
physical PAA propagations may be advanced. But the acoulogy of a single hyper-beam is scantly 
explored, developed or documented. Research is needed to fill gaps in understanding effective 
‗human-suited‘ applications of the PAA via harnessing various design solutions in the knowledge 
of it as a unique medium using creative-technical tests and one‘s ears. Better understanding the 
interplay between the technical and the musical (Teruggi 2007; Waksman 2001) can serve 
instrument design and performance virtuosity (Gremo 2012).  
 
Different types of literature on their own are unsatisfactory to answer questions posited here; they 
cannot creatively/musically test the PAA or design hypersonic music, which itself can be 
analysed. Hypersonic music research needs empirical experience of the medium. Hypersonic 
music will not automatically emerge from science, mathematical modelling and ideas. Science, 
technology and music are closely tied (Moylan 2007; Roads 1998, 2001; Truax 2001; Wishart 
                                                     
17 E.g. overexposure to ultrasound from parametric loudspeakers in applied settings is largely untold. Increasing ultrasonic 
amplitude raises output (Kamakura, Tasahide & Ikeyaya 1985 in Gan, Yang & Kamakura 2012; Kamakura et al. 1994 in 
Croft & Norris 2001-03). But PAA engineers raise safety concerns about the potential of PAA-related-hearing-loss 
(Kamakura, Aoki & Sakai 2006; Kamakura, Yoneyama & Ikegaya 1984 in Croft & Norris 2001-03; Gan, Yang & Kamakura 
2012; Nakashima et al. 2006). Lawton‘s (2001) recommended maximum permissible ultrasound levels are 110-115 dB for 
an eight hour exposure. Kamakura, Aoki and Sakai set a 115dB ultrasound limit as the safe usage guideline for parametric 
loudspeakers. Still, a typical ultrasound level from a parametric speaker is 125+dB (see e.g. Gan, Yang & Kamakura 2012). 
Headaches, nausea, fullness in the ears, annoyance, discomfort, malaise, fatigue, and tinnitus are reported in occupational 
ultrasound exposures at lower SPLs (2001). ‗Hypersonic effect‘ (Oohashi et al. 2011; 2006; 2002; 2000) refers to 
ultrasounds affecting the brain. Kamakura, Yoneyama and Ikegaya‘s (1984) acoustic filter between listener and speaker 
attenuated ultrasonic and audible levels. 
18 E.g. how feasible is the idea of, and how can we compose for binaural beams each aimed directly at a listener‘s ears 
(Johannes & Gan 2009; Gan, Tan & Kuo 2011; Tan & Gan 2012; Aoki, Toba & Tsujita 2012), when technical literature 
itself warns of risks of auditory effects from high SPL ultrasound overexposure (Gan, Yang & Kamakura 2012; Kamakura, 
Aoki & Sakai 2006; Kamakura, Yoneyama & Ikegaya 1984 in Croft & Norris 2001-03; Nakashima et al. 2006)? 
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1996, 1994). But generally people do not listen to science; they listen to music that may have 
developed from science. Parametric speakers are mainly reaching maturity in terms of technical 
design, not acoulogical development and knowledge.  
 
In part, acoulogy is judged against mental models. The technical literature gives no qualitative 
description of noises and distortions that it refers to as problems. But some ‗problems‘ could be 
beautiful instrument characteristics. A main aim of PAA engineers is to achieve the clearest, 
loudest, widest band hypersound, which are very legitimate concerns. But are their concerns too 
heavily weighted in comparisons to conventional loudspeakers and extant musical sounds at the 
expense of understanding the PAA medium‘s unique design affordances? This research takes an 
approach enabling all sorts of hypersonic characteristics to be considered, and searched for, with 
an open mind that includes an awareness of musical practicalities and problems, as well as 
potential musical applications. 
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3. METHODOLOGY  
           OF HYPERSONIC THEORY AND DESIGN. 
-- . - .... --- -.. --- .-.. --- --. -.— 
 
 
 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This multimethods research (cf. Hesse-Biber 2015; Hunter & Brewer 2015) employs grounded 
theory
19
 and experimental music practice with a design research methodology to understand, 
develop, design with, and construct theories of, hypersonic phenomena, which then lead to the 
construction of hypersonic musical applications. Design research here concerns testing and 
making that is grounded in the parametric acoustic array (PAA) medium, and uses iterative 
analyses of, and conceptualisations from, design and experience. The study uses auditory 
percepts, designs of hyper-sounds, compositions and listening experiences as data. Tools and 
strategies of analysis comprise listening strategies
20
, spectral analysis, design, and those of 
grounded theory, incorporating medium theory. In grounded theory, coding means 
conceptualising, categorising, generating theoretical properties of concepts/categories, constantly 
comparing events, fracturing data, and integrating theory. Analysis of data draws from acoustics 
theory, music theory, physics, parametric acoustic array (PAA) science/theory, art theory, sound 
theory, narratology, modulation theory, sound installation, sound synthesis, psychoacoustics, and 
phenomenology. Analysis involves understanding properties and what they mean. 
 
In this research, I function as the main research subject, as both researcher and practitioner. I am 
the one perceiving and thinking upon my perceptions. As Walker and Myrick (2006) highlight: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
19 Grounded theory is ‗a systematic, inductive, and comparative approach for conducting inquiry [and] constructing theory‘ 
(Bryant & Charmaz 2007, p. 1). It involves inductive discovery of theory grounded in systematically analysed data (Haig 
1995 précising Glaser & Strauss 1967). ‗The constant comparison of incidents [results] in the creation of ‗developmental‘ 
theory‘ (Glaser & Strauss 1967, p. 114), i.e. ‗the discovery of theory from data systematically obtained (1967, p.2). 
20 E.g. open-minded ‗allocentric listening‘ (Smalley 1996), comparative listening, critical listening, musical listening. 
Coding in grounded theory is the process of analysing the data. As a process within grounded 
theory, data analysis involves the researcher as an actor in the process. They are the people 
who intervene, manipulate, act on, conceptualize, and use specific techniques to generate or 
discover the theory. They engage in an intervention process, comprising stages or procedures, 
to excavate a theory from the raw data. In grounded theory, the primary intervention into the 
data is coding... (p. 550). 
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3.2 THE METHODOLOGICAL STORY OF HYPERSONIC DESIGN 
 
This research began with my music/art practice, and with an inductive grounded theory pre-design 
approach
21
 to all kinds of PAA-related literature around the question of hypersonic music. Leeman 
et al. (2015, p. 167) might have described this mixed methods literature review/synthesis approach 
of ‗summarising and integrating findings of quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods studies‘, 
except as noted in the previous chapter, very few, if any, published hypersonic music studies exist. 
I needed to obtain and analyse, at least query, any PAA-associated source from PAA physics to 
YouTube videos. This approach uncovered pre-concepts, avenues of exploration, special 
considerations, problems, differences, questions, tentative categories, and many conceptual design 
propositions. Yet this study began with no validated original premise (as in deductive thinking); 
for the most part, hypersonic music consisted not of hypotheses to be verified, but to be 
discovered: ‗Essential data‘ (Glaser & Holton 2004, p. 46) (tests and personal PAA experiences of 
mine) were missing. 
 
By the start of the hypersonic tests carried out in this research, analyses of PAA literature and 
related literature had formed a broad investigative framing of parametric loudspeakers as potential 
unique musical instruments. I refer here to an open-coding framework or paradigm of questions, 
and lines of study used to develop categories, then an ‗axis, or skeleton‘ (Kelle 2007) to ‗make 
and develop connections between categories and sub-categories (i.e. concepts)‘ to ‗relate concepts 
to each other‘ (Corbin & Strauss, 2008, p. 195; 1990, p. 423). Here, axial/theoretical coding 
sought to find the core category
22
  of theorisation. The open-coding paradigm in part drew on 
medium theory (Innis 1964, 2007; McLuhan 1964; Meyrowitz 1985, 1993; Ong 1982; Ryan 
2004). The use of medium theory as methodology thus concerned exploring and understanding the 
features of hypersound; whether and how they physically, perceptually and musically differ from 
conventional loudspeakers; and whether and how they alter music, and allow new kinds of 
objects, musical composition and experience. Medium theory helped frame the investigation by 
proffering part of the initial analytic strategy, and thus aided subsequent theorisations also, as we 
shall see. 
 
Open-coding involves production of theoretical memos of tests (i.e. noting and initially analysing 
events, problems, questions, contradictions etc.), and entails making judgements, comparisons, the 
identification/development of concepts, categories, and design propositions. When open-coding, 
the analyst tries to generate concepts to start to help inductively generate theory (see Corbin & 
Strauss 1990, 1994; Glaser & Holton 2004). ‗From the start, the analyst asks a set of questions: 
What is this data a study of? What category does this incident indicate? What is actually 
happening in the data? What is the main concern...? What accounts for...?‘ (Glaser & Holton 
2004, p. 48). Constant comparison was used throughout the research process. Initially, open-
coding used constant comparison (e.g. making comparisons between incidents) to conceptualise, 
enquire, make/develop categories, questions, verifications, contradictions, and discoveries such as 
further hypotheses and potential artistic elements. From a design standpoint, my main aims here 
were to extend, discover, and match content to, and find or refine propositions of, musical uses for 
the medium. 
                                                     
21 I.e. making categories, concepts, design hypotheses, questions and noting problems and contradictions in the literature. 
22 ‗The core variable/category...is central, relating to...many other categories and their properties. It accounts for a large 
portion of...variation. It is [crucial to] the emerging theory‘ (Glaser & Holton 2004, p. 45) and to design, herein. 
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In the beginning, tests and the making of hyper-sounds were based on technical PAA information 
and comprised many basic experiments. Soon, experience and emergent PAA phenomena had 
altered the coding paradigm with inclusions to it of unforseen lines of sound design investigation, 
situational analyses, and consequences (Hildenbrand 2007), such as from alterations to sound and 
space variables. Most pre-conceptualisations were either altered or refuted at this stage.  
 
Selection of hyper-sounds for use, further analysis, manipulation, development, and further sound 
syntheses resulted from subjective-inductive criteria
23
 and listening strategies applied to hyper-
sound objects. Axial coding and further reflection allowed the emergence of, and delimitation of 
the study to, the core category/variable of hyper-sound design, which consists of three main 
components: (1.) design of loud, clear hyper-sounds of various types and timbres; (2.) hyperspace 
(hypersound and acoustics, various deliveries and effects); and (3.) composition/applications. 
Note that exploring, theorising and applying unique PAA differences are intrinsic to core design 
category investigations, and general analyses. 
 
In part, formal fixed medium electroacoustic and synthesis theories (Cook 2002; Landy 2007, 
2012; Moylan 2007; Roads 1998, 2001; Schaeffer 1967; Stockhausen 1955; Wishart 1994, 1996; 
Woodhouse n.d.) were used to design hyper-sounds. To design hyper-sounds and compose, my 
sound-, music- and instrument-making experience was applied to hypersound, again guided by 
information in technical PAA/ parametric speaker research, aligned to listening strategies, musical 
knowledge, and emerging phenomena, to analyse percepts.  
 
At the stage of core category delimitation, open-coding led to the use of selective coding
24
, 
iterative theoretical sampling
25
, and increased amounts of early theoretical coding
26
 in memos 
(using musical and PAA technical knowledge/theory). Musical intuition in the form of past and 
PAA-research experiences gained from numerous experimental sound, effects, and sequence tests 
was applied here. Tests followed lines of enquiry around the core category. 
 
After open-coding, still ‗The mandate [was] to remain open to what [was] actually happening [in 
the data e.g. sonic results] and not to start filtering data through pre-conceived hypotheses and 
biases‘ (Glaser & Holton 2004, p. 44) to systematically investigate concerns/properties of the core 
category. Exploratory, playful experimentation with the medium (see Koskinen et al. 2011), and 
deliberate manipulation of experiment conditions continued. Pre-conceptualisations and tentative 
hypotheses had not precluded direct observation, nor did they mean adhering closely to pre-
existing conceptualisations (Suddaby 2006). Heidegger wrote, ‗Questioning builds a way‘ (in 
                                                     
23 Conceptual criteria of hyper-sound design included loudness, clarity, diverse timbral qualities, good reproduction, new 
production, special effects, ‗problems‘, medium theory, as noted etc. E.g. I started from a perspective that values traditional 
registers and novel sound effects, then move to considering designs/phenomena to explore and elaborate theory of 
hypersonic music. From conceptual perspectives, one proceeds to elaborate theory and practice of design (see Gaver 2012). 
24 Selective coding means ‗delimit[ing] coding to only those variables that relate to the core category/variable...to 
produce...theory‘ (Glaser & Holton 2004, p. 55). 
25 Theoretical sampling denotes the process of data collection that is controlled by the emerging theory (Glaser & Holton 
2004, p. 51). Each test/design built on previous tests, e.g. through sonic breeding or iterative hyper-sound design based on 
prior observations, thereby ‗directing the data search to advance the developing theory‘ (Stern 2007, p. 116). 
26 Theoretical coding means developing concepts, categories and theory of hypersonic music using a variety of PAA and 
music/sound related theory/concepts. ‗The categorising of empirical data on the basis of previous knowledge‘ (Kelle 2007, p. 
205): theoretical coding in this study used concepts arising from tests and extant codes around the core variables. 
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Grierson 2009, p. 21), a way of thinking; but ‗Individual points of the coding paradigm and its 
linkages [were] not [first] brought over to the material from outside it, but [were] found to exist in 
the material itself‘ (Strauss 1987, p. 456 in Hildenbrand 2007, pp. 547-8). In short, delimitation to 
the core category allowed a focused, double operation of ‗the elaboration of theory‘ and ‗new 
theory‘ (2006), of knowing and hypothesising about parametric loudspeakers as musical 
instruments. 
 
Around the main categories of concern, ‗Design concepts [were] grounded in experience‘ 
(Koskinen et al. 2011, p.134) and parametric loudspeaker workings. Creative research and design 
must be a highly responsive, iterative, exploratory process, where new insights are fed back into a 
flexible, supportive development process with freedom for trial and error, chance discoveries, and 
openness to ideas and idea development (Delalande 2007). Integrating a theory around the core 
variable delimited the theory and study, and helped reformulate pre-theory with grounded, higher-
level concepts (see Glaser & Holton 2004). This allowed selective coding (designing and written 
analyses) around it, which in turn permitted a more focused use of the literature as a source of 
theory for data analytics and theoretical sampling, using comparison and ‗moving between 
inductive and deductive thinking, and interplay between proposing and checking‘ (Strauss & 
Corbin 1990, p. 111 in Walker & Myrick 2011, p. 555). Integrating theory around the core 
category facilitated refinements in terms of specifically designed tests and compositions using 
theoretical memos, and previous sounds and études. Better knowing the instrument, and continued 
obtainment of wider ranging inter-/disciplinary ideas, increased theoretical sensitivity (Dey 2007), 
and extended basic foundational knowledge of hypersonic music design elements, principles, and 
tools
27
. 
 
Data collection and analysis operated as interrelated processes (Corbin & Strauss 1990), directing 
the next set of design experiments with the use of coding memos, by verifying, discounting and/or 
adjusting various propositions. Categorising and developing hyper-sounds, effects and 
compositions around test applications, and ‗develop[ing] theory derived directly from the data‘ 
(Dey 1999 in Walker & Myrick 2006) as iterative procedures
28
, followed. Data thus became 
design, and design became data. 
 
Analyses of design actions and designer-researcher ‗self-interrogation‘ were used as ‗revelatory 
technique[s]‘ (Downton 2009), questioning the musical applications, the ‗facts‘/percepts, 
knowledge/lack of knowledge and values that directed tests and designs. ‗The knowledge 
produced in design is stored, transmitted and learnt through works in a manner such that design 
knowledge leads creatively to more design knowledge‘ (Downton 2009, p. 118). Reflection on 
design generates knowledge (Barrett & Bolt 2010; Downton 2003; n. d.; 2009). 
 
Sorting notes and drafting the dissertation built a ‗gathering of thought‘ (Duxbury, Grierson & 
Waite 2007). This enabled both deeper theoretical coding specifying possible relationships 
                                                     
27 This study involved both research through design, and research for design (see Downton 2009; n. d.; 2003). 
28 This research was discovery-led where ‗intuitive knowledge, [gained from creative musical study and practice, and] 
strategies, [were] not predetermined, but emerge[d] and operate[d] according to specific demands of action and movement in 
time‘ (Bourdieu 1990 in Barrett & Bolt 2010, p. 4). My grounded approach involved a reflexive process entailing emergent 
methods subject to the repeated adjustment natural to exploration and design processes (Downton 2003). 
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between categories‘ (Charmaz 2006 in Stern 2007, p. 63) and sufficient category saturation29: an 
investigative procedure to again lift data (pre-theory and design and subjective experiences etc.) to 
a higher conceptual level (Suddaby 2006). This enabled better understanding through inductive, 
grounded theorisation, and the setting out of the initial theoretical framework and an ‗ecology‘ of 
enquiry (see Table 1. below). (Compositions can be observed as ‗living‘ incarnations of the results 
of theoretical coding in the form of ‗optimal‘ designs of relationships of concepts and physical 
percepts that are grounded in the data.) Both the compositions and dissertation in this research 
project are conceptualisations of how all the theoretical and practical pieces can work together.  
 
As iterative procedures of grounded theory and design, again, analysis of data and theory 
generation involved further acquisition and induction of extant inter-/disciplinary theory. 
Continued attainment of theoretical sensitivity, sorting (writing, editing), and induction (i.e. 
grounded theorisation) further bound categories into general understandings, and ultimately more 
profound, diverse concepts, questions and hypotheses.  
 
 
3.3 A METHOD TO AN ENDS 
 
This research presupposes hearing and subjective experiences imply existence and evidence of 
phenomena, and are correct modus ponens/tollens for induction/deduction (see Gauch 2012) only 
to some degree, for raw phenomena do not determine or establish PAA art and design. As noted, 
in this methodology, based in large part on aural judgement (Emmerson 1986, p. 38), the 
researcher is the principal subject (see Barrett & Bolt 2010; Grierson 2009; Höök & Löwgren 
2012; Mruck & Mey 2007; Strauss & Corbin 1990). This brings responsibilities to not involve 
oneself in conflicts of interest whereby ambitions override truths in the data. I attempted to be 
unbiased, open-minded (Rothchild 2006) and creative simultaneously. Honest interpretation is 
important (Downton 2003), and a spectrum between wishful thinking and dismissive criticism 
presents to the designer when analysing one‘s work. However, the researcher is advised to 
remember one‘s desires, and restrain oneself to talking in terms of ‗degrees of proofs‘ (Kosso 
2005) when considering new media works based on ‗new‘ empirical foundations. In short, 
following the evidence means avoiding violations of method such as wishful thinking. Inferring 
‗ought‘ from ‗is‘ (Hume 1740) without moral considerations of listeners, and beginning 
arguments with groundless assumptions (2005, p. 3), would be other kinds of fallacy. Scientific 
method works for description, not evaluation, hence the grounded theory and design methodology 
used here. 
 
Finally, where recognised, failure contributes to discovery, and motivates design modification 
(Emmerson 1986a). One must both listen to, and technically understand the medium to enable 
contents to come from it, and heed those conditions of verification in one‘s assessment. Central 
methodological tenets here, then, are to not force extant musical ideas onto the medium, or force 
uncomfortable applications on people; but rather, to make and discover hypersonic musical 
objects, and learn how to play, and let applications come from the medium itself. 
 
                                                     
29 Sufficient category saturation refers to a limited, but sufficient set of in-depth tests and designs here. This is not to say that 
no new PAA-related musical discoveries etc. are possible. Indeed, this is far from the case. 
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                                  Experience 
                                                                     Instrument 
                                    PAA            Hyper-sound design        New hypersonic art 
      Physics                      Hyperspace     PAA design theory 
     Mathematics                Listener         New musics, Ideas 
     Techniques               Problems     Applications 
     Technologies           Composition                   New lines of study 
        Theory, Ideas          Music, art, acoustics...        Other applications  
             Problems    Theory, tests, concepts 
                          Proposals 
               Techniques 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. The ‘ecology’ of hypersonic music design research. The segment on the left 
comprises PAA theory, the technology of parametric speaker design, and so on. The 
middle segment contains musical experiments, including compositions, theory 
induction, framing and analysis, with hyper-sound design at the study’s core (in bold). 
The right segment involves prototype design that can be fed back into the research 
system represented by the first two segments, with hoped for outcomes. There are 
many concepts and sub-categories that pertain to each listing, which are not shown. 
Hypersonic music research includes working on how different concepts can connect to 
form hypersonic music theory and design. 
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4.  3D SURROUND HYPERSOUND 
(Une grotte de mammouths). 
...-- -.. / ... ..- .-. .-. --- ..- -. -.. / .... -.-- .--. . .-. ... --- ..- -. -.. 
 
 
 
 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter describes and analyses three experimental hypersonic compositions and their sound 
objects that use one stationary AS24 parametric loudspeaker to produce an immersive, multi-level 
3D surround sound environment with novel sound effects. Surround sound is sound that surrounds 
a listener in some fashion. 3D sound refers to the field of sound, and how a sound source can be 
positioned anywhere in three dimensions in space. Inspired by hypersound, ‗otherworldly‘ cave 
acoustics and prior experiments in acousmatic surround sound, the three compositions in the Une 
grotte de mammouths series are referred to individually here as Cave I, II and III. Each is 
concerned with the design and composition of 3D hypersonic surround music that exploits unique 
parametric acoustic array (PAA) characteristics. 
 
Each composition uses the same multiple hypersonic scattering mode of delivery. A university 
foyer acoustically comes alive from intentional multiple reflections and fracture of one collimated 
ultrasonic beam of hyper-sonic propagation (see Figure 4.1, p. 35). Ostensibly akin to shining a 
light-beam into a crystal to optimise refraction, diffraction and colourful diffusions – optimally 
shining a beam of efficient hyper-sounds into the foyer space of efficient hypersonic acoustics 
creates various hypersonic spatial effects. Perhaps more than just artworks, compositions with 3D 
surround sound objects and experiences from one ultrasonic beam are a new art form. 
 
4.1.1 Composition method and process 
These compositions result from a whole multiscale design research process. They emerge from 
many preceding tests, pre-designs and etudes that have aims of making loud, clear, strong, 
efficiently generated hyper-sounds, registers, sequences, novel spatial effects and listening 
experiences. Pre-composition tests and sequence-making in the foyer drew from sound designs 
and effects materials, and further developed materials and emergent techniques in situ. Tests in 
the foyer comprised finding an optimum parametric loudspeaker location and beam angle in 
relation to barriers of space, which might best make a surround hypersound generation 
architecture of multiple specular reflections of ultrasound. This refers to making an architecture of 
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hyper-sonic scattering demodulation generation as a compositional and musical delivery system 
for the production and structural organisation of varied sounds and effects. 
 
The multiscale approach to composing (Roads 2001, 2015) taken here is a flexible approach. It 
combines top-down and bottom-up strategies. Such an approach ‗mediates between abstract high-
level concepts and unanticipated opportunities and imperatives emerging from the lower levels of 
sound structure‘ (Roads 2015, p. 299). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Admittedly, here I am but testing a few lines of emergent hypersonic music theory from basic 
PAA design foundations built by me and by other researchers. When architects find a new 
building material, they compare it with what they know, but must also consider its uniqueness and 
be open-minded to think about, and test it in new ways, to design from following what the new 
material beneficially does. 
 
 
4.2 ARTWORK CONCEPT BACKGROUND 
 
Generally, acousmatic spatialisation with conventional loudspeakers began in the early 1950s. A 
very brief chronology of conventional sound spatialisation runs from mono to two-speaker 
‗stereo‘ to four-speaker quadraphony to 5.1 and octophonic formats (Barbour 2002), to 
ambisonics, wave field synthesis, vector base amplitude panning, and distance base amplitude 
panning (see Baalman 2010, Macedo 2015, Roads 2015).  
 
Seminal works, systems and ideas of electroacoustic 3D surround sound/music using multiple 
loudspeakers play an important role in providing a background foundation and jump-off points for 
these hypersonic cave works, as well as concepts for comparative analysis. Such works/systems 
include Edgard Varèse‘s Poème électronique (1958) at the Philips Pavilion which ‗functioned as a 
giant speaker enclosure [and] as a structure for spatialising sound from hundreds of loudspeakers‘ 
(Treib 1996, p.168). The Gmebaphone (Clozier 2001; Wishart 1996), and spherical concert hall at 
Osaka (Wishart 1996) are other famous systems in this vein. Bierlein et al. (2008) draw on work 
by Leitner (1971, 1974), among others, to create 3D sound experiences with spaitalisation 
algorithms and many diaphragm speakers on scaffolding.  
 
However, this design, the compositional structuring, the medium, and percepts from one 
parametric loudspeaker are unlike those made by any number of conventional speakers. So, in 
these latter ways, surround sound works/systems using conventional speakers did not influence 
this work. In the way of working used here – instead of using multiple loudspeakers – barriers of 
space act as waveguides, diffusion panels, and emitters – as beam fracturers and virtual 
loudspeakers – to produce a 3D surround sound field. 
 
[A]t any point in the compositional process, the composer takes advantage of 
discoveries uncovered by exploration of material on any timescale (p. 299). In a 
multiscale approach, we can generate new material at any point. This freedom of 
choice, in which each work follows its own path, is inherent in the multiscale approach 
(pp. 304-305). 
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These works have a conceptual relationship with prehistoric people who found and made use of 
‗magical‘ acoustic spaces such as caves and canyons as ‗portals‘ to other worlds (Errede 2005; 
Waller 1993a, b, 2006, 2013). Otherness, and perhaps something of cave acoustics, partly 
characterise hypersound and the foyer. Multi scattered hyper-sounds reflect out of walls, 
propagate in micro spaces in a macro space with special effects, as if processed in a cave‘s spatial 
sound system. Sound reflection is some of the world‘s oldest art (Waller 1993b) and 
‗otherworldly‘ ‗special‘ sounds have long been valued. Waller‘s accounts of psycho-resonant30 
cave acoustics
31
 at sites of prehistoric art have some similarities with hypersonic effects that this 
study has identified. This work finds and designs with novel spatial sonic phenomena too. 
 
The university foyer space is neither particularly reverberant nor spacious. It is a public entry 
space with open/closed glass doorways, brick walls, corridor, concrete stairwell, and ceilings of 
various heights (see Figure 4.1, p. 35). This space of spaces is not acoustical in a traditional, 
western musical sense. To me it resembled a cave. However, initial tests indicated that the foyer 
space is hyper-resonant. That is, the physical space is perceived to increase reflections, brightness, 
loudness, and clarity of hyper-sounds, and effects. This resonance offers opportunities for 
surround hypersound experiments, and composition using multiple scattering from efficient PAA 
generation. Described herein is a new way to build acoustical/musical space. 
 
Regular sound waves noticeably reflect with special perceptual characteristics in nature in 
response to particular geographical conditions, for instance as echoes in caves and canyons 
(Errede 2005; Waller 1993a, b, 2006, 2013). And sounds from conventional speakers reflect from 
walls. Generally, however, sound waves are heard to disperse with a uniform diminishing of 
loudness and spectral components per distance travelled from the source. Generally, conventional 
sound from one speaker cannot emit from micro locations on walls and in mid-air. Virtual 
electroacoustic reflective phenomena (using encoded reverberances, delay, echoes, dynamics, 
filtering) also evenly disperse and are located as coming from a conventional speaker, and are 
confined to the physics of conventional sound in terms of types of percepts, music design and thus 
transmissions of mental concepts that can be developed from them. Listeners often easily locate 
the primary sound source (i.e. the loudspeaker) ‗above‘ reflections. Conversely, tests in the foyer 
show that ultrasounds – in league with the design of hyper-sounds and the unique characteristics 
of the physical, hyper-resonant foyer space – can make a traditionally unmusical foyer into an 
irregular, special acoustical space of spatially active sounds that are not perceptibly tied to 
loudspeakers. 
 
Blesser and Salter‘s theory that ‗[s]patial acoustics and musical instruments merge to become 
metainstruments‘ (2007, p. 144) is important here. The foyer‘s hypersonic resonance not only 
boosts loudness and clarity, but also helps to make different effects from variously efficient, 
bespoke designed and site-suited multi-scattered hyper-sounds. This work attempts to ‗overlay‘ 
the physical foyer space as a hypersonic metainstrumental component onto imaginings of 
acoustics of a cave chamber that is connected to other cave-spaces of ledges, tunnels, 
amphitheatre, and abyss. This is done via design of hyper-sounds and the different effects that are 
                                                     
30 Psycho-resonance refers to striking psychological sonic experience related to a peculiar situation (e.g. to sonic experience 
in a dark cave of unusual sounds, midst dangers unknown to, or imagined by, the listener). 
31 E.g. ‗voices emanate from rock (Waller 2013). Symmetrical reflections sound on opposite walls. A ceiling buzzes with 
flutter echo. Sound emanates from tunnels. Deep long-lasting reverberance comes from all directions‘ (Waller 1993b). 
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generated by the ultrasonic propagation architecture set-up in the foyer space. That is, a scattered 
hyper-beam ‗plays‘ or reflects around the foyer space, and the space ‗plays‘ different sounds 
dissimilarly. I have attempted to use the small foyer‘s cave-like features of walls, and gaps 
betwixt balustrades, a ‗tunnel‘ (corridor), ‗central chamber‘, ‗ledges‘ (stairs, landing), ceilings, 
and an angular ‗chimney‘ (stairwell) musically as well as immersively and interactively. Listeners 
can wander the stairs and corridor to aurally explore a ‗cave‘ of hyperspaces as musical objects. 
 
The ‗cave‘ trope attempts to link to people‘s conception of cave acoustics to introduce them to 
surround hypersonics and music. The cave trope conceptualises the work; it is a muse to explore 
3D surround hypersound and a model for design including of music-user experience design of the 
work. In sound works, offering listeners ‗something to hold on to‘ sonically (Landy 2007) helps 
heighten their appreciation of a work, provides a listening strategy, and along with dramaturgical 
tips, allows listeners accessibility into a work. Here, the composer does not unrelentingly aim to 
create a simulacrum of cave acoustics in the Platonic sense (i.e. an imitation and false likeness of 
the real (Camille 1996; Sandoz 2003)). Perhaps more than simulacra, these works produce a new 
kind of sonic existence and experience; a reality itself producing real sense experience of itself. 
More than a model (i.e. design object of study or model that is a collection of rules, medic 
affordances/constraints etc. that control the means of representation), an idea here is to explore the 
PAA‘s potential for new kinds of musical reality: the hyperreal32. This work does not entail 
making realistic replications as much as it involves developing new effects as forms of 3D 
surround musical construction, expression and experience. 
 
 
4.3 THREE HYPERSONIC COMPOSITIONS FOR A FOYER  
 
Sound objects and musical form are not predetermined and forced onto the medium, but result 
from the medium, and are developed in concord with it. Here, musical form does not refer to well 
known forms such as binary, ternary, sonata, rondo (Kennedy 1991), and so on. Form is a result of 
process (Varese 1966). An aleatoric-like/stochastic-like, hypersonic 3D surround sound form is a 
result of materials that have in turn resulted from sound design, tests, aesthetic choices, and 
structures (that do not result from chance processes). Foundational tests discover, and develop 
materials; composition develops them further (into musical objects). As with any instrument, the 
musical objects that come from the instrument are constrained to the instrument and the reach of 
the creative employment and development of it by engineers, designers, artists, composers and 
musicians. To say that this work is entirely new and without traditional musical structure is false. 
Applying traditional musical principles of varieties of timbres, envelopes (morphologies), 
parameters and familiar structuring devices as dynamics and foreground/background are very 
evident in the work. However, the PAA changes the way sound is delivered, received, 
experienced, and composed elsewhere. 
 
 
 
                                                     
32 Hyperrreal here does not concern Baudrillard‘s hyperreal. How hypersonic music contributes or not to Baudrillard‘s 
hyperrreal (1983, 1987, 1988) and to Bankey (2009) and Goodman‘s (2010) dystopian hypersonic visions are questions 
outside this study‘s scope. Indeed such questions will only become ir-/relevant consequent to the PAA becoming a mass 
medium (if that happens at all), and only then, after study such as this. 
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‗Sound material and musical structure are interrelated‘ (Roads 2015, p. 78). What are hypersonic 
materials, and how can I make what musical structures with them? Like a cave acoustically, the 
foyer is unique hyper-acoustically and -musically as a sound system component. The composer 
designs to constructively use the whole medium to make 3D surround music. The whole medium 
consists of the total de-/modulation variables: type of speaker, ultrasounds, modulation, and input 
objects (i.e. the ‗protoinstrument‘ (cf. Blesser & Salter 2007)); and speaker location and angle, 
and the acoustics of space, including barriers, distances, geometries and listeners in space (i.e. the 
metainstrument).  
 
The speaker location and angle are very important because they prefigure scattered demodulations 
of different hyper-sounds‘ diffusive interactions with barriers of space (see Figure 4.1, below). 
Blesser and Salter‘s observation that ‗The acoustic architect designs an acoustic space as if it were 
the body of an instrument‘ (2007, p. 150) is very apt here. Because the parametric loudspeaker‘s 
location and angle of beam trajectory remain fixed in the work – in terms of the work‘s creation 
process – further making of different spatial effects relies purely on hyper-sound designs to create 
them, and a mix, and means of 3D surround sound composition: its organisation, function, forms 
of expression, experience, and delivery to audience positions. That is, the metainstrumental 
parametric loudspeaker location and angle should enable foyer-specific sound design, and a 
variety of hypersonic spatial effects that can be composed together to achieve a global spatial 
balance, or spatially distributed, surround effect with depth of field, clarity and wide registers. I 
reiterate: once the site and the speaker angle and location are established – hyper-sounds are 
designed to help build a 3D surround sound field of variation of objects, effects, and relationships, 
and optimally play and effectively use the whole medium, which includes the physical foyer space 
as a virtual ‗multi-loudspeaker‘ system and listening area. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As for form, Busoni once wrote: ‗Is it not singular to demand of a composer originality 
in all things and to forbid it as regards form? No wonder that if he is original he is 
accused of formlessness‘. The misunderstanding has come from thinking of form as a 
point of departure, a pattern to be followed, a mould to be filled. Form is a result – the 
result of a process. Each of my works discovers its own form. I could never have fitted 
them into any of the historical containers. Possible musical forms are as limitless as the 
exterior forms of crystals (Varese 1966, p. 16). 
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Glass on brick       Bricks 
Figure 4.1 (Above) The observable hypersonic metainstrument (a top-down depiction) of the foyer 
space in Building 9 at RMIT University, Melbourne, and the AS24 parametric loudspeaker setup. 
Walls, floors, and ceilings become virtual loudspeakers. The speaker (see thick line) is leant against 
the wall and set at the same position and angle on the floor in all three compositions. The beam is 
aimed slightly upwards into the stairwell and stairwell wall. Black arrows only show the primary 
ultrasound beam and initial fractured reflection trajectories. Obviously, the hypersonic generation 
architecture is invisible, and its wholeness is beyond graphical depiction at this point in time. Letters 
A to E show suggested listening positions. 
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Suddenly a loud ‘humming bird’ buzzed 
furiously in front of my face. Cries flew 
out of part of a brick wall. Long 
reverberant echoes cried in answer 
from beneath. And low pitched noises 
banged behind my back. While trickling 
reverberant drips rang brightly in a 
huge chamber somewhere 
ambiguously above my head, ‘bats’ 
squeaked near and far, here and there. 
The whole space came alive with 
hypersound. (Test notes).  
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This work combines encoded space (virtual reverberance, sound effects) and real effects of 
physical space (i.e. ultrasonic reflection trajectories and demodulation types/effects). This process 
is about combining various percepts of spatial demodulations from the medium‘s physics with 
sound encoding to explore ‗surreal‘, or ‗real-virtual‘ hyperspace making. I want to have encoded 
sounds emanate as if from unseen sources in different spaces of the foyer – a space of different 
spaces (Waller 1993b) (such as a cave) that produces different effects and sounds that arrive to the 
listener from various near and distant, acoustically characteristic spaces. In part, this is how this 
work tries to associate various hyperspatial phenomena with 3D musical application and lived 
experience. Once developed and discovered, hyper-sounds and hyperspatial effects are made into 
artistic elements via those elements being organised into sequences, and given ‗relational 
structure[s] of spatial content‘ (Smalley 1996) to make, and then compose with, 3D surround 
hypersound.  
 
If we consider one beam of ultrasonic sound generation as if it is one tape, how many tracks of 
simultaneous, efficient sound objects can we fit on the tape (i.e. the beam) before the sounds 
become degraded? The AS24 parametric loudspeaker can reproduce (variously well) some quite 
complex input sounds of various types as ‗single‘ sounds (played on their own). But here scattered 
surround sound needs mixes of efficiently propagated hyper-sounds that can be layered and mixed 
spatially, from one ultrasonic beam of sound generation. Mixing is vital to composition. Cave II 
consists of two tracks but is far more spatially active than Cave I that consists of five tracks, 
although Cave I layers no more than three out of five tracks at any one time. Diverse spatial 
activity is not due to the number of tracks or apportioning values to different outputs, but rather to 
types of sounds and how they are used.  
 
This study has found and made a variety of timbres that are efficiently generated. As we shall see, 
sound design has achieved quite a wide pitch range, but still with limited spectral densities and 
Plate 3 (Left) Shows the line on the floor to 
which the speaker is aligned. Despite much 
effort given to attaining ‘millimetre’ 
accuracy of the same speaker location and 
angle for each test and performance, some 
effects have been impossible to replicate. 
 
Plate 2 (Left) Shows the rear of the large 
AS24i parametric speaker in its location with 
its beam directed at a slight upwards angle. 
The beam passes the mirror and illuminated 
signage where the primary specular 
scattering reflection occurs against the 
adjacent brick wall (out of view, to the right).  
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types of sounds compared with conventional speakers. Limitations of the PAA and using only one 
parametric speaker affects what and how many sounds can be played simultaneously. However, 
sound design overcomes this to a considerable degree. For instance, sounds in Cave II and III 
produce densities of intense spatial sonic activity and fairly complex-sounding surround sound 
architectures from one speaker. This work uses various new acoustic effects that can produce 
various kinds of perceived ‗musical structure [which] depends on establishing audible 
relationships among sound materials‘ (Wishart 1994, p. 1). Efficient sound design enables novel 
sound mixing. 
 
Here, using a parametric loudspeaker as a 3D hypersonic multi-scattering musical instrument 
involves more than producing very efficient loud and clear hyper-sounds that ensure people notice 
them. To optimise, and expand the range of, hyperspatial phenomena, I variously alter the 
efficiency level (or ‗cleanliness‘) of many sounds. Other useful spatial effects engender in 
bending hyper-sound design rules. Here I consider it unsatisfactory for all the hyper-sounds, 
which are all extremely efficiently demodulated, to sit ‗flatly‘ and motionless together in one 
space of the foyer. The first composition, Cave I, shows just this. All the different, highly efficient 
sounds are heard in the air above the stairwell landing (D1) from listening position A. 
Surprisingly, this is despite different dynamics, frequencies, durations and spectromorphologies 
(Smalley 1997) of each sound. It seems different, very efficient sounds can produce a sameness of 
spatial characteristic. The importance of efficient demodulation of audible sound does not mean 
the hyper-sound designer/composer cannot play around at the edges of high efficiency where a 
great deal of spatial effects can be found. Using a mix of ‗clean‘ and slightly ‗unclean‘ hyper-
sounds achieves various spatial effects while still maintaining sufficient efficiency. 
 
 
4.4 COMPOSITION AND ITS MATERIAL  
 
This section describes compositional elements and materials: sounds, spatialisation, effects, 
experiences, their organisation, structural uses, conceptualisation and forms. Rather than the 
diffusion of sounds articulating a composition as a kind of post-compositional after-thought – 
perceptual spatial diffusions and effects from physical propagation, which occur in a set PAA 
generation architecture of ultrasonic reflection, are basic structural design and compositional 
elements. The effects are built into the sounds, the space, the way the space is played, and the 
compositions are built from them. 
 
The ‗general surround sound effect‘ in Cave II and III refers to a diverse mix of variously encoded 
(‗reverbed‘) squeaks, squeals, drips, knocks, snaps, ‗speckles‘ and ‗granules‘ of fairly diverse 
pitches, timbres, wide dynamics, durations and spatial effects. The ‗general surround sound effect‘ 
is a macro effect that is made of many sounds and effects of granulated, delayed and reverbed 
sound objects made using earlier versions of variously filtered, time-effected, and delayed 
recordings of crickets, filtered glitch crackle, and percussive ‗ticks‘ (see Figures 4.2-4.6; 4.13-
4.15, p. 38). These prepared, reasonably, variously efficient source sounds had demonstrated 
multi-location ubiquity, single location, and mid-air effects in previous hypersonic multi-
scattering tests prior their further manipulations for the Cave II and III works. 
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These general surround sound objects take up different spatial existences involving different 
effects. Some are heard statically in single locations, or at various micro locations, and/or with 
motion or uncanny ubiquity (‗difficulty or impossibility of locating a sound source‘ (Augoyard & 
Torgue 2005, p. 130)). Very clear, screaming, skewed sinusoidal sounds leap out of the 
background with gestural vim and spear across space. Different granulation processing produces 
sound types and groups in different places and/or with impressions of movement or activity. The 
listener is surrounded by aleatoric-like sonic activities. Listeners are inside the sound system of 
ceiling, floor, walls, and mid-air space. This general surround sound effect is of lively, spatial, 
acoustical excitation; a diffuse field of high fission, and spatially ‗enflamed‘ and inspirited objects 
unlike conventional sounds from one conventional loudspeaker. It is the ‗ground‘ of the 
composition, and the listener‘s chief reference in giving a sense of place and context to other 
sounds. It is a collection of stochastic haphazard reverberant percussiveness that lacks any regular 
tempo such as a sonic result of natural and non-/ human activity in a cave. It sets the scene and 
provides a contrapuntal trellis and acoustic space for other sounds to work with and work in. Its 
varied spatial effects that include interleaving moments of silence/near silence, can be thought of 
as polyphonous in itself. 
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shows the spectra and amplitude displacements of a ‘tick’ before being further transformed for use 
in Cave II and III (see Figure 4.3 as an example). ‘Ticks’ were originally made by flicking a foam stub 
‘into’ a microphone (Log. axis.). 
 
source. Although most low frequencies have been removed, the low level frequencies (between 35-
100Hz) that have been retained may modulate the main group of frequencies to maintain some depth 
of pitch and richness. A straighter cut-off edge of sub 1kHz frequencies than is shown (i.e. a complete 
removal of sub 1kHz frequencies) can give slight extra loudness, but timbres can become ‘tinny’ (or 
more ‘tinny’) in this case. Amplitude levels are shown as they appear in the composition. Playing with 
parameters of the said sound processors within the efficiency zone using the source object (in Figure 
4.2) makes various timbres and pitches of fair to good efficiency that ‘pop’ and ‘speckle’ in various 
locations of the foyer. 
 
Figure 4.2 (Left) The spectra of a dry 
percussive ‘tick’ source sound object that 
has been filtered and manipulated for 
reasonably efficient PAA generation (see 
Figure 4.3). A general zone of efficient 
generation exists between 1 to 5kHz (yet, 
note that this is very generic and dependent 
on a sound’s density and spectral structure). 
As we shall see, there are other principles of 
efficiency at work than this, and instances 
that contradict this general rule. This Figure 
 
Figure 4.3 (Left) A ‘tick’ sound object used in 
Cave II and III after further design by comb 
filtering,  granulation, and virtual reverb (a kind 
of additive synthesis) (roll-off from 40Hz to 0Hz 
and roll-off after 5kHz). While the sound results 
from ‘whittling’ the already ‘whittled’ source 
sound in Figure 4.2 into the 1-5kHz zone, the 
‘tick’s’ duration has been extended to 2.7 
seconds (secs) by reverb encoding, and the 
psychoacoustic pitch is considerably lower. 
Perceptibly this is a very different sound from its 
sourc . Although most low frequencies have 
been removed, th  low  
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In terms of spatial percepts and diffusion, the Cave compositions do not sound special from one or 
two conventional loudspeakers. Obviously there is no ‗stereo‘ panning at the fixed medium level 
and no mixing desk (for live diffusion). From the parametric speaker, the general surround sound 
effect is further fostered by double secondary reflections that physically fracture the beam of 
ultrasounds by part of it striking the base-stairwell brick wall at floor level, and another part 
reflecting from the higher landing brick wall (through the balustrades) (see Figure 4.1). The mix is 
thin compared with much contemporary music and with the range of frequencies conventional 
loudspeakers can handle. But in hypersound, the composite effect of a space full of sonic activities 
(of spatial effects and sound object separations) verge on being too much to mentally process 
apparently not significant enough to noticeably interfere with the efficient workings of the PAA                 
de-/modulation process. While efficient source sounds often allow other processing operations upon them 
that variously suit PAA generation (including some pitch shifting downwards), one needs to be aware of 
sounds modulating one another in ways that produce PAA generation inefficiencies. 
 
Figure 4.4 (Left) The spectra of an object, the 
result of subtractive synthesis on combination 
objects, in the general surround effect. This 
sound is made using both ‘sweeping sine1’ and 
‘cricket’ source sounds, processed by delay, 
granulator and reverb, and granulator, 
amplitude, and reverb respectively. Each sound 
produces two sound streams (i.e. four mixed-
down sound streams that retain high-low 
dynamics and silence) and makes loud, pure 
ringing sounds. Each of the five formants has 
nearly nil harmonics. 
 
Figure 4.5 (Left) Both the ‘sweeping sine1’ and 
‘cricket’ source sounds are mixed and processed 
with different parameter settings of the delay, 
granulator and reverb, and granulator and reverb 
(from Figure 4.4) into loud squeaks, synthetic 
screeches, reverberant dongs, and lower dynamic 
jangly noises. This frequency analysis depicts a 
900 milliseconds (ms) window of some of these 
composites from the general surround sound 
effect in Cave II and III. (Log. axis.) 
 
Figure 4.6 (Left) A wide time-window of the 
general surround sounds in Cave II and III 
includes some bright loud ‘dongs’ with 6 secs of 
processed reverberance. Note that lower 
frequencies have seemingly been raised by 
intermodulation distortion, and/or are falsely 
detected from an increase in amplitude of all 
frequencies as a function of time by the spectrum 
analysis software. These low frequencies are not 
noticeable in the spectra of the single objects. 
Whether they exist or not, these artefacts are  
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simultaneously. Hyperlocalisation is ‗a perceptive effect. When the source moves, the listener... 
follow[s] it‘ (Augoyard & Torgue, p. 59). ‗The ear‘s ability to perceive spatial configurations and 
track changes in position is not unlimited‘ (Roads 2015, p. 241).The overall percept of a space 
‗full‘ with animated sound refers not to ‗fullness‘ like the evenly diminishing and dispersed 
loudness from a conventional loudspeaker. Hyper-sounds are not perceptively tied to loudspeakers 
playing coded (virtually spatialised) sounds (e.g. reverb effects). Unless I stand directly in front of 
the parametric loudspeaker‘s unreflected beam or initial reflection – aurally, the imperceptibility 
of the parametric speaker as sound source is absolute. 
 
Generally speaking, short of using loudspeaker hooks or scaffolding, achieving sound localisation 
on the vertical plane with conventional speakers is not feasible (Moylan 2007). However, this 
work achieves vertical sound localisation from one speaker positioned on the floor and aimed 
upwards at a moderate diagonal angle. Sounds are heard above the head, at head height, at knee 
height, and below (down around the floor behind listening position A from up on the stairwell-
landing at D1-3 listening positions). Apparently some fractured ultrasonic-propagation ‗bits‘ are 
displaced downwards. Individual loud and soft sounds are heard near and far (but mostly still in 
the room). 
 
‗Passive‘ acoustic objects (such as walls) also radiate conventional sounds (Blesser & Salter 2007; 
see also Moylan 2007; Olive & Toole 1989; Toole 2014, 2006, 2009, 2000a, b; and Toole & Olive 
1988). Conversely, hypersound seems to make sound sources of barriers of space in various ways 
that involve kinds of post-primary reflection propagation. That is, this study hears and theorises 
that hypersonic reflection involves not only reflection in ‗passive‘ terms, but also ultrasonic 
reflections that produce ongoing active propagation and various effects after the initial, perhaps 
third reflection, or more. ‗[A]udible sound [from] a parametric loudspeaker becomes louder as the 
distance (within [the] absorption length) increases‘ (Gan, Tan & Kuo 2011, p. 47). And apparently 
efficient sounds retain a somewhat high degree of loudness upon a second, third, fourth or fifth 
reflection in the foyer. Usually, ‗spatialisation has two facets: the virtual and the physical‘ (Roads 
2001, p. 223). Here, walls and ceilings are actually working as reflectors and speakers of encoded 
sounds. The physics of audible sound are altered; sounds and encoding gain other dimensions. 
 
Multi-scattered hypersound offers a range of effects. Together with the general 3D surround 
sound effect/experience, there are featured sounds in Cave II and III that make other, distinct 3D 
effects. For instance, one loud girl‘s scream is clearly perceived to come out of the eastern brick 
wall at the D2 listening position. This provides an example of hypersonic plasticity. In my mind‘s 
eye, I see what I experience aurally: a girl‘s cry in a ten-inch diameter beam of sound streaming 
out from the wall. A long ghostly reverberant crying echo is heard to the north. All the 
cries/screams are heard as I had desired; that is, as coming from different locations and in 
different ways, as if in a cave of different acoustic spaces. Different spatial percepts of each 
scream seem tied to different ways each is manipulated (i.e. to different spectral/dynamic/time 
envelopes, delays, reverb settings and filtrations), and to the other total de-/modulation variables 
of the whole medium. 
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In Cave I, II and III, ‗bubbleblown‘ Risset tones, with long encoded reverberance, emerge 
‗dripping‘ and ringing serenely, yet very loudly.  Despite their ‗dripping‘ ‗musical vitality‘ and 
different pitches, all ring from a space above the landing (heard from D, A, and B positions). All 
are contained to that ‗area‘ above the small landing yet sound as if they are in a much larger 
space. They bring contrastive spatial composure and stillness amid sonic activity. They constitute 
a noticeable contrapuntal element, not only in their dissimilar timbre, but also as a kind of 
contrapuntal installation of spatial layering in their motionless occupancy of a portion of empty, 
vertical foyer space. They thus introduce another perceptual hyperspace, and function as a musical 
transition and movement (structural section). 
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Running a ‗sweeping sine1‘ sound sequence through more effects (of further iterations of flanger, 
sound-spatialiser (sspat), harmonic shaping, altered reverb settings/effects and altered gain levels), 
produces various, loud, giant ‗humming bird‘, ‗insect‘ or ‗bat‘ hypersonic stridulation objects that 
somewhat resemble very fast flapping or buzzing wings (in Cave II and III). These loud, 
intermittent feature sounds in Cave II, all thrash about, imposingly delineated in mid-air, highly 
agitated, psychologically transfixing, menacing; apparently an effect of rapid frisson, or tremulous 
excitement of air. They provide a counterpoint of noisy atonality – an atonality that modulation 
Figure 4.7 (Left) The original girl’s scream is a 
found, natural sound that the PAA plays quite loudly 
and clearly. All scream objects are synthesised from 
this ‘formanted’ sound. Subtle manipulations 
receive different spatial effects. Versions of this 
sound come from stretching, filtering, and reverb 
treatments. Recognisability with the original ‘dry’ 
sound at the start of the work is retained in each 
version. The main formants are in the 1-6kHz range. 
‘Woman screaming timidly and long’ by Frank 
Serafine, https://www.soundsnap.com/woman 
_screaming_timidly_and_long. (Linear axis.) 
 
Figure 4.8 (Above, left) Spectra (23 secs) of the harmonic ‘dripping’ bubbleblown Risset tones. 
These sounds sit in a zone of high efficiency. The highest formant is approx 2530Hz (D#7) at -36 dB. 
Risset tones that occur below -50 dB are still quite loud. Other peaks include, but are not limited to 
3619Hz (A7) and 3900Hz (B7). (Log. axis.) (Above, right) Depicts a shorter time-frame selection 
(1.2 secs) of the bubbleblown Risset tones from the Cave compositions. Given efficient acoustics 
of space, Risset tones between 2 and 5.5kHz permit the highest loudness and clarity. (Linear axis.) 
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synthesis can make – which contrasts with the harmonic overtones, subharmonics, subtones, and 
short noises. These noisy, long-lived, biophonic-like sound objects are loud despite their spectral 
complexity and psychoacoustic lower pitch components, and transpose well dynamically (as 
mixed). In Cave II, three of these four sounds are similar spatially. That is, they sound near, 
confined in mid-air, and are heard approaching the listener (at D1) slightly. However, one was 
once markedly distinct. At the D1 position, I experienced the hyper-sound propagating in front of 
my face, surrounding my head and body. I heard, and felt a quick repetition of movement of air 
blowing onto my face as if a giant, loud bat or humming bird was thrashing around my head. 
 
Despite this extraordinary sonic experience, which included percepts of spatial movement within 
the sspat-flanger-affected sweeping-sinus (fast flapping/buzzing) hyper-sounds, not much 
movement of each whole ‗humming bird‘ object across space was perceived. I wanted to endow 
each furiously flapping/buzzing sound with broader spatial movement across the foyer. I tried to 
give the affected sweeping sine tone‘s morphology spatial movement as a blow fly is heard to 
buzz around a room
33
. I wanted to make it approach from a distance and arrive close to a listener 
(at the D1 position) and then recede. I wanted to affect the effect, and gain control of it kinetically. 
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33 A series of sound manipulation tests made blowfly sounds that travelled around my studio from a static parametric 
speaker, in a multi-scattering setup whereby the beam reflects around four concrete walls. 
+5 dB increasingly creates new spectral terms however. Increasing gain to a whole track onto which other 
objects have been mixed can negatively affect loudness and/or clarity. The original sweeping sequence 
design’s efficiency can withstand a lot of electroacoustic manipulation (i.e. addition of frequencies, lowering 
of pitch) and retain loudness in varying, acceptable, quite high levels as hyper-sounds. These efficient 
modulation-distortions suit the PAA as propagated by the AS24 speaker in the foyer. Each is heard as a 
unique variation of microintonation and morphology. Some are unrecognisable compared with this sound 
(above). The three highest peaks (above) are 5.4kHz, 5.8kHz and 6.2kHz. As a result of modulation, this 
object is heard much lower in pitch than its frequency range suggests. 
Figure 4.10 (Left) The first stridulated sound, which 
appears at the start of Cave III has a higher 
amplitude envelope than in Cave II (see Figure  4.9). 
Raising the amplitude of the sound produces new 
frequencies. Unlike many inefficient sounds such as 
an A4 from a flute, this object’s efficiency allows 
some ‘volume’ control such as linear acoustics. In 
this case, some increased loudness is gained from 
simply increasing gain without causation of softness 
or destructive distortion, and/or other unwanted 
perceptual alteration. Raising gain levels above  
 
Figure 4.9 (Left) Spectral envelope of a pitch-
morphing stridulation (3.6 secs) that begins Cave 
II. Processing the ‘sweeping sine1’ source object 
with Doppler and flanger produces this sound. 
Processors are used to produce many variations 
of loud buzzing, stridulations or wild flapping; 
many are in Cave III. Spatial effects can also partly 
be a function of propagation amplitude, but the 
influence of this can decrease with increasingly 
efficient objects. (Soft ‘banging’ noises layered 
with this sound are not included in this analysis.) 
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Figure 4.11 (Left) A 280 ms excerpt of a strident 
buzzing sound from Cave III (that occurs 
between 3 minutes 53 secs and 3 minutes 55.5 
secs). Again, the original source sound is the 
sweeping sine tone sequence. At least 100 
sinusoidal sidebands are created from altering 
parameter values of the sspat and flanger. 
Spectrum analysis indicates a very broadband 
sound in terms of hyper-sounds. (Linear axis.) 
 
Figure 4.12 (Above) Amplitude envelope of the strident buzzing object/sequence shown in Figure 4.11. 
Note, some morphology comes from the object’s dynamic structure, yet the spectral structure and 
morphology still contain internal beats, or ‘buzz’ throughout the sound’s duration, in this case. This, and 
the acoustics of the foyer, and the parametric loudspeaker setup, helps give the sound object its 
hyperspatial characteristics. As the variations are stable throughout the object’s duration, internal 
amplitude variation does not vary the object’s general mid-air location in this instance. 
 
Figure 4.13 (Left) 300 ms window of the original 
‘Sweeping sine1’ sound; an object with a shifting 
pitch/amplitude (up/down), fade-in/fade-out 
Gaussian envelope. (See Figure 4.14.) (Linear axis.) 
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Exploring variations of hyperspatial kinetics and space-in-space contrapuntalism led to the 
introduction of other sounds and effects, and to the creation of Cave III
34
. Cave III keeps Cave II‘s 
general surround effect,
 
reprocesses some sounds into new versions, and adds entirely new 
sounds.  However, manipulations with the harmonic shaper aiming for more kinetic sound effects 
in the ‗humming bird‘ sound led to many no longer sounding like buzzing wings, but rather to 
twisting, skewed, sinus-like tones. Further, the spatial effect of the humming-bird sound 
propagating in front of my face (in Cave II) only happened once; it could not be replicated despite 
many attempts, even though the same original sound was included in Cave III. Duplication of 
some effects/experiences is impossible. Duplication requires millimetre for millimetre alignment 
of so many variables such as speaker and ear location/angle. Temperature and humidity may play 
                                                     
34 Cave II consists of a loop that is 1 minute 50 seconds long. Cave III ‘s  loop duration is 6 minutes 13 seconds. 
object are very loud, efficient hyper-sounds and create clear spatial, sweeping (kinetic) sound-laser 
effects in scattered delivery setups. At 0 dB the ‘Sweeping sine tone’ object/sequence is perceived as 
one rising and lowering tone in amplitude and pitch. Raising the gain causes an overabundance of 
amplitude, which causes an inverse extra harmonic frequency sliding the other way. The amplitude and 
frequency envelopes produce the harmonic(s) that shift(s) as the frequency and amplitude slide 
up/down simultaneously in time. These types of synthetic combinations are often heard on shortwave 
radio. This effect is a type Sheppard tone with one sinusoidal pitch rising and another falling. Playing 
with time and amplitude parameters creates different embodiments of the effect. The more the gain, 
the more enflamed the effect, and the more harmonics are produced. This is a simple function of 
amplitude/frequency (a hybrid form of amplitude-frequency modulation synthesis for musical 
purposes). It is not modulation in the medium-transference and message-reconstitution transmission 
sense. It is rather a kind of loud, clean, clear amplitude/frequency modulation distortion that is 
reproduced by the PAA’s nonlinear operation very efficiently. 
 
Figure 4.15 (Left) Spectra of the whole 
original ‘Sweeping sine1’ sequence (5.6 
secs) (that is used to produce the 
buzzing/flapping/stridulation objects). 
Again, ‘sweeping’ refers to the up/down 
sliding of frequency and amplitude over 
time. 
 
Figure 4.14 (Left) Amplitude envelope and pitch 
shifts of the original ‘Sweeping sine tone1’ 
sequence that is used to make sound objects in 
Cave II and III. This sequence began as a 4.5kHz  
sine tone (2.8 secs). It was then given fade in and 
sliding pitch shift up to 6.340kHz. This sound object 
was cloned, reversed and added onto the back of 
the first object. Sounds made from this source 
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a role in this inability too
35
. No one hears a piece of music the same twice, and no two people hear 
it in the same manner (Delalande 2007). But hyper-sonic variability apparently concerns this, and 
more than this, in altered, unique psychoacoustical/physical ways. 
 
Some of these ‗new‘ sounds show good movement across the landing brick wall down to, and 
along the corridor wall (from listening position A) however. The most sinus-like, pitch-shifting, 
‗twisting‘ tones can be heard moving around walls from listening position D1 in an evenly curved, 
arched line. Yet they sound un-cave-like, and shift the work away from its cave simulacrum 
aspects into more of a kind of pure hypersonic music making in the architectural ‗ultrasonic cave‘. 
(This perhaps contradicts the dramaturgical messages expressed here.) Similarly, un-cave-like, 
pulsing tones, taps and clicks, made by giving pulse comb and reverb effects to the scream object, 
strobe over walls in a perceptual mix of broad soundspots. These are heard broadly sticking on 
walls with a kind of ubiquitous resonance: two different percepts not precisely perceptually 
separated. This sound features some movement across barriers of space, with different 
timbres/pitches heard in various places. Brassy, loud and spatially large, at times they almost 
swamp other spatial sounds/effects. Further, different ‗new‘ recognisable ‗screams‘ of various 
manipulation syntheses are heard well in other spaces that were not heard in Cave II. For example, 
one stretched scream object, made as a very long echo, hauntingly spears across the foyer space 
from a previously unheard direction. 
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Unipolar hyper-bass tones of mid-level loudness at the end of Cave III are the only sounds heard as 
receding beyond the walls. These ‗bass‘ tones and spatial effects warrant more study. Such sounds 
may represent important findings about how to make loud ‗bass‘ hyper-sounds. Overcoming the 
PAA‘s inability to produce ‗bass‘ has positive ramifications for extending the efficient hypersonic 
pitch register, sound/music design techniques, and composition options. (See also Chapters 5 and 6 
for hyper-bass.) Furthermore, unique kinds of spatialisation in the Cave works, indicate that there are 
new kinds of background/foreground, as well as other parameters to further find and explore. 
 
 
 
                                                     
35 Air temperatures and humidity have effects on physical generation (EL Tan 2014, pers. comm. 7 January). Cold, dry 
conditions narrow the beam; high temperatures and high humidity widen the beam (Shi, Kajikawa & Gan 2014)..  
Figure 4.16 (Left) Pulse-combed girl’s scream (300 
ms excerpt). Sounds made using the original girl’s 
scream are sharply formanted sounds too. This time-
window belongs to a ‘strobing’ series of pitch-shifting 
sounds. These sounds’ harmonics and envelopes 
differ, and are perceived very differently from the 
original girl’s scream. Although the fundamental 
frequency is around 1kHz, this (left) object is 
perceived more loudly than a 1kHz sine tone. This 
increased loudness may come from the harmonics, 
and perhaps from a psychoacoustic effect tied to the 
acute attack of the sound objects. 
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Figure 4.17 (Above) A bipolar and a unipolar signal. (Left) The sine wave on the left is bipolar. It 
varies between 1 and -1. ‘It has both a positive and negative excursion around zero’ (Roads 1998, 
p. 216). (Right) The unipolar signal on the right varies between zero and 1. Unipolar waveforms 
are used as modulator waves in amplitude modulation (Bello n.d.; Black 1953; Roads 1998; Russ 
2009). ‘A bipolar waveform varies between 1 and -1, like most sounds...when we look at the 
time domain. By contrast, the excursions of a unipolar signal remain within one-half of the full 
range of the system.  It is like a bipolar signal to which a constant has been added. This constant 
shifts all the sample values to the range above zero. Another term for such a constant is direct 
current (DC) offset – a signal varying at a frequency of 0Hz (i.e. not varying)’ (p. 216). 
 
Figure 4.18 (Above) The ‘original’ hand-drawn ‘bass’ unipolar waveform (25 ms) that was 
copied, repeated and spliced together. This waveform appears at the end of Cave III as a 
‘bass’ hyper-sound of mid-level loudness with a ‘wall-receding’ percept. On the fixed 
medium, the sound object is given a falling amplitude envelope which begets an effect such 
that the sound seems to recede into and beyond the wall (above the D1 listening position 
when heard from listening position A).  
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Composition involves effective mixing (aligning, blending and organising) sounds and effects, 
and making and developing objects and structural forms. ‗An experienced composer creates with 
an idea of how musical elements will fit together in a mix‘ (Roads 2015, p.378). Design of 
Figure 4.19 Spectra of hand-drawn 
unipolar signal/sound object as 
depicted from the fixed medium by 
spectrum analysis software. This 
sound form is inputted into the 
speaker, but the spectrum analysis is 
not of the actual hyper-sound. Suffice 
to say, apart from the spatial 
attributes that are different between 
its production by conventional 
loudspeakers and the AS24 speaker in 
the foyer, the pitch, and the timbral/ 
morphological image of the sound 
from each kind of speaker are, in this 
case, similar. (Log. axis.) 
 
Figure 4.20 A linear, spectral snapshot of the 
unipolar sound. Interestingly, this graph’s 
appearance looks similar to some traditional 
musical sounds such as flute notes, which are 
often quite inefficient hyper-sounds. Further, 
more intense technical research (perhaps by 
acoustical engineers) is recommended to 
more fully understand why this sound plays as 
loudly as it does. 
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efficient sounds, and resonant hypersonic acoustics, allow me to capitalise on resultant dissimilar 
loud timbres, wide pitch, dynamics, and density-transparency registers, and use of differences and 
temporal relationships among these, to articulate groups and relationships as in conventional 
music. 
 
This work invents new concepts of mixing and composing, and develops new structures and 
means to articulate structures, hierarchies, contrasts, and interleave groups. Here, I am arranging 
and mixing down (onto the fixed medium) specifically designed sound objects to upmix (in space) 
those sounds as arranged hypersonic spatial effects from the way those sounds are demodulated. 
This sound object mixing uses diffusion that self-performs a spatial mix to produce a spatialised 
composition and acousmatic performance from one unmoving loudspeaker. Designing sonic 
characteristics to cause peculiar spatial responses is a new kind of upmixing with new structural 
materials that offers novel relationships and combinations of new effects. It is a unique type of 
wireless routing, as if to different emitters, using only one speaker. It seems that various spatial 
effects (from a motionless loudspeaker), come, in part, from inside a hyper-sound – from its 
structures, its form, its frequencies, amplitudes, time envelopes and so forth, in relation to many 
components of the whole medium that includes a system of ultrasonic architecture of PAA 
demodulation/generation.     
 
Here, the sonic result from mixing down for one parametric loudspeaker is far from ‗monaural‘. 
Nor are sounds heard as if from and between speakers. This allows not only new spatial sound 
effects, but unnaturally high sonic fission between the types of sound objects that inherit various 
spatial effects. This seems to be a new way of ‗building a rich hierarchical structure of clearly 
defined mesostructures‘ (Roads 2015, p. 299). This super fission is one of spatial independence of 
each sound/group that allows the composer to weave a lattice of hyper-spatial effects and 
conventional parameters. In turn, this allows new spatial effects as new spatial structures in the 
composition, and novel articulations of space and of musical structural elements, and therefore, 
new articulations of musical form. This psychoacoustic space is novel too; now acoustic space is 
mouldable in new ways. 
 
The sequence of the ‗dripping‘, clear, melodious ‗bubbleblown‘ Risset tones is not only 
articulated by traditional parameters such as higher level dynamics, distinctive timbre, and long 
ringing temporal envelopes that contrast with the other sounds, but by the space they inhabit and 
their spatial countenance (i.e. how they serenely inhabit space and are juxtaposed against vigorous 
sonic activities). Tranquil and motionless, they literally are heard in higher vertical space. In 
various places, the pointillistic granular specks, and pops and knocks  that constitute the general 
surround sound effect play as parallel contrapuntal groups underneath the ‗drips‘. As do the 
sinuous, skewed sinusoidals scribbling over walls, the loud squeaks spearing across space, and 
broad flurries of mid-air buzzes and stridulations that thrash and hover unsteadily in mid-air. With 
and without different kinds of encoded (virtual) reverberation and spatial delineation, all the 
different effects operate as structural materials in the creation of a plentiful polyphony of spaces in 
one space. 
 
In the time domain, hierarchical groups/lines evolve reiterations of sound objects that mutate. 
There are very few precise repetitions in the work. I want accidents, irregularities and singularities 
(as if) of nature (Vaggione 1996 in Roads 2015, p. 285) to exist between iterations of sounds of 
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similar type. Entwined in this work are not only aspects of simulacra, but the anecdotal, the 
human, and the abstract. Similar to Risset‘s Sud work, I want ‗synthetic sounds [to] evoke 
elements of our familiar physical world: our perception has a strong tendency to assimilate the 
unknown to the familiar‘ (Risset 1996, p. 29). However, completely novel sound effects and 
psychoacoustic hyperspaces somewhat prevent this. Nonetheless, efficient sounds and physical 
space enable balance, mixing/layering control, and musical arrangement of new and traditional 
artistic materials to create a mix of extraordinary spatial salience. 
 
Sounds and spatialisation are intentionally arranged and mixed to simulate natural aleatoric 
processes in time, and thus are not uncontrolled. However, there is also an aspect in this work of 
letting the medium do what it does. There are also unknowns of how to, or to what extent it is 
possible to better control, manipulate and make parameters from specific effects. Much has been 
written about confinement of sound to listening inside the hyper-beam. From listening position E 
on the second floor, the collective scattered hyper-sounds waft vertically like an acoustic smoke 
stack of softer sound (than when heard downstairs). This unusual acoustical haze rises somewhere 
over there from a strange kind of containment of unusual sonic activity downstairs. Position E is a 
liminal hyper-listening place.  
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4.5 DESIGN AND LISTENER ISSUES 
 
One of the main aims of loud efficient hyper-sound design, and thus composition, is to avoid as 
much as possible a sameness of sound, including the ‗dead, embalmed‘ quality of simplistic sine 
tones (Risset 1996 quoting Varese 1959). ‗Sound objects are called suitable when they seem to be 
more appropriate than others for use as a musical object‘ (Chion 1983, p. 106). This ‗suggests that 
a musical object is a sound object that has been chosen for its musical potential‘ (Landy 2007, p. 
80) (i.e. for its acoulogy (Schaeffer 1966a, 1967)). However, hyper-sounds and sonic 
characteristics are not just chosen, but found, developed and designed for unknown final 
‗designs‘. Here, ideas and applications are more usually found that suit the object, not vice versa. 
Sounds are sought/designed ‗acoulogically‘, but composition can only be developed around the 
objects you have. Note again, the fundamental importance of hyper-sound design exploration, and 
listening that appreciates the unique medium. This aspect of the PAA composition process is 
easily overlooked. 
 
Figure 4.21 (Left) 20 ms window of layered 
sounds that make up the general sound effect 
(5.706 to 5.727 secs) in Cave III. Sound design 
here follows a principle of filtering sub 1kHz 
frequencies; here, below 1.4kHz. Efficient hyper-
sounds and the work of acoustic engineers allow 
this quite dense mix of loud, clear sounds and 
effects. This is quite a contrast when one 
considers the distortion or envelope error 
incurred by the speaker to’ single’ sounds such as 
electric jazz guitar chords or wind in trees.  
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Hyper-sounds uncover spaces unfamiliar to the mind‘s ears. Sound exists in the mind, not just in 
air (Emmerson 1986a, b; Moylan 2007; Pasnau 1999; Wishart 1986, 1996). So where does 
hypersound reside? As noted, it is hoped the cave model can help listeners connect lived 
experience of conventional reverberance and familiar sonic experience to 3D surround 
hypersound as music to be in: two unlike things. Another risk is that hypersound may instil a 
primitive/survival listening mode
36
 in listeners (and composer) if they focus on identification of 
sound source location, its causality and as a weird sound object only, rather than listening to the 
music as a whole. 
 
The composer must not simply go where the medium and composer want to go, but should meet 
and settle a range of issues other than sound design (such as issues of audience, achievable 
parametric loudspeaker placements, physical delivery restrictions etc.). Multi-scattered surround 
hypersound solves the difficulty of what to do with an acoustically complicated foyer space, but 
matching virtually spatialised hyper-sounds to physical space and an ultrasonic architecture in the 
physical space means these compositions are extremely site-specific. A hypersonic architecture 
cannot transfer to another location: one cannot bring the foyer space home, or to other venues. 
Perceptual dissimilarities between rooms and various speaker locations/angles greatly differ, and 
these differences are much more noticeable with parametric loudspeakers than conventional 
speakers. The nature and musical applications/problems of these differences are little studied.  
 
This application of hypersound puts the listener in a unique surround sound field, and makes the 
foyer a weird loudspeaker or collection of speakers. Yet the presence of too many listeners 
noticeably negatively interferes with the hypersonic system‘s workings. Ultrasound seems to go 
through one person standing in front of the parametric loudspeaker. But more than ten people in 
the space causes some sound absorption and losses of sonic detail and effects. In the face of 
novelty and other limitations, again a main aim is to work with limits and find functions and 
usability solutions. 
 
Efficient, loud hyper-sounds resolve issues of listener non-recognition (i.e. of soft inefficient 
multi-scattered hyper-sounds) but are too loud and intrusive for permanent installation in a 
university faculty building. Ideally, Cave III would ‗exist in space, not time‘ (see Neuhaus in 
Ouzounian 2008, p. 39) and operate as an installation (on loop), not as a composition of finite 
duration. Yet making it softer destroys spatial effects, and it could never permanently operate as 
such with the speaker positioned on the floor near a door in a corridor. The loudspeaker‘s location 
is problematic as it cannot be left where it can easily be damaged and obstruct passage. Optimally 
positioning the speaker for multi-scattered 3D surround hypersound is so done to ‗follow‘ the 
medium and optimally ‗play‘ the instrument (that includes physical space). But this does not 
account for basic pedestrian problems. Changing the speaker‘s location (e.g., by hanging it on a 
wall or ceiling) changes the hypersonic system, bringing other opportunities and problems. Doing 
this may not let the speaker best make emitters from barriers of space. 
 
High amplitude ultrasound and loud hyper-sounds may ruin a small indoor public space‘s 
sociality. Furthermore, to prevent ultrasound sickness from overexposure, a ‗looped‘ Cave work 
                                                     
36 Schaeffer refers to this type of listening in his ‗natural‘ and ‗ordinary‘ listening modes as trying to ‗comprehend‘ ( 1966a). 
See also Schaeffer 1966a in Chion 1983; Smalley 1996; and in Augoyard and Torgue 2005. 
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can only operate for 30 minutes. Ethically, the composer should not design works that require 
people to undergo long durations of ultrasound exposure. Public wellness strongly affects 
composition and presentation. Pathophysiological effects must be avoided. Composition must 
work within ultrasound sickness and potential hearing-damage onset time-limits. Again, there is 
little published information about exposure time-limits for parametric loudspeakers. I gauge and 
guard against onset times of ill-feeling from my experience of onset times of ill-feeling and 
changes to my hearing acquired from previous tests. Development of scattering effects, deliveries 
and compositions result, in part, from not wanting to be exposed to directly beamed ultrasound 
from a speaker at close range for more than a few minutes
37
. 
 
 
4.6 ANALYSIS  
 
Cave II and III can be considered successful applications of the PAA using a commercially 
available parametric loudspeaker to create immersive 3D surround sound a different way; yet this 
work also finds and affirms particular usability issues. These compositions give a musical 
application to multiple scattered reflections. The Cave works use bespoke designed, loud hyper-
sounds. The highest reading at the foyer was 107 dB taken in the beam of direct reflection. 
Readings of 105.8 dB were taken in the middle of the foyer away from the speaker with an 
average of 68 dB background noise. However, readings can be considered as indications only. 
Ultrasound interferes with the decibel reader. Therefore, the readings, intended to be only of the 
audible hyper-sounds, are largely inaccurate and invalid
38
. 
 
Sound design achieves a quite wide pitch register, some loud various timbres, spatial effects, 
etcetera, and this work illustrates how we can make, mix and design with special musical sound 
effects unlike conventional effects. This work shows one way to musically bring together diverse, 
new design elements (sounds, effects, structures) and acoustical experiences into an organised 
whole and ‗gestalt‘ (see Arnheim 1943; Behrens 1998) that is heard as more than a sum of its 
parts. To my knowledge, no literature describes a 3D surround sound composition using bespoke 
designed hyper-sounds and -effects from one static parametric loudspeaker. Efficacies from beam 
deflection seem proven. Beam fracturing is a tentative concept – potential significance here is in 
beam splitting and/or ultrasonic pattern spreading as new means of diffusion and structure. 
 
The creation of a 3D surround sound field and composition rests heavily with relationships 
between hypersonic-architectural-acoustics of physical space, strong energetic sounds, and beam 
trajectories of reflection. As composer Alvin Lucier notes of his spatial work, I am Sitting in a 
Room (1969), ‗it‘s not processed entirely electronically, it‘s also processed acoustically‘ (Lucier 
1998, p. 458). In Lucier‘s work, the same conventional loudspeaker sounds (i.e. speech, ‗I am 
sitting in a room‘) are played repeatedly into an enclosed indoor space. He explains: 
 
 
 
                                                     
37 Ultrasonic sickness onset time could be 10 minutes for direct beam delivery; 45 minutes for scattering in a domestic space; 
or two hours in a hall. Onset times and symptoms fluctuate between sessions, and do not always occur. 
38 Acquisition of expensive specialist microphones and time spent designing quantitative measurement tests are outside the 
scope and funding for this particular study. 
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But here, in the Cave works, it is inaudible ultrasound that is being reinforced. It is in large part 
because of this, that hyper-sounds are heard with particular loudness in the foyer. As well as the 
foyer‘s low sound absorbency – the wavelength of the AS24 parametric loudspeaker‘s ultrasonic 
carrier frequency probably suits the dimensions of the foyer‘s spaces.  
 
However, while the carrier frequency of the AS24 speaker is unknown, an ultrasound‘s 
wavelength is so small, and the foyer‘s spaces are so complicated, that if this were the case (or 
largely the case) there would likely be perceptual problems in the foyer, and in most of the other 
spaces tested for scattering instead of a few. If the speed of sound at sea level with an air 
temperature of 20
o
 Celsius is 343 metres per second, then the wavelength (WL) of 40kHz (a 
possible carrier frequency used by a parametric speaker) is approximately 8.6 mm. 60kHz is 
another possibility. 60kHz = WL5.7 mm. While wavelength in relation to distances between 
speaker and barriers of space could be a factor in the resonance, possibly the foyer‘s perceived 
loudness-boosting effect is due more to dense, reflective materials (brick, concrete, glass), general 
spatial dimensions, and of course efficient sound propagation-generation.  
 
If the high loudness is mostly due to the space reinforcing the ultrasound, then the pitches in a 
type of sound that exist in the band of efficient propagation are still independent of the room. A 
fundamental tone (e.g. 3kHz) that is a hyper-sound does not rely on its wavelength such as the 
‗same‘ tone that belongs to linear sound does. The 3kHz hyper-tone is not the same as the linear 
3kHz tone. The tone that is the hyper-sound is produced by ultrasounds. An acoustic space that is 
hypersonically resonant does not filter sounds according to different wavelengths of the audible 
hyper-sounds because all the hyper-sounds rely on the same carrier frequency wavelength. 
However, the modulating ultrasonic frequencies do differ. Further, whether, and to what extent 
hyper-sounds themselves cause perceived reverberance would be an interesting line of hypersonic 
acoustics study. For here I have not perceived in scattered hypersound, reverberance as I know it 
in conventional sound. I know not of theory of such things as ultrasonic PAA reverberances or 
room resonances. There is much to be verified/refuted/discovered here. 
 
Nonetheless, this work demonstrates how efficient hyper-sound design, suitable hyper-resonant 
space, and optimisation of parametric loudspeaker location, angle, hyper-sounds and listening 
locations (for surround multi-scattered hypersound) can produce high levels of definition of 3D 
surround hypersonic phenomena, and make loud hyper-sounds louder and clearer. As I have 
The space acts as a filter; it filters out all of the frequencies except the resonant ones. It has 
to do with the architecture, the physical dimensions and acoustic characteristics of the 
space. As you know, every musical sound has a particular wavelength; the higher the pitch 
the shorter the wavelength. As those sounds move out into space they can be observed as 
various sized wavelengths, so you can see how directly the dimensions of a room relate to 
musical sounds. If the dimensions of a room relate to musical sounds. If the dimensions of a 
room are in simple relationship to a sound that is played in it, that sound will be reinforced, 
that is, it will be amplified by the reflections from the walls. If however the sound doesn‘t 
‗fit‘ the room, it will be reflected out of phase with itself and tend to filter itself out. So by 
playing sound into a room over and over again, you reinforce some of them more and more 
each time and eliminate others. It‘s a form of amplification by repetition (pp. 458-9). 
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indicated, I do not fully understand hypersonic acoustics, which needs further study. Suffice to 
say, according to linear acoustics theory, ‗in a smaller resonant space...spatial resonances fuse 
with the direct sound [and are] amplified by the space‘ (Blesser & Salter 2007, p. 151). More 
reflections raise loudness (Stockhausen 1961). Reflected sound inside normal hearing-range can 
cause sound levels to exceed the direct sound‘s level (e.g. see room resonances and standing 
waves in Békésy 1971; Nave 2013; Russell 2011; and Toole 2009). However, unless a listener 
stands either in the beam transmitted directly from the speaker or the beam of direct reflection, the 
Cave works contain no directly beamed sound delivery or perception. It seems there are no such 
things as constructive/destructive ultrasonic standing waves because standing waves only occur at 
lower frequencies, so these are not produced and thus such things cannot be involved in the 
boosted loudness effect. 
 
Conventional acoustics literature is concerned with sound in the range of musical sound (30Hz-
13kHz (Roads 2015)) or the full possibilities of human hearing (20Hz-20kHz), and does not 
discuss ultrasound. According to ray/geometrical acoustics on reflection of soundwaves, a general 
rule is: ‗The angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection‘ (Toole 2008, p. 43). However, it 
becomes nebulous when one tries to envision the activities (or not) of the ultrasound after the 
second order reflections. It is unclear about what happens in terms of the amount of reflections 
and the rate and levels of diminution that each wave of ultrasound undergoes in the foyer space, 
and how this and propagation objects affect spatial effects and their own generation. If the 
ultrasound spreads at all and how, and how the ultrasounds crossover due to reflections in the 
foyer, and whether/how this creates effects (e.g. loudness, mid-air percepts) are unknowns. 
Nonetheless, it seems that a strong ultrasonic system or architecture of hyper-sound generation is 
apparently established in the foyer. Ultrasound travels farther than lower frequency sound, and it 
is evident from perception that hypersound, when given efficient sound objects and space, has a 
noticeably strong reflective energy. Increased awareness of physical PAA scattering acoustics 
affects on percepts would help by proffering more in-depth hypersonic music design knowledge. 
 
Cave II and III may somewhat satisfy Harley‘s (1993) criteria of musical spatialisation, which are 
‗the expression or simulation of spatial images and forms, the movement of sound, and symbolic 
function of spatialisation‘ (if listeners relate to the work according to its dramaturgy). These 
designs do seem to promise new ways of ‗juxtaposition and interaction of sound sources‘ (Harley 
1993, p. 128) of ‗real‘ (electroacoustically unencoded) hyper-sounds, virtual (e.g. reverb encoded) 
hyper-sounds, and their augmentation by conventional loudspeakers and/or traditional instruments 
(see Chapter 6, p. 111). Indeed, they announce novel concepts of physical acoustics and virtual 
acoustics. Moreover, as we will see, parametric loudspeakers can offer new means of artistic 
construction, expression, and applications other than surround sound. 
 
It is interesting to note, however, that ideas of surround sound, spatial balance, loudness, clarity 
and bandwidth in the Cave works seem guided by aesthetics related to sound qualities that 
listeners prefer, including from conventional loudspeakers. Toole describes such aesthetics: 
‗listeners prefer loudspeakers with wide bandwidth, flat and smooth amplitude [on-axis] 
response...uniformly wide dispersion...and consistently repeated [off-axis] patterns‘ (1986b, pp. 
344-5). Still, the compositions somewhat satisfy sonic components of distributed virtual 
environments of speech (i.e. screams), Foley sound/ambience (encoded reverberances/echoes), 
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and music (e.g. harmonic ‗drips‘) (Anderson & Casey 1997). However, the results of the Cave 
works are unlike sounds from one, or indeed from many conventional loudspeakers. 
 
This study did not include human subjects per se. Experiences and effects were mostly confined to 
what the researcher experienced. This study is limited in that the researcher understands technical 
details, has designed the sounds and understands theoretical bases of and questions about the 
music, and therefore the researcher cannot experience it as a person who is not knowledgeable of 
hypersound might experience it. Technical listening
39
 on the part of the composer/researcher gets 
in the way here. Future research involving non-technical listeners‘ perceptions is needed. The total 
de-/modulation variables of the whole medium include ‗demodulation‘ processes in listeners‘ 
brains. Evidence suggests individual listeners can experience very dissimilar percepts of, and 
thoughts from the ‗same‘ hyperspatial effects. Indeed, further tests, compositions, designs and 
listeners are needed to better uncover, understand, and design with, what is being discovered 
beyond developments that concern familiar aesthetics and parameters. 
 
Primarily interested in the production of surround sound and composition using scattered effects, 
this work did not specifically test for musical production of meaning, arousal, emotion, aesthetic 
pleasure, or complex ideas (Miell, Macdonald & Hargreaves 2005). The researcher-composer 
only hopes hypersound can deliver these qualities. Studying how listeners take an ‗active role in 
shaping the content and meaning of [hypersonic] music‘ (2005, p. 4), what they want/dis-/like and 
how hypersound constructively enables deception and belief should better inform hypersonic 
music design. For instance, delocalisation in PAA experience (if it exists) would mean listeners 
‗know‘ where a sound comes from and be unconscious that it is an illusion. Then how would we 
distinguish between PAA physical reality and its illusions? (See ‗delocalisation‘ in Augoyard & 
Torgue 2005. See also Pompei 2011 in Chapter 6, p. 105). How do we identify, intentionally 
produce, and design with the illusions? 
 
Deception (or creation of strong, believable impressions
40
), and alternative means of immersion
41
 
are powerful artistic tools. Hiding a parametric speaker from a listener‘s view may further 
heighten acousmatic listening experience of hypersound at the foyer. All this still relies on 
foundational research such as this, to develop the means to realise ideas in the first place. 
Nevertheless, better understanding people's perceptions and psychoacoustic comprehensions of 
hypersonic phenomena may help to better prototype design functions of artistic hyper-elements 
that foster mental associations, emotions, and use unique hypersonic traits to make novel sound 
symbols. 
 
Many more tests and listener exposures to hypersonic music are needed to more effectively make 
sonic signs and construct spatial sonic representations with currently unfamiliar artistic elements. 
This in part should comprise listening without set agendas of representations and ‗meaning‘. On 
the other hand, the ‗cave‘ muse is just one choice of muse, and 3D surround sound is but one 
                                                     
39 ‗The participation of technology in the compositional process has encouraged the spread of a listening attitude that 
approaches music more as a demonstration of a technical or technological process than an auditory experience‘ (Smalley 
1996, p. 106). The listener (composer here) listens for technical ‗failure‘/‗success‘ rather than being open to new experience. 
40 ‗I couldn‘t hear it at all when I was there,‘ volunteered a passer-by, meaning he could not hear sound emitting from the 
parametric loudspeaker. ‗I could hear it starting from here‘ at the point of initial reflection. 
41 Immersion entails perceptual and psychological aspects of experience involving intensity, excitement and involvement. 
Users are ‗submerged in the experience‘ (Lombard & Ditton 1997). 
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choice of application that the medium suggests. In Une grotte de mammouths is found a sonic 
environment that resists muses, representations, and familiar ideas of application. Indeed, more 
pure experimentation in spatial organisations of abstract hyper-sounds and effects can inform 
future composition that is not concerned with meaning-making. Still, more work is needed to 
develop and discover effects in/from effects and how composers can use these. 
 
More work can discover, and is needed to develop, new artistic elements of music composition 
and other applications. For example, hypersound can produce unusual gestural effects involving 
various percepts of physical sonic movements and spatial separations of components of sound. 
Hypersound can make hyperspatial spectromorphologies. Properly used, spectra and the way 
hyper-sounds can spatially morph are potentially ‗carriers of meaning‘ (Smalley 1997, p. 111). 
But, again, hyperspatial effects are presently very unfamiliar to listeners and composers. 
Intentionally producing and manipulating hyperspatial morphologies is an area for more research.   
 
A main aim of this study and thus compositions is to explore hypersound as a new instrument. 
Ultimately, the highest priority is given to the medium in terms of familiarisation, listening to, and 
working with the medium and to musical experiments, musical dis-/affirmations/discoveries, 
problem solving and development, rather than forcing artistic preconceptions and wants onto it. 
Simulacra is a jumping-off point for composition, but more than new ‗experience of experience‘ 
(after Hill 2017) this work heralds new musical experiences and new kinds of composition. 
However, studying actual cave acoustics, sounds and effects, and using convolution that attempts 
realist mimicry of the cave‘s acoustics in hypersound may potentially produce striking simulacra. 
It is also interesting to wonder what would happen in terms of listening experiences if the lights 
were switched off and parametric loudspeakers put up and around the stairwell as liminal or truly 
distant active hyper-sources. There are other ways in which this 3D surround sound scattered 
mode of instrument could gain perceptual experience and be developed further, for example, by 
using sensors and/or microphones. 
 
Hypersound potentially does offer means to produce psychological effects from their unfamiliarity 
in certain situations. If sudden, random, directly beamed transmissions from another parametric 
loudspeaker were used in the Cave compositions, this would completely change the perceptual 
and psychological aspect of the work. It is possible this would shock the unknowing listener. Yet 
composer and listener familiarity and informed consent with the medium and its effects will 
produce higher musical applications, aesthetics, meaning and pleasures.  
 
One can hear these Cave works with their exploratory reverberant cries, as a new kind of hyper-
electroacoustic soundscape-making or scene-setting. But rather than narrative per se, the Cave 
compositions (with suggested listening positions) allow a musical journey in 3D surround 
hyperspace – a 3D sonic space that listeners can explore and make discoveries for themselves. 
That the foyer allows opportunities for interactive listening and musical/sonic exploration seemed 
to delight some listeners. 
 
While I have attempted ‗communication between composer and audience [via] common codes‘ 
(Emmerson 1989 in Landy 2007 p.67), ‗cave‘ dramaturgy, reverb effected human cries and 
synthetic sounds – strange effects can both repudiate the simulacrum and foster it. In the foyer 
space, the hypersonic propagation architecture system itself embodies a new kind of soundscape 
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in its physics. Not intended as a soundscape work, the Caves‘ ultrasonic system of multi-reflection 
is a physical propagating structure on which to ‗soundscape design‘ (Truax 1999 in Landy 2007, 
p. 106). This work suggests that hypersound offers new 3D surround soundcapes. 
 
These compositions are shaped by experiments, aims, embedded cultures and axiology too. It can 
be claimed that the cave idea is indicative of being trapped in existent sonic language that may 
block deeper insights, and perhaps at present, unheard/unimaginable effects, musical dimensions, 
experiences, aesthetics and applications. Listeners and composers need to be open to new ways of 
listening and experiencing to appreciate other potential PAA applications.  
 
 
4.7 CONCLUSIONS  
 
Hypersound poses sound re-/production difficulties, as noted. Efficient hypersound design 
facilitates a novel kind of mixing and diffusion, and raises the potential for beneficial musical 
experiences and ways to make musical meaning. Efficiency of the whole medium results in 
detailed, loud, spatially active, hyper-sounds of high spatial separation. Efficiency allows 
composition to result from mixes of diverse hypersonic effects that proffer novel forms from 
organisation of aberrant spatial sonic structures and relationships. Une grotte de mammouths 
shows how hypersonics design as efficient convergence helps find, make and develop hyperspatial 
phenomena and applications. 
 
Prototype design results from all it does not know, and does not include, as much as by what it 
does. Theory and music generation are processes that never stop. This work helps to hone 
questions and areas for further technical-creative perceptual experience design research, and 
quantitative scientific study, grounded in, and aligned to, the needs and new potentials in 
perception and art and design, that these works address and uncover. While more tests are needed 
to develop, discover and better understand, control, and use hypersound, there is an important 
difference between what hypersound can do, and should not. For example, hyperspatial 
interpolations between different hyperspaces from different parametric loudspeakers warrant 
study, yet using six parametric speakers in the small foyer to do so may cause mental overload 
and quick ultrasound overexposure. 
 
Hypersound offers new possibilities in composition and new senses of electroacoustic space. ‗The 
organisation of a composition is intertwined with its materials and tools. The unique materials and 
tools of electronic music lead to new forms of organisation‘ (Roads 2015, p.284). So is the case 
with hypersound. This work helps add to our understanding of ‗the case‘. 
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5. HYPERSONIC CINEMA  
(Territore). 
.... -.-- .--. . .-. ... --- -. .. -.-. / -.-. .. -. . -- .- 
 
 
 
 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter discusses a composition entitled Territore, and analyses how beam projections from 
two parametric loudspeakers, a parametric loudspeaker performer, and a large indoor space help 
explore the idea of hypersonic cinema. Territore attempts to make a dramatic musical narrative 
that uses soundspots, 3D sound-shapes, recognisable sound images, strangely spatialised phonics, 
spoken words, abstraction, noise, mimesis
42
, as well as wide pitch, timbral, dynamics registers, 
and multimodal deliveries. Multimodal deliveries refer to combinations of effects and sounds 
from different hypersonic delivery modes such as direct-to-head beams, beams of direct reflection 
and uses of barriers of space as scattering projection screens. This chapter contains direct 
discussion of the composition process (methodology, techniques, objects), musical design 
thinking (decisions made and why), structures, form, roles of spatial effects, and the potentials of 
hypersonic cinematic narrative. 
 
Territore explores and tests parametric acoustic array (PAA) design limits, tackles and uncovers 
issues, proposes solutions, and is an object of study that further elucidates lines of research. This 
study finds parametric loudspeakers do have potential to enable new cinematic acousmatic 
narrative music, and often unimagined and unfamiliar ways to ignite ‗listening imaginations‘ 
(Smalley 1996). 
 
Generally, omnidirectional conventional speakers ensure everyone in an audience hears the 
sounds they make. Conversely, a soundbeam is inaudible unless it impacts with a barrier of space 
with sufficient audible loudness of demodulation or directly impacts the ears/head. A collimated 
beam of heterodyned ultrasounds changes sound, and praxes of composition and listening. For 
composer and listener, hypersonic differences can be confronting. Hypersound pushes musical 
limits, and often means confronting subjective sound/music preferences and prejudices in oneself. 
This composition incepts some new possibilities, concepts and nascent theory of cinematic 
hypersonic music. 
                                                     
42 Mimesis in music is imitation or representation of aspects of nature and culture (Smalley 1996). 
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5.2 ARTWORK IDEA 
 
While PAA characteristics influence ideas of hypersonic cinema, a territory theme grew out of 
PAA differences being challenging and alien. It also grew from news stories (often without 
images) of refugees in relation to territory and border protection. ‗Territore‘ refers to territoriality 
and its consequences, and to a constructive-tearing-apart dichotomy. Hypersound is a ‗tear in the 
fabric‘ of sound that opens new acousmatic territories. 
 
Territore‘s ‗scenes‘, form, structures and sounds are influenced by, and result from, the PAA, 
exploring the theme, the aim of constructing hypersonic cinema, and ideas of acousmatic cinema.  
 
Acousmatic cinema is oft associated with spatial cinematic treatments of sounds, which can 
involve many channels and hundreds of loudspeakers to produce sonic motion, trajectories, 
geometries, vertical sound, distance/nearness...and live acousmatic performance of diffusion by 
control-console operation. It has been linked to wave field synthesis, rotating loudspeakers, and 
spatialisation algorithms. Bierlein et al (2008) and Leitner‘s (1971, 1974) speaker/sound 
architectures influence ideas here. Indeed the historical relation of Territore goes back to early 
sound spatialisation ideas and systems
43
. However, acousmatic cinema does not need to use 
pluriphonic spatialisation. Acoustical cinema can involve narrative elements and sound images 
with ‗intrinsic‘ (internal time, level, frequency) characteristics and ‗extrinsic‘ connotations and 
references that stimulate ‗mental representations‘ (Barreiro 2010) and ‗generate a flow of images 
in the psyche of the listener‘ (Dhomont 1995, p. 49) from two loudspeakers or headphone ‗stereo‘. 
 
As noted in Chapter 2, and further defined here, the ‗sound image‘ concept was originated by 
François Bayle in an acousmatic context with reference to film
44
. His is a poetic approach to 
acousmatic music in part based in morphological ‗appearance‘, ‗features of reference‘, and 
acoustic ‗space[s] for metaphoric thinking‘ (Bayle 1989, p. 165 in Landy 2007, p. 87). Bayle‘s 
Acousmonium music was to be considered ‗a music of images shot and developed in a studio and 
projected in a hall like film‘ (Bayle 1993, p. 18 in Dhomont 1995; Harrison 1999a; Wyatt 1999). 
 
Acousmatic narrative cinema is sometimes associated with environmental soundscapes such as 
Luc Ferrari‘s Presque rien, and Hildegard Westerkamp's Türen der wahrnehmungen (doors of 
perception) and Kits Beach. These works feature changes of aural perspective, Foley sounds, field 
recordings, spoken words and sound effects. Kits beach contains direct narration. 
 
Ideas in my practice help actuate this work. Twenty-five years ago when I began using tape as an 
instrument, its musical possibilities came as revelations. Tape recording and editing (i.e. selecting, 
making, ‗cutting-up‘, manipulating and re-combining sounds) not only uncover novel musical 
forms and poetics, but unveil and create sonic languages, cinematic ‗views‘, atmospheres, mental 
interiors, situations, plots, actors, actions, and anecdotes. I was making cinéma pour l’oreille 
(‗cinema for the ear‘) (Chion in Landy 2007; Couprie 2007) before I‘d heard the phrase. 
 
                                                     
43 Again, Edgard Varèse‘s acousmatic, light-projection cinema, Poème électronique (1958), Bayle‘s Acousmonium, the 
Gmebaphone, BEAST, the German pavilion's spherical concert hall systems, and the Japanese pavilion's 800 loudspeaker 
system (Roads 2015) at EXPO 70, Osaka, come to mind. 
44 Bayle, François 1993, Musique acousmatique, propositions...positions, Buchet/Chastel-INA-GRM. 
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For much of its history, electroacoustic music has, in large part, been in the form of two-speaker 
‗stereo‘ (Harrison 1999b). A hyper-sound-image projection beam suggests ideas of sonic cinema. 
Assuming effective design  of ‗sounds that can evoke mental images in listeners‘ (Emmerson 
1986b) is possible, different types of PAA image projection and effects offer novel structuring,  
orchestration, and sonic narrative devices. Here, the idea is that images, effects and deliveries 
from two parametric speakers work in 3D ‗stereophonic‘ dialogue to create musical cinema story-
worlds. 
 
5.3 DESIGN, COMPOSITION AND LISTENER ISSUES: PUSHING THE ENVELOPE 
 
Whether by analogue tape or digital processes, ‗editing sounds is the key way of preparing sounds 
for musical sequences and eventually musical pieces. [We] isolate a sound for musical uses‘ 
(Landy 2012, p. 69). Research brings strands of my practice together to help develop techniques. 
But much about musical practice does not transfer automatically, or whatsoever, to the new 
medium. Hypersonic research cannot be focused on familiar practices per se, and yet music 
experience should concord with psychoacoustics and the human hearing organ. This is designing 
something new and bringing the old and inescapable into something other. We need to 
design/optimise the instrument for human use. We cannot begin to compose at an editing stage, or 
even with a priori audience listening situations, but have to begin by finding and making hyper-
sounds that ‗play‘ and by learning how to ‗edit‘ and use (or avoid) them. To compose, one must 
first know what sounds and effects one has. 
 
One particular primary task of hypersonic music narrative design is finding and synthesising 
broad spectrum
45
 recognisable sounds. Many narrative-suited, anecdotal sounds (e.g. field 
recordings) lose recognisability, are soft, or do not propagate at all. Thus many ‗historical, cultural 
circumstances‘ (Landy 2007, p. 115), narrative potentials, recognisable sonic languages, symbols 
and compositional choices of the entire field of sound are lost. Sounds for hypersonic cinema 
narrative from a small AS168i parametric loudspeaker in a large hall should maintain enough 
loudness when scattered far from the emitter‘s surface (e.g. 25+ metres) and be considered 
suitable for cinematic narrative music purpose. (Long-distance scattering delivery most needs 
strong, efficient and loud hyper-sounds.) Then this work in a large space doubly challenges sound 
design because acousmatic narrative tends to use all sorts of sounds.  
 
Composition inevitably involves juggling acts, tradeoffs (e.g. between loudness, recognisability, 
clarity, available sounds), limits and pushing limits of hypersound via hyper-sound design. 
Avoidance of ultrasound overexposure to audiences and maintenance of sufficiently low ambient 
background noise
46
 are also required. Heard one way, compared with a small hyper-resonant 
space, the hall is defective. Loudness, energy-intensity, and spectra of many sounds are not 
enhanced. Alternatively, one can assess the hall‘s quirky hypersonic ‗aural architecture‘47 (Blesser 
& Salter 2007) as a unique instrument, and try to make its ‗flaws‘ cinematic design opportunities 
                                                     
45 Broad spectrum recognisable sounds/timbres/mixes in terms of efficient PAA generation. 
46 A few people laughing and talking loudly in the hall easily masks most scattered hyper-sounds. The large Design Hub 
space permits some reverberance and fusion for conventional sounds, but not for hyper-sounds. 
47 Surfaces, objects, and geometries help create an aural architecture (Blesser & Salter 2007). 
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in face of challenges to/of PAA physics and hyper-sound design muscle to maintain sufficient 
loudness of a variety of sounds. 
 
Composition intends that various sounds and effects become functional cinematic/narrative 
elements, and are given a form that is deliverable to an audience. This requires understanding how 
a physical space can be used as a musical and sound delivery space. What effects do sounds have 
in the space? How will sequences be delivered and located? Direct beam, or kinetic or static 
scattered sound? What trajectories? A theme is needed: what sounds and effects may suit it, and 
proffer narration techniques and narrative, which are allowed to develop. Conventional speaker 
spatialisation techniques, including recording, multichannel files, and diffusion techniques 
(Macedo 2015), are somewhat established, if not homogenous in approach. Yet for physical PAA 
workings, the composer cannot automatically appropriate, or force practices and theory of 
conventional sound spatialsation onto hypersound. Conventional speaker diffusion and the 
hypersonic beam plainly differ. One first needs to know what hypersound perceptibly is, and can 
do in the chosen space, and then go beyond merely collecting spatial percepts, in order to 
compose cinematic narrative music in the PAA (see Figures 5.1-5.6 below). 
 
Cinematic hyper-sound choreographies require a ‗place‘ for an audience to experience them as 
intended. Strictly speaking, there are no set rules of hypersound composition. But effective 
orchestration of delivery-modes involves design considerations of audience experience because 
spatial perceptions and delivery capabilities change greatly between different listening positions. 
Therefore Territore attempts a form of hypersonic acousmatic ‗concert‘ for an audience of four 
people seated in a specific location so relationships and arrangements are perceived as intended. 
 
Mixing hypersonic delivery modes goes beyond limits of known forms of music and familiar 
acoustical experience. This raises questions related to unfamiliar hypersonic compositional 
material and its organisation. There are risks of sonic disunity, listener confusion, and 
compositional failure. Hypersound beams are narrow, and constant direct beam and direct 
reflection deliveries require one listener keeping still. Yet I want audiences of more than one 
person (see Figures 5.1-5.6; 5.23-5.24.) 
 
What composers ‗enhear‘ in their minds, prior having experience with the medium, must alter to 
match the whole medium in question. Then the medium can be tuned to emergent ideas and 
methods. Ideas that cannot be satisfactorily applied must be abandoned. Ideas are found in the 
medium and developed as results of experiments, searching for, and testing materials and 
structures, guided by general ideas of acoustical cinema. Remember, experiments, and thus 
composition, only produce findings, potential artistic elements, and experiences based on sounds 
that are tested, and how they are tested and judged. 
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Figure 5.1 (Below) Spatial delivery architecture embodiment A (defunct): shows a top-down view of the 
hall. Bold arrows show the long trajectory of a ‘horizontal’ beam that is deflected around the walls. Thin 
arrows indicate examples of beam projections from a speaker performer who physically handles a speaker to 
deliver different kinds of scattered sounds, frontal-incidence direct reflection (from wall 2), and direct beams 
to the backs of listeners’ heads. Yet problems plague this setup. It is very difficult to reproduce effects made 
at a prior session with the static parametric loudspeaker (PL1). This long-distance multi-scattering mode is 
spatially inconsistent/unbalanced across various sounds. Sounds are soft and muffled at the proposed 
audience location. This is possibly due to absorption and diffusion caused by many small holes in wall 2’s thin 
metal sheeting and a long distance between the wall, the audience location, and the speaker performer. The 
thin metal sheeting also reduces the sonic effulgence of the direct reflection sweetspot. 
Figures 5.1-5.6 (below) depict the search for spatial, compositional design solutions and options (i.e. twin 
parametric speaker sound delivery and composition architectures), at RMIT University Design Hub’s ground-
floor hall, Melbourne, Australia. Three different static speaker locations and angles, and three different 
speaker performer locations in relation to barriers of space and three audience positions were tested. 
Foundation architectures test for potentials of efficient musical sounds/effects making, organisation and 
audience listening experiences, and enable in situ development and composition. Designing delivery 
architecture prototypes are vital processes of composition. They aim to find a setup that most 
advantageously enables delivery of sounds, structuring sequences, and letting physical space help generate 
cinematic effects. Foundation architecture tests follow many earlier tests and designs not included herein.  
 
 
The parametric loudspeaker performer would 
stand on a riser (see blue rectangle) (PL2) to 
manually project and move hyper-sounds. Thin 
arrows indicate examples of beam aiming 
(sound locating) using scattered, direct 
reflection, and direct-to-head beam deliveries. 
 
A small audience of four to six people 
would sit facing wall 2 (in the pink square). 
Speakers and performer are kept from the 
listeners’ view. 
 
Concrete columns 
 
A parametric loudspeaker (PL1) is put on the floor and 
set at a very slight upwards angle to project a multi-
scattered hypersound beam (bold arrows) at a shallow 
specular angle of long-distance specular deflection 
around the walls. Different sounds are heard at 
different points along the beam’s trajectory (mainly 
on/in front of walls 1, 2 and 3). 
 
Wall 1 is a long narrow trapezium with a walkway 
behind it. An absorbent far back wall and air space 
above and behind wall 1 seem to help confine sounds 
and contribute to a dampened hyper-resonance. (See 
Figures 5.4 and 5.6, and Plates 4 and 5.) 
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Figure 5.3 (Left) Spatial delivery architecture 
embodiment B (defunct). Without a riser, the parametric 
loudspeaker player (holding PL2) is free to move around 
(e.g. in an arc shown in red from a central position shown 
in blue) to achieve various delivery types and effects. The 
player would work close, behind an audience of four 
people (seated in the bold pink rectangle). A bold black 
line (on wall 1) shows a wall section used for direct 
reflection and for layering of scattered sounds delivered 
from PL 1 and PL2. But in this embodiment, most 
reflections were not very loud. Wall 1 is possibly made of 
rendered concrete and should be reflective. However, the 
large Design Hub space seems to reduce the sonic 
effulgence of directly reflected sounds. It is also difficult 
to be certain of on one’s aim of the narrow beam to 
achieve direct reflection at one person’s head by hand 
even when the distance has been reduced compared with 
embodiment A. It is impossible to deliver directly 
reflected sounds to a few people simultaneously at a 0
0
 
angle. Thus, Territore should use types of scattering, 
intermittent direct beams, and incidental direct reflection 
deliveries. Note that bold black arrows indicate 
hypersound from PL1 being reflected at an upward 
specular angle from wall 1 to form a hypersonic arc across 
the ceiling and over the audience. 
 
Figure 5.2 (Above left) Spatial embodiment A (defunct), cross section of the hall. Shows the 
speaker performer (player) and examples of ‘hand-aimed’ sound deliveries. As noted, wall 2’s 
steel sheeting of many small holes degrades clarity, intensity, and causes various levels of 
loudness reduction of different scattered and directly reflected sounds. Sounds are vaguely heard 
with weird activity inside the space behind the steel sheet wall. (Above right) Shows the 
stationary speaker’s shallow ‘horizontal’ specular angle of beam deflection. This multi-scattering 
of a few different, reasonably efficient sounds fosters percepts of sound separation, sonic 
motion, and spatial morphologies that are heard in places along the beam trajectory around a 
large space. E.g. a sequence (3.2 seconds (secs)) of high-pass filtered and envelope-shaped white 
noise produces a cloud of sound such as ‘escaping pressurised steam’ that emerges with rising 
loudness as if from air in front of wall 1., whereupon profiled noisy-sinusuiodal ‘slivers’ dart out 
of the north-east corner and shoot along wall 3. (Sounds from both speakers play concurrently 
and work in dialogue.) 
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Figure 5.5 (Left) Spatial delivery architecture embodiment C. 
This top-down perspective shows the final Territore setup. The 
vertical arc (bold arrows) goes in the opposite direction from 
embodiment B. Thin arrows depict examples of uses of the 
performed hypersonic beam: a mix of static scattering, kinetic 
scattering, incidental direct reflection, and intermittent direct 
beam deliveries by the PL2 performer. These foundational spatial 
setup changes better suit and better use the space. This 
embodiment divides the space into broader, more workable 
sections. Beam angles catch quick ‘whooshes’ of direct reflection. 
A ‘wobble’ in a sound can be copied with physical movement of 
the speaker. Spatial morphology and sounds are clearly heard in 
different locations above the head. Again, it is felt that an 
intensified acousmatic aspect is injected into the sonic cinematics 
if the locations and activities of the speakers remain hidden to 
the audience (seated in the bold pink rectangle). 
 
Figure 5.6 (Right) Spatial embodiment C shows the static 
parametric loudspeaker’s location and trajectory. The initial 
deflection is achieved close to the wall. This embodiment 
gives a cleaner spatialisation with flat, fairly hard walls at 
both ends. It achieves higher separation and delineation of 
sounds along the arc – including clearer 3D morphological 
effects from one unmoving parametric loudspeaker. Bits of
sound are heard shifting along, and in different places 
within the sound arc. The audience faces FW1/South. 
Figure 5.4 (Left) Spatial delivery architecture embodiment B 
(defunct). This cross section shows the static speaker’s 
location and shallow angle of deflection close to wall 1. The 
audience sits facing front wall 1 under the arc of hyper-
sounds. However, lack of vertical coverage and activity along 
the arc are noticeable. Again, empty space above and behind 
the top of FW1 may add to this. Both BFW1 and the ceiling 
are made of thick board with large holes, but with more 
reflective material around the holes than walls 2 and 4.  
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5.4 THE MATERIALS OF HYPERSONIC CINEMA COMPOSITION 
 
This section presents the composition‘s sound images, objects, effects, sequences, structures, and 
other percepts. 
 
Rather than using a horizontal plane – using a vertical, arcing, multi-scattering trajectory over an 
audience means horizontal scattering difficulties of wall 2‘s absorption, spatial imbalance, and 
increased limits of sound choices posed by the long-distance beam trajectory are avoided. With 
less distance to travel – various components of sounds are heard more strongly in varying 
concentrations along the arc. Different sounds are demodulated with dissimilar 3D effects/ 
percepts in the vertical arc. Instead of two speakers operating similarly, or having horizontal 
weighted values, one speaker produces vertical percepts while another plays on global space and 
multimodal delivery/experience levels. Using each speaker differently takes advantage of novel 
musical possibilities. 
 
The sound-arc, in part, consists of spatialised words of filtered white noise: ―I live here‖. Encoded 
morphology of the words is transposed into a hyperspatial morphology of speech (across vertical 
space). ‗[V]oice‘...comes newly alive‘ (cf. Ong in Dyson 2009) as a contained electroacoustic 
effusion, or stretching sound body of an otherworldly being that morphs into a contained 
maelstrom such as a waterfall or curtain of cloud billowing down in front of the audience at a 
distance: ―I live here-rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrhhhh...‖. 
 
 
 
 
 
Plate 4 (Above, Left; facing west: opposite direction than shown in Figure 5.6) The sound arc; 
showing the front wall (left), the back wall, AS168i parametric speaker (on the floor, right), and 
ceiling producing its trajectory. The chair to the right of the column shows the audience location. 
Plate 5 (Above, Right) Shows the front wall (projection screen) (left), the south-west corner, and 
the distance between the front wall and the audience position, where four chairs are set-up facing 
the wall. (One chair was used for tests.) 
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Clear, discordant unipolar-waveform-derived objects of low and mid-range pitches are small 
spheroids that emerge loudly in mid-air beneath the arc of filtered white noise (and other sounds). 
They are physically of the arc, but not perceptibly. Their dense inharmonics are without 
discernable source and precise location in middle air space. The lowest perceived pitch in the 
composition is unipolar-derived. This quite dense ‗bass‘ object is very efficient and is the work‘s 
loudest hyper-sound. Dense in low frequencies (on the fixed medium), it demodulates very clearly 
(see Figure 5.8, and related sounds, Figures 5.9-5.12 below).  
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Figure 5.7 (Above) Spectral profile of the ‘I’ of 
the ‘I live here’ filtered white noise, synthesised 
voice. This is a reasonably efficient ‘steamy’, 
cloud-like sound. The final part of ‘here’ is 
stretched into continua (“rrrrrr...”) that slowly 
morphs via slowly changing filtering and 
descending amplitude. Modulation of band-
passed white noise via filtering and shifting 
amplitude proffer different noisy pitches and 
morphing spatial perceptions in the arc. 
 
Figure 5.8 (Above) Spectra and amplitudes of the unipolar-derived bipolar 
waveform/sound with the lowest perceived pitch in Territore. The main low frequency 
formant peaks at 57Hz/-39 dB. This main low frequency formant region covers 52 to 62Hz at 
-42 dB, and is higher in amplitude than many single frequency spikes after and including 
1611Hz.  Only nine single frequency spikes are above -39 dB (the 57Hz formant’s amplitude). 
While the highest amplitude formant is 1449kHz at -25 dB, there are many significant 
formants below 1kHz. Significant formants below 1kHz are 57, 116, 173, 229, 288, 346, 402, 
461, 519, 576, 634, 749, and 817Hz. 817Hz is -28 dB and is the second highest formant. The 
amount of low frequencies is significant for a hyper-sound that plays as loudly and clearly as 
this. This sound is made from an asymmetrical, near unipolar waveform (see Figures 5.10, 
5.11) (from 'Unipolar - bass' sound file, tk 1, at 0secs). (Log. axis.) 
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Figure 5.9 (Left) Waveform of the lowest 
pitched, unipolar-derived bipolar sound. 
Electroacoustic manipulation or software 
processing changes the original unipolar 
signal into a bipolar signal. This sound 
results from amplitude reduction, ‘fade in’ 
envelope shaping, and bandpass filtering 
(1.2-3.6kHx) (‘Sine design 2' sound file, tk 2  
 
hypersonic pitches. At least, these low frequencies do not negatively affect the sound’s generation. This 
13 milllisecond (ms) waveform was originally digitally repeated hundreds of times to produce a sound a 
few seconds in duration. This unipolar form is not completely unipolar. It overlaps zero slightly four times 
per 13 ms repetition. These very slight rarefactions (or ‘zero overlaps’) last for 1 ms or less, yet may make 
a more acerbic electrical timbre with higher pitched harmonics than the completely unipolar sound in 
Cave II and III. Or is this mainly due to the particular asymmetric waveform above zero? The unipolar 
form used in the Cave works is asymmetric too. Better understanding why such low frequency forms are 
loud efficient hyper-sounds requires another program of scientific measurements/conditions research. 
This research would need to be grounded in deeper analyses of verifiably accurate microphone 
recordings, and deeper technical understandings of the design and workings of the AS24/AS168i speaker. 
 
Figure 5.11 (Above) Spectra of the original, loud, low pitched, near unipolar sound (waveform 
shown in Figure 5.10) with high levels of low frequencies. Designed on the fixed medium with a high 
amplitude profile, it still transposes loudly and clearly as generated by the PAA/AS speakers. This 
original ‘source’ sound object itself does not occur in Territore. As we know with magnetic tape, 
splices can make sounds. It is unknown whether splices (at extremely short millisecond time-levels) 
in the digital medium are contributing frequencies to the sound. 
 
at 1m 19 secs). Two sine tones (additive synthesis) were layered in; the whole sound was further comb-
filtered ('noise filter 2' ) (‘Unipolar – bass’ sound file). Many sounds were made (repeated, reversed, given 
different envelopes, levels, filters, splices, recording speeds) using the (below) form; many are in Territore. 
 
Figure 5.10 (Above) Waveform of the 
original near unipolar sound used to make 
families of sounds, many of which are in 
Territore. This sound and others, that are 
synthesised from this sound, make very loud 
discordantly harmonic hyper-sounds that 
include a high proportion of sub 400Hz 
frequencies. These seem to be authentic low 
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A low pitched voice pronouncing ‗hyperspace‘ (Figure 5.13) has an abrupt, odd, contrastive 
effect. It timbrally, spatially and temporally contrasts with preceding noisy pitches of band-passed 
white noise voices (Figure 5.7) and thin, ethereal continua. The ethereal continua is a slowly 
morphing, ‗slowly mouthed‘, stretched, comb-filtered white noise modulation in which the words 
―hyperspace‖ are unrecognisable (Figure 5.14). It is a contrapuntal, structural element that is 
heard higher in the arc as a more ubiquitous diffuse sound – not as a noisy ‗waterfall‘ of sound 
streaming lower down, which occurs with the ―here-rrrrrrrrr‖ continua. Odd contrast comes from a 
niche effect set up in the composition and in the mix. (Niche denotes a sound occurring at the 
most favourable moment ‗that offers a particularly well-adapted place for its expression‘ 
(Augoyard & Torgue 2005, p. 78)). In a niche set-up by soft high-pitched ‗background‘ noise in 
the arc, with a rising amplitude gesture and sudden cut-off delivered with sudden movement from 
the performer‘s speaker, the ‗hyperspace‘ utterance suddenly emerges with inert spatiality in a 
part of the arc previously unheard. 
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Figure 5.12 (Above) Spectra of a sound object made from the original near unipolar waveform. 
(See Figures 5.10, 5.11). Although many of this sound’s frequencies sit within a high efficiency 
zone (1-5.5kHz) and contains no low frequencies that are usually associated with inefficiency or 
generation inability, it is not a louder sound than the original near unipolar sound or the lowest 
perceived pitched unipolar-derived bipolar waveform. This sound results from pitch raising by 
filtering and by temporal manipulation (i.e. re-recording it at a faster playback speed) so its 
morphology is retained. The three highest formants are 5.580kHz and 5.864kHz at -54 dB, and 
3.226kHz at -55 dB. 3.176kHz is at -62 dB. 3.326kHz is at -54 dB.  
 
Figure 5.13 (Left). ‘Oddly contrastive’ 
low pitched, synthetic voice uttering 
'hyperspace’. Made from shaped, 
morphing white noise voice synthesis. 
Highest peak: 650Hz. Depicts a broad 
time window. 
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The parametric loudspeaker performer manually moves and positions sound images in physical 
space in concert with their virtual spatialisation (encoding) in compositional contextual real time. 
A sequence starts with crow caws (hyperphotograph soundspots) beamed to the farthest accessible 
location of the hall, far from the audience. This is followed with simulated wing-flaps made from 
filtered, envelope and spectrally shaped, Doppler-affected white noise. ‗Wing-flaps‘ are encoded 
kinetic soundspots, which are actually moved across the ceiling away from listeners with medium-
fast motion (from crow caw locations). This is done in ways that relate to the wing-flaps‘ receding 
higher frequencies and amplitudes, with motion that tries to convey a feeling of deliberate 
intention to move from one location to another (cf. Wishart 1996). Caws and white noise are ‗flat‘ 
hyper-sounds that ‗stick‘ and delineate a soundspot on or just in front of a barrier of space. A 
manually controlled beam allows for micro-athletic parametric speaker playing, and detailed 
spatial behaviours. 
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Figure 5.15 (Left) The first crow caw and 
sound in the composition. High-pass 
filtered, with slight virtual reverb, this sound 
is intentionally a soft (low amplitude) 
‘photograph’ (a clear reproduction of a 
recognisable sound). The highest formants 
are 1.84, 1.7, 1.41, 1.21, and 1.5kHz at -46, -
47, -48, -50 and -50 dB respectively. The 
main formants sit in the frequency range 
that can provide reasonable loudness from 
some other sounds. But spectral 
arrangement and/or density may mean it is  
 
 
Figure 5.14 (Left) Thin, ethereal, crystalline 
affected white noise voice synthesis. The 
formant peaks are 1285, 1890, 3074 and 
4754kHz. This voice/sound does not possess a 
‘dead’ timbre often ascribed to sine tones. It is 
a result of narrow comb-filtering, not additive 
synthesis. This comb-filtered synthetic voice is 
then encoded with reverb , and stretched into 
morphing continua.  
 
still not a highly efficient sound in terms of loudness. Thus it plays as a single sound from the 
performer’s speaker. Although it plays softly and solo initially, filtering to increase efficiency is 
still required when it is later required to be louder, and/or layered with other more efficient 
sounds.  
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Spatialisation of electroacoustic sound has two facets: virtual and physical (Roads 2001, p. 223). 
Hypersound allows new kinds and combinations of these facets to make ‗real-virtual‘ sound 
objects. Real physical movement of a speaker by a performer of a spatially encoded soundspot 
across barriers can match the sound‘s image and encoding to emulate real-world high frequency 
roll-off and diminishing loudness per distance travelled, and/or from motions that complement 
internal morphologies. ‗Real‘ does not necessarily refer to a recorded real-world object.  
 
‗Performing sounds‘ in the large hall space allows many beam-angles, sound placements and 
spatial effects. The loudspeaker performer uses long-duration static placements, broad strokes 
across the ceiling at various speeds, and patterns of motion. Pending sound design, collections of 
arranged effects from two parametric loudspeakers allow elaborate, familiar/unusual 
choreographies (sequences, structures) of sound images, forms, shapes, locations, motions, spatial 
morphologies and other effects. For instance, one hand-performed parametric loudspeaker allows 
kinetic 3D timbral-shape-making. Aiming the performer‘s speaker from a low angle at wall 1 and 
physically wobbling it in a way that matches the intrinsic aspects (e.g. beats, morphologies) of the 
pulse combed and (later) ‗mulchy‘ chords, creates kinetic sonic walls and shapes48. This effects-
making is open to various motions (e.g. quivers, sweeps, jolts, pitching-tossing) and 
usability/application issues/unknowns. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
48 However, the parametric speaker and audience need to be taken closer to the wall to best achieve a towering, shifting, 
sonic 3D shape effect in front of listeners. Doing this requires taking performer/listeners out of the delivery/listening 
position. Thus the strongest effect in this vein cannot be produced in the performance/composition.  
 
loudness as a hyper-sound after this operation. This increases the dynamic register and thus musical 
potential of the caws. However, this simple operation fails to work for many other sounds, particularly 
sounds that are inefficient to begin with. Sometimes sounds can gain some loudness but lose 
recognisability as a result (i.e. the sound does not gain generation efficiency, and alters in ways such that 
its acoulogy is still low or diminished further). 
 
Figure 5.16 (Left) An original 330 ms crow caw 
object (one caw). From CROWS MP DP 
recording by Justine Angus (duration: 58 secs), 
http://www.soundsnap.com/search/audio/Cro
ws+MP+DP/score. This original recording of the 
sound is not used in Territore. It is shown at the 
same amplitude as my sculpted version (shown 
in Figure 5.13), which is in the composition. A 
crow’s caw is quite robust and immune to 
removal of sub-1kHz frequencies in that it 
retains its recognisability and gains some  
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Commensurate with the narrative and desired atmosphere – the parametric loudspeaker performer 
pans a long ghostly wail (13 seconds) (see Figure 5.19 below) over a 230 degrees angle of rotation 
in a horizontal plane around the walls behind the audience. This panning movement starts from 
the centre of wall 2 and moves across wall 3 to eventually fade-out at the centre of wall 4 (see 
Figure 5.22, Score instruction 18). This is perhaps not only a physical-perceptual effect; sounds 
that occur behind a listener can produce psychological effects (Wishart 1996). 
  
The effect of rotation of a conventional loudspeaker comes from continuously changing on-/off-
axis radiations, axial spectral responses of the loudspeaker, and effects of room acoustics 
(reflections and filtration) in relation to a fixed listener. However, a parametric loudspeaker 
produces no off-axis direct sound, or omnidirectional reflections.  
 
The human parametric speaker performer cannot achieve fast repetitive rotations. Even the 
rotation speed of the Tone Cabinet‘s49 slowest chorale rotation-setting is too fast for a human 
performer to achieve. As noted in Chapter 2, artist Donovan achieves fast revolutions per minute 
(RPMs) of parametric loudspeaker emissions, and Evans‘ work features very slow horizontal 
rotations from many parametric speakers simultaneously using mechanical means. Such effects 
surely can have cinematic applications. But Territore does not use mechanical/robotic controls.  
                                                     
49 Invented in the 1940s, ‗The original rotating loudspeaker mechanism was the Leslie Tone Cabinet, which routed an 
incoming signal into two separate rotating mechanisms: a spinning horn for high frequencies and a rotating baffle (blocking 
and unblocking a stationary woofer)‘ (Leslie 1949, 1952 in Roads 2015, p. 270). The two emitters in the Leslie Tone Cabinet 
enrich the previously static sound emitted by electric organs (2015) by rotating at various RPMs. Stockhausen‘s Kontakte is 
a famous composition that uses conventional speaker rotation. 
listener. This must also factor PAA generation and real physical demodulation distances that also sculpt 
perceptual changes of pitch and amplitude. The tail of the sequence is given a slight Doppler effect to 
further simulate the acoustical experience of a crow flying away from a vertical location near the listener.  
 
Figure 5.17 (Left) Spectral envelope of an initial wing-
flap (in a sequence of wing-flaps), synthesised from 
band-passed white noise. Synthesis uses a bandpass 
filter (sub 1.3kHz and post 12kHz roll-offs). The 
amplitude and time envelopes of this first wing-flap 
(126 ms) are shown in Figure 5.18. More ‘distant’ 
wing-flaps (not shown here) are rolled-off at 10kHz 
and slightly more heavily weighted down to 1kHz to 
help simulate the natural high frequency roll-off per 
distance a source travels away from the listener. 
 
Figure 5.18 (Left) Example of the 
amplitude and time envelope 
shaping of band-passed white noise 
sequences that simulate wing-flaps. 
Increasing roll-off of some high 
frequencies is commensurate to the 
diminishing amplitude of sound 
objects travelling away from the 
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Unlike a machine, a human performer can effect analogue, poetical, broad/microathletic, position 
and delivery adjustments. She can achieve very particular aims, speeds and patterns of motions, 
angles, and trajectories in concordance with sonic and physical space characteristics. For instance, 
during the loudest part of the ghostly wail, the performer slows the panning to allow the sound to 
linger from the middle of wall 3, directly behind the backs of the audience. Human manipulation 
of hypersonic spatial effects helps open new dimensions of sonic experience, and thus musical 
composition and experience. 
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Unlike the small foyer (see Chapter 4), the larger hall helps to produce different confined 
scattered percepts and ‗wider‘ spatial separation. It affords mid-air confinement of sounds, long-
distance spans, and other properties that positively contribute to cinematic functions. I feel I am 
witnessing ‗whole‘ hyper-sounds and their edges in the hall. Long duration scattered sine tones 
are apt to percepts of strangely contained ubiquitous diffusion. Unlike the foyer, this kind of PAA 
ubiquity is an exception. 
 
 
at about 5.8kHz; lower end roll-off is at around 1.05kHz. This sound appears in the composition’s climax and 
is layered in space with sounds from the other speaker. This sound is not of highest efficiency/loudness, but 
is loud enough, particularly as it is played as a single sound from the one performed parametric loudspeaker. 
 
Figure 5.20 (Left) A ‘mulchy’ chord sequence 
in the Territore composition: shows the 
spectra of the whole sound (8.777 secs). A very 
broadband sound in terms of PAA generation, 
it is fairly soft. However, it contributes a 
phantom-like, hazy wall of sound effect. 
Psychoacoustically strange – I can sense a 
general area of ‘mulchy’ sound but cannot 
identify any precise source or familiar physical 
percepts as usual signs of sound. The use of 
two parametric loudspeakers allows me to use 
 
Figure 5.19 (Left): The haunting ghostly 
wail that is slowly rotated around the 
walls behind the audience. This filtered 
sound sequence consists of two screams 
made from the same original sound, with 
the second one layered half way through 
the first one such as a reverberant echo. 
Re-recording the scream at a slower speed 
results in a long, lower pitched wailing. 
Most significant formants are at approx. 
1.24, 1.88, and 2.5kHz. High end roll-off is  
a less efficient sound that nonetheless serves structural, spatial and imagery functions, and plays as a 
‘single’ sound from the performer’s speaker. It also serves poly-layering, timbral, spatial contrast and 
contrapuntal relationship functions with layered sounds that emit from the vertical sound arc. 
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Parametric loudspeaker multimodality operates in a number of ways in Territore. As part of the 
composition‘s climax, a voice of filtered white noise ‗says‘ ―here‖ from the arc while another 
‗says‘ ―here‖ from a sweeping direct-to-ear beam. Both occur at different moments in close 
succession. Because the ―here‖s perceptibly (intrinsically, spatially) differ, they allow unique 
contrapuntal spatial effect structures. The ―here‖s from the arc are lower in pitch and softer to 
complement their being further away than the directly beamed ―here‖s, which are higher in pitch 
and loudness to accentuate their physical closeness to listeners‘ ears. The directly beamed ―here‖s 
also make flecks of scattering and direct reflection due to being swept across the audience (see 
3xmodes effect in section 5.5). 
 
Direct-to-head PAA beam percepts are unlike those from headphones. Directly beamed hyper-
sounds lack spatial acoustics, and (from AS parametric loudspeakers in the hall) are heard near 
and around the ears and head with strange sonic effulgence. They are sounds as if without source 
(at least from a strange source). Directly beamed delivery generally allows perception of the most 
sonic detail. Though this does not have to be the case, as the Cave works‘ system of efficiency 
demonstrates. 
 
Another peculiar multimodal ‗stereophony‘ or musical structure from two parametric 
loudspeakers comprises short, loud ‗swooshes‘ with steep fade-in/-out envelopes. These resemble 
objects whizzing past at high speed. Whereas the multimodal sequence of the ―here‖s plays at 
different times in close succession from two forms of delivery, here listeners perceive the same 
sounds swooping and sweeping across their heads and high in the arc simultaneously.  From the 
arc, the ‗swooshes‘ are mixed ‗on top of‘ spatially contrastive continua of morphing high pitched 
granules. From the performer‘s speaker, the ‗swooshes‘ are swept across the listeners‘ heads. New 
effects including novel kinds of panning can come from different combinations of delivery mode 
experiences to create new forms. These herald innovative ways to create new kinds of gesture, 
dimensions of acousmatic space, perceived environments, composite hyperspaces, physical-
psychoacoustic percepts, sound location parameters, and impart ideas. 
 
Sound-design in part concerns manipulations of sounds (i.e. hyper-sound-breeding
50
) for 
particular effects. This works to help design sequences of multimodal effects (i.e. novel composite 
effects from manipulations at sound object levels of frequency, amplitude, time and space). A 
composite ‗exploding‘ sound and sequence (made of envelope shaped sinus- and noise-based 
hyper-sounds) suddenly bursts in mid-air before ‗it‘ disperses broadly, moving across the ceiling, 
and disappearing into the walls. 
 
Hypersound potentially offers new ways to produce novel kinds of subjective conventional sonic 
experiences such as incursion, intrusion, immersion and emergence. An abrupt, loud ‗horror 
movie‘ scream, and intense modulation tones (see Figure 5.21, below) delivered by a sweeping 
direct beam potentially can produce an incursion effect that changes the listener‘s state, including 
the listener‘s type of listening. Audience members have no control of experiences of directly 
beamed sounds that are near their ear canals. They do not know when a beam will strike. 
Sweeping/shivering directly beamed hyper-sounds for an audience constrained to being seated, 
                                                     
50 Hyper-sound breeding is a grounded empirical method of sound design based in comparisons, iterative tests and prior 
observations. Engineering at both fixed medium and physical space levels, breeding tries to make an effect and percept (e.g. 
image, loudness, spatial effect) in a hyper-sound stronger/other than perceived in a previous version of it.  
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may also produce intrusion effect: ‗a psychomotor effect linked to territoriality. The inopportune 
presence of sound(s) in a protected territory creates a feeling of violation of that space‘ (Augoyard 
& Torgue 2005, p. 65). 
 
Now any suitably reflective surface becomes an emitter that potentially allows analogous, 
meaningful spatial location and motions that can set up opportune moments when directly beamed 
sounds emerge or ‗intrude‘ around a listener‘s head. These new kinds of hyper-sound occurrences 
that set up contexts in which other sounds can appear, hypothetically can also be coupled with 
psychological effects. Subjective psychological hypersonic experience could be un-/pleasurable 
surprise, shock, confusion, and suspense from uncertainty about not only where and what sounds 
may emerge, but how they might emerge. For the audience, it is only hoped that unknowns of 
what will happen, or be done to them next, help create enjoyable mystery and suspense. Sonic 
interruption of a previous sonic state is not new musically. What is new is hypersound, and its 
uses, and impacts on the listener. Psycho-physical, musical, semiotic, and percept effects are 
discussed further in the following section. 
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5.5 HYPERSONIC CINEMA, COMPOSITION, NARRATIVE, LIVE ACOUSMATICS: ANALYSIS 
 
This section discusses musical thinking, the composition, the composing process (decisions made 
and why), techniques, and hyper-sounds and effects as cinematic narrative structures, and 
potential signs. The previous section shows how, here, fundamentally, composition begins with 
the collection and development of sounds, effects, registers, sequences, architectures, deliveries 
and combinations, and orchestrations of these. The aim of musical experimentation is to convert 
sonic objects into musical ideas and ultimately music (see Schaeffer 1966a, pp. 15, 17). 
Undertaking preparatory sound and space experiments, and making delivery designs are 
fundamental to acquiring a hypersonic compositional methodology, and finding cinematic musical 
opportunities. 
 
Here, the organisation of sounds, effects, and musical forms adhere to a narrative structure – a 
simple linear introduction-development-climax-conclusion-denouement model that results in 
heterogeneous and semi-homogenous ‗scenes‘. Territore‘s is not a traditional musical form; is not 
a melodious work. Sounds are not organised around tempo and meter. The narrative form, the 
story idea and the theme inform what sounds to use in ways that serve sonic narrative functions. 
 
Figure 5.21 (Left) Loud, shrill, Shepard-like 
modulation tones play solo from the 
performer’s speaker (900 ms window; linear 
axis). Using this sound, the speaker 
performer creates a combination of three 
delivery mode experiences: kinetic direct 
beam, direct reflection, and kinetic close 
proximity scattering (3xmodes). Main 
formants are 1290, 5520, 2870Hz at -16, -27, 
-36 dB respectively. 
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Territore is a five minute composition. Duration affects the form and story structure of a 
composition. Territore needs to have a beginning that offers brief exposition (an appropriate 
setting-forth of theme and basic information) that starts close to the action. 
 
Composition implements common musical universals and devices such as dynamic envelopes, 
pitch/timbral image, familiar ‗concrete‘ images, spatial encoding, spoken words, abstraction, 
patterns, singularities, juxtapositions, merging, movements, gestures, motifs and poetic repetition. 
These are intended to work as acousmatic narrative devices via the nature of how they form 
structures of relationships. Interest is particularly in novel experience, design and uses of new and 
(once) familiar musical devices. This hypersonic cinema explores novel sound effects as new 
means of creating sonic characters (protagonist/antagonist), settings/spaces, foreground-
background,  plot, action, reappearances and moving sound images. 
 
Quite differently from the Cave compositions – spatial diffusion is nonetheless again not an 
augmentation of the composition as an afterthought. Spatial uses of hypersound are fundamental 
structural elements. To a large extent, the composition is a construction of performed actions of 
sounds. In terms of composing for parametric array musical narrative cinema, hyperspace 
construction operates at a delivery design level. It functions at direct show/tell, indexical
51
, 
sounds/effects, and metaphoric narrative cinema levels. It works as soundscape, and psychological 
cinema in which uses of space support the narrative, and /or are suitably atmospheric, and/or are 
potentially experientially and aesthetically affective as musical and/or psychological sign(s)
52
. 
New acousmatic mimesis can come from spatial-sonic interactions from two parametric 
loudspeakers in space and time. Beamed image projections that function as spatialised ‗ensembles 
in dialogue‘ (see Harley 1993) can allow striking musical narrative-making from contextual 
spatial-sonic relationships. Here, sounds come from active sources in space as orchestrations of 
new effects. Performed hyper-sound can fashion familiar and abstract-process qualities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
51 Indexical sound is recognised as a sign of ‗a cause, an agent, event etc.‘ (Chion 1983, p. 89. See  also Schaeffer 1966a ). 
52 ‗In the study of listening intentions: the sound is heard as a sign if our intention is to understand a meaning with reference 
to a language, a system of values‘ (Chion 1983, p.  89). A sign takes meaning from the coded context in which it appears. 
Figure 5.22 (Below) Part A:  The performer’s score is a chronological list of actions that form a performance 
script. It does not include many performance details, e.g. micro-athletic movements or exact locations 
according to distance and angle measurements. Instructions are open to some interpretation. The ‘human 
factor’ and the performer’s interpretation of the score/composition mean every performance is slightly 
different. DB (direct beam) and DR (direct reflection) are ideals and comprise scattering percepts in reality 
and by design here (see Figures 5.23). 
 
 
Part B (Below) The companion chart for the score shows a basic top-down map of the hall.  The walls are 
sectioned according to points on the compass e.g. NE (north-east). Note that a high ceiling exists in the white 
space inside the lines (‘walls’). The blue oval shows the field of perambulation of the speaker performer who 
moves around a music stand that holds the score with the chart. Again, the pink rectangle shows the seating 
area for four people who face wall 1. (See also Figures 5.5, 5.6.) 
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PARAMETRIC SPEAKER PERFORMER‘S SCORE: INSTRUCTIONS 
1. High SE corner far away – soft crows. Move slightly out of corner – crows (louder). 
2. DB/DR, front wall scattering (3xmodes) – shiver: move/recede to front back wall – shrill mod. sound.  
3. SW front back wall and ceiling – crows (loud).  
4. Central ceiling  (above audience) moving to NE corner – wing-flaps 1.  
5. Central ceiling moving to NW corner – wing-flaps 2. 
6. Central ceiling spots – 3 x unipolar-derived sounds.  
7. Front wall reflect upwards and with DR – wobbling – imposing – reflector pulse comb.  
8. Ceiling around           'Hyperspace' ethereal voice and crow.  
9. Central ceiling to NE corner           wing-flaps 1    (moving over).  
10. Central ceiling to NW corner            wing-flaps 2    (moving over).  
11. DB/DR – move across heads and front wall – (3xmodes) reverse fast wing-flaps. 
12. DB move around heads – swooshes. 
13. DB – scream.  
14. Front wall to left wobbling 1st ‗mulchy‘ chords          DB 2nd ‗mulchy‘ with sines. 
15. Front wall – short noise.  
16. Back wall arching over walls, ceiling to front – exploding sinus and filtered noises (from wall 3).  
17. Front wall centre to left, wobbling 1st ‗mulchy‘ chords.          Centre to right 2nd ‗mulchy‘. 
18. Wall 2 (start) far away – ghostly wail (move around behind audience from E, N, W, ends at W wall) 
19. DB – ―Here‖ x 2.  
20. High front back wall – move across – electric whips. 
21. DB – ―Here‖ x 2. 
22. Front wall or DB – short noise – move across (L-R).  
23. High front back wall – crow caws   
24. High front back wall          move across ceiling – wing-flaps. 
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Territore starts with a soft, bucolic cawing of crows high in the south-east region of the hall, far 
from the audience, followed by loud, synthetic and shrill Shepard modulation tones that play 
directly after. Ostensibly this is a simple musical construction (akin a ‗hardedge‘ tape splice 
technique) of musical juxtaposition (i.e. placing things side-by-side to allow and encourage 
comparison). But this juxtaposition is perceptibly nonlinear, and a new, striking structure and 
experience. Strong contrast comes not just from placing dissimilar sounds (image/‗non-image‘) 
side-by-side, which is an old technique, but from juxtaposition of physical-psychological effects. 
Territore starts as simulacrum (albeit with a strange percept of reverbed caws being contained to 
small soundspot 25 metres away). Then, suddenly synthetic piercing sinus modulation tones are 
moving across listeners‘ heads, and streaking across wall 1 and flecking with direct reflection 
effulgence out from it. The parametric speaker performer‘s shrill modulation tones delivery 
combines three delivery mode experiences (3xmodes): kinetic intermittent direct beam, 
intermittent direct reflection, and close proximity kinetic scattering. 
 
Indeed, this soft-distant-scattering (of caws) cum sudden-loud-3xmodes sequence combines four 
modes (4xmodes) with two sound-sets and affirms hypersound allows new spatial structures and 
musical experience. Uniqueness of cinematic musical experience engenders not at the sound 
arrangement level, but in combined, juxtaposed PAA deliveries and experience by design (see 
Figure 5.23, below). 
 
Intention of the 3xmodes delivery of shrill Shepard modulation tones is given to a kind of aporia: 
a ‗difficulty, being at a loss, literally, a pathless path, a track that gives out‘ (Lodge 1992, p. 219). 
It can be said that certain musical gestures, departures, sudden changes and singularities may 
invoke aporetic effect. A sudden contrastive image and spatially contrastive directly beamed 
hyper-sound can produce a new kind of lived sensate experience of perplexity and surprise for the 
listener. From this, I hope to conjure some type of musical narrative from physical and 
psychological effects, produce tension in the work, and pique alertness and focused listening. 
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Performer position A provides the potential to deliver direct reflection to all audience members while 
holding the speaker with both hands gently against the upper stomach. However, position A provides less 
clearance for directly beamed hypersound as each number assigned to the listener increases. Delivery 
position C provides better access to the left ears of all the listeners. Strong interaural amplitude (IAD) and 
interaural time (ITD) differences operate between the left and right ear. (Perceptible characteristics of 
these differences have not been studied thus warrant study.) Binaural transfer function and sound source 
localisation operates with close-range direct beam just as with conventional sound (i.e. hearing locates the 
source of close-range directly beamed hypersound). However, again, physics and percepts differ. (Long-
range hypersound has so far been little tested in this study.)  Position C does not allow direct reflection 
delivery to listeners 3 and 4 while holding the speaker against one’s chest (see Figure 5.24). Position B is a 
tradeoff between clear direct reflection and direct beam delivery access. 
 
This set-up is not binaurally balanced such as the horizontal sound stage of two-speaker ‘stereo’. For 
example, the soundspot moves along a wall, it does not spread in air as conventional sound: direct 
reflection becomes scattering, which becomes direct-to-ear sound. One could add another parametric 
loudspeaker performer to the right of the performer shown above, but this will not alleviate the unique 
effects of the PAA. Nonetheless, strong binaural effects are effects of the medium, and hypersound allows 
us to unveil new concepts. A human or mechanical speaker performer located above an audience is 
another design option not tested here. Tests with parametric speaker, performer, and audience 
placements search for kinds of hypersonic listening sweetspot, inevitably unlike standard ‘stereo’. 
 
                                                                    Figure 5.23 Parametric loudspeaker   
                                                          performer’s 3xmodes delivery positions:  
                                               allowances and disallowances. The speaker     
                    performer stands approximately six metres from the audience    
           to allow access to listeners, the wall, to not distract the  audience, 
and for ethical, social and safety reasons (see Figure 5.24).  At this 
distance, the beam is still too narrow to provide continuous on-axis 
coverage to more than one person at a time. The beam is repetitively 
moved quickly across listeners’ heads and along the wall. Some of the 
beam travels between and above the audience’s heads, which results in 
scattering percepts and flecks of directly reflected hypersound along the 
wall. One can make kinds of 3xmodes combination percepts.  
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Figure 5.24 (Above) Two problematic delivery styles considered and rejected for Territore.  Direct beam 
delivery from a parametric loudspeaker at close range to listeners seems unethical, as well as socially 
unacceptable, and raises the possibility for listener physio-psychological discomfort. While five minutes of 
125 dB ultrasound being beamed directly into the ear canal at close range may not cause permanent 
hearing loss, it is better to be cautious. I would not want this done to me. It is inadvisable to aim the 
parametric loudspeaker’s beam directly into listeners’ ear canals at a distance under two metres. At this 
range the ultrasound is at its highest amplitude. Indeed, it is perhaps unwise to aim a beam directly into 
the ear canal at greater distances, but rather aim the speaker so it achieves a non-direct (not a straight) 
angle of incidence with people’s ear canals (see position B). 
 
In delivery position B the speaker performer stands directly behind the audience at two metres. It is still 
too close for previous reasons. Delivery of continuous directly beamed hypersound to more than one 
person at a time is not possible. Hence technical work on beam-widening mentioned in Chapter 2. 
 
Both A and B performer positions require the performer to manually hold the speaker aloft to create direct 
reflection experience. Standing further (e.g. six metres) behind an audience gives listeners a more 
comfortable experience without the movements of a close-range performer detracting from the 
acousmatic experience. But at greater distances directly behind the audience and wall, B performer 
(above) must hold the speaker higher to try to create direct reflection experience. This is difficult to do, and 
it is awkward and less reliable raising and lowering the speaker. Hence the idea of a performer riser, which 
still will not greatly alleviate constant vertical adjustments of speaker aim required (e.g. for delivering sorts 
of 3xmodes).  
 
To me the delivery style shown in the previous Figure is more aesthetically interesting, and allows more 
active and energetic hypersonic effects both for listener perception and for physical delivery motions and 
effects making by the parametric loudspeaker performer. 
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The distant-crows-3xmodes sequence serves as a symbol-experience – as a separation and 
alienation of one from the other; of outside (i.e. crows far away) and inside (i.e. sudden 3xmodes 
hypersound at the ears). Moreover though, within seven and a half seconds of the first crow caw, 
the action has begun – and listeners are immersed in unusual sonic actions and novel sensations. 
More than symbolic of mental stress, territoriality etcetera, the shrill 3xmodes object is intended 
as a high pressure sound and psychological experience. Intent too is foreshadowing that all is not 
balanced or equal in this story-world, while raising questions in listeners of what will come next. 
A strong juxtaposition incites interest – as with aporia in literature – the shrill modulation tones 
are intended to ‗arouse curiosity [or] emphasise the extraordinary nature of the story‘ (Lodge 
1992, pp. 219-220). What is this atmosphere, this setting? All is not as it seemed. This kind of 
hypersonic application can produce foreboding by digression, unfamiliarity and intrusion. 
 
In literature, aporia is often combined with ‗aposiopesis, the incomplete sentence or unfinished 
utterance, usually indicated on the page by a trail of dots...‘ (Lodge 1992, p. 220) (i.e. an ellipsis). 
In this music, the extraordinary sound and experience literally ‗trail-out‘ in amplitude, spectra and 
motion away from the listeners; away and up the far back front wall. That is, the strength of the 
shrill modulation effects lessen, frequencies are progressively filtered out – the pitch and timbre 
change – and the loudness diminishes as the sound slides up the front wall then front back wall. 
Still, only one parametric loudspeaker has been used up to this point in the composition. 
 
The crows return loudly about the ceiling above the listeners‘ heads, just before the band-passed 
white noise voice from the stationary speaker arches down from the ceiling: ―I live here-rrrrrrrrr‖.  
The ―rrrrrrrrr‖ that sends the crows flying away stretches into morphing continua, a sonic 
waterfall or cloud billowing down. This development explicitly reveals the plot (the main action 
and events) and the territorial theme of the narrative (i.e. the threads of thought that bind narrative 
elements and are exemplified by the action/events (Turco 2004)). Hypersound gives actions to 
sonic characters. This point in time (in the composition) concludes the introduction. And the 
story-development sections begin with the layering of other noise to the vaporous noise rolling 
down, and the appearance of abstract, very spatially contrastive mid-air, unipolar-derived sounds.  
 
At a structural, purely musical level, the contrasting spatial embodiments, timbres and 
morphologies of the two lines of noisy voice and beating wing sounds are contrapuntal, spatial 
polyphony. More than this, the aggressive synthetic spoken words reveal another character, and 
another space/place or spatial dimension (arching down from the ceiling). Very unlike spatial 
percepts between two ‗stereo‘ conventional speakers, here, one sound emission is located in 
various vertical spaces, the other is a free agent of various hyperspatial effects and locations. 
 
In this composition, words and utterances are sounds that are given effects that ideally 
(theoretically) can reinforce image and are actions in themselves that unfold information, and are 
potential storytelling devices, and signs of communication. The intention is that words, utterances 
and effects reveal a hostile attitude of the voice to the crows, and alienation and perceived threat 
of each to the other – as two opposed forces. A situation is articulated by the types of images and 
spatial interplay between crows, voice, and perhaps the alienating 3xmodes singularity. 
 
Here, I feel I am painting or writing with scattered ‗sticky‘ hypersound: the efficient encoded 
sound is the ink, and the beam is the pen moving in space and making signs, at least abstract 
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designs. A sentence is a ‗timed sensual experience‘ (Brophy 2002) and a sentence was originally 
spoken, not written. A spoken sentence comprises sound; it is a kind of musical construction with 
internal structure and form, as it is in Territore. I think of sequences in Territore other than 
spoken words as sentences too. For example, how the crow caws are presented at the beginning of 
the composition – they are a ‗logical structure‘ (Fish 2011) and a unit of concisely descriptive 
information. The words are of humanity, but the white noise consists of inhuman traits, which 
befit the story and theme. 
 
I have noted how with a flick of the wrist, the speaker performer projects images to the furthest 
recess of the hall at one moment and then to listeners‘ ears the next, and how this is an important 
part of the articulation of musical structure and unfolding narrative. However, Territore uses other 
means of articulation of acoustical foreground-background and spatial relationships. Self-
performing sounds operate in the vertical arc of sound and produce kinds of foreground-
background. For instance, unipolar-derived sounds that are heard in mid-air at various heights 
beneath the arc of noises, seems to be a new kind of sonic foreground-background. Encoded 
hyper-sounds and a speaker performer provide new ways that sounds can recede/advance. 
Physically wobbling soft, filmic, 'mulchy' sounds over wall 1. provides a strange ‗blurry‘ percept 
of simultaneous nearness and distance. 
 
Potentially novel forms of musical foreground exist in forms of direct beam delivery. Parametric 
loudspeakers seem to offer new kinds of ‗zoom lenses‘ for acousmatic cinema (i.e. registers of 
foreground that encompass  up-close, ‗zoomed-in‘, directly beamed, scattered and directly 
reflected hypersound and zoomed-out effects). Therefore, hypersound offers new possibilities of 
counterpoint between foreground and background elements from placing sounds in different 
places in physical enclosed space in new ways. Territore uses sudden, directly beamed 
hypersound. Gradual zoom-in/out effects between delivery modes will be harder to achieve (see 
Figure 6.10, p. 110).   
 
The crows and voice-incarnation are the main characters in Territore. The intense scream and 
long ghostly wail are foils. Their appearances relate to the plot, actions and events; potentially 
they help create atmosphere and setting appropriate to the narrative. For instance, ghosts roam 
(rotate/pan) the hall‘s background perimeters, are ‗all around‘ and unseen metaphorically.  
 
Apart from new ways to characterise familiar images, intrinsic sonic morphological appearance 
gains new hypersonic appearances. This acousmatic cinema both conjures simulacra and goes 
outside the indexical foreground-background and geophony-biophony paradigms. We can use the 
PAA to create abstract forces/characters and soundscapes with sonic behaviours that go against 
the rules of physics. More than sonic events as scenes and structures given novel form, I find new 
physical-perceptual psycho-affective phenomena from abstract acoustical stimuli can produce 
weird hearing sensations that engender novel, abstract mind images. 
 
Moreover, a protagonist/antagonist need not be a person/creature but can be whatever opposes the 
antagonist/protagonist. I consider abstract sounds and their physical-psycho effects as antagonists. 
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These ‗characters‘ are abstract but nevertheless ‗real‘ forces and products53 that relate to 
territoriality. Although they are in plain ‗view‘, they are ‗shady‘, enigmatic characters. They seem 
to exist in the mind (a sonic-visual mental synaesthesia), and are hard to define. Possibly they are 
illusions of the ears. Even so, they are with ‗real‘ effect (in the story). Obstinate, mechanistic, 
unfriendly, alienating sounds and contrastive effects embody these forces and products. I consider 
the pulse-combed wall of sound, the mid-air unipolar-derived sounds, the shrill 3xmodes objects, 
and harsh swooshing 3xmodes sounds are actors such as attitudes, behaviours, and conditions.  
 
In Territore, the ‗behaviour or life of the sound[s]‘ (Stockhausen 1972 in Roads 2015) tries to 
reflect the theme, and perform acting parts of the narrative. Rather than simply tell a story, sounds 
and effects attempt to show narrative such as theatre. More work is needed around how 
hypersonic mental image made from abstract sounds/effects can take on character. There may be 
an abstract sonic onomatopoeia at work here, except language has not yet formed around abstract 
PAA spatial effects themselves.  
 
Perhaps more than a sense of place, I want to compose with juxtapositions of places, spaces, and 
time-frames, and create senses of situation and states of mind. There is a ‗thickness of time‘ (Bal 
2009, p. 77-8); that is, there are different experiences and concepts of time in real life and beyond 
lifetimes as in narrative. I intend that Territore‘s abstract sections represent an extended period of 
day-to-day time (years) of tense stasis. The only recognisable sound that occurs here is a horror-
film scream encoded with fluttering echoic reverb. While I do not deny that the written word is a 
different medium from sound/music, I try to infer a different time-period in the abstract sections 
by featuring unipolar-derived sounds that were present at lower dynamic levels at the time of the 
crow-voice confrontations. This infers a ‗life-goes-on‘ feeling. The temporal nature of sound 
appearances also change (e.g. now loud, unipolar-derived sounds appear with increased 
indifferent irregularity). The spatial expressions have changed, and the space is noticeably altered 
for the complete lack of crow caws and aggressive voice. 
 
Territore‘s abstract sections do not solely rely on timbre and low pitch to try to convey a staunch 
monocultural life and time of holding territory by force and deception, of colonisation, closed-off  
mental worlds, perceived threats, black and white partitions, of ‗us and them‘, defence and 
survival. The shrill Shepard modulation tones aimed at listeners‘ heads are the rising pressures of 
alarm of territorial threat in the head that locks, loads and fires the primal reaction: ―I live here-
rrrrrrrrr...‖ Unipolar-derived spheroids are ‗tight‘ sounds, full of impenetrable springiness, that 
beget a cold-hearted, spatial pointillist treatment. Each is given an individual dynamic profile, 
spectral distribution, and is a product of the same tense inflexible forces (‗hovering‘ over our 
heads), and a result of alienation that have for the time supplanted unrest. With a lack of tempo, 
without fear or hurriedness, the unipolar-derived sounds happen at will in their centrally located 
territory. The oscillations of the pulse-combed sounds roam opposite the front wall like an 
instrument of surveillance. The swooshing sweeps across listeners‘ heads as if from a panopticon 
watch-tower that upholds ‗proper‘ attitudes and policies of apartheid. Other unipolar-derived, 
short-lived continua in the arc are like electricity that runs along a fence or communication lines. 
These sounds end the development sections and contrast with the onset of the climax section. 
                                                     
53 Forces and products include attitudes, behaviours, and conditions, such as ‗haves‘ and ‗have nots‘ and alienation in the 
Marxist sense. ‗Alienation may be described as a condition in which men (sic) are dominated by forces of their own creation, 
which confront them as alien powers‘ (Bancroft & Rogers 2010). 
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Because many sounds are more broadband than in the Cave compositions, and the hall space is 
less efficient, a different mode of mixing and structure forming (i.e. composing) operates in 
Territore. Sounds are mixed in space from two parametric loudspeakers. So, sounds often play as 
‗single‘ sounds from each speaker. Much layering occurs in space from two parametric 
loudspeakers playing simultaneously. This is not to say that no sound and spatial layering/mixing 
occurs from each single speaker. It does, particularly in the vertical beam. While layering is still 
quite thin compared with many musics, Territore is not thin in effects. 
 
Composition uses fusion (merging sounds) and fission ‗preserving the independence of each line 
in a contrapuntal lattice‘ (Roads 2015, p. 371) in the use of two beams, and in the use of each 
beam singly to articulate sounds, polyphonic sequences, scenes, and sections. Most particularly, 
this high fission in macro space is due to the very different spatial attributes of the sounds and 
separation of two beams. Clearly, two beams offer new ways to mix, make and experience 
different kinds of acoustical space. 
 
In the arc, a radical mutation (that is unrecognisable from its source sound) introduces the climax. 
It is a morphing gestural, transition sound; a contrastive, whistling/scraping timbre. 
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Figure 5.25 (Left) The ‘original’ comb-
filtered “hyperspace” white noise voice 
synthesis object. ‘Original’ is given quote 
marks because the sound is the result of 
earlier manipulation synthesis design. The 
double-quotation marks (“hyperspace”) 
indicate the sound is a spoken word. The 
“space” part of the sound is 1.1 secs. This 
sound is used to make the climax intro 
sound (see next Figure). (Log. axis.) 
 
Figure 5.26 (Left) The climax intro mutation sound  
(4.9 secs) is unrecognisable with its source despite 
visual similarities with it (see Figure 5.25). It was made 
by pitch shifting and applying a 300 ms delay time 
delay effect to the entire object, which made a 
sequence of continuous morphology with fuzz. This 
sound was stretched four times and enhanced by low 
dynamic, low pitched unipolar-derived buzzing sounds 
layered ‘under’ it. This further alters the timbre: the 
two intermittent, modulating low pitched stridulations 
(one after the other) greatly enhance the gestural 
rising-falling 
 
 
rising-falling amplitude and spectral envelopes that both contrast and bear similarities with recent timbres 
and pointillist treatments. This sound begins as the tail of the last ‘mulchy’ sound is fading out along the 
front wall from the performer’s speaker (exiting stage right: see Score instruction 17, Figure 5.22). This 
spectral analysis does not include the unipolar-derived sounds layered with this sound (see Figure 5.27.) 
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The climax is the most dramatic section, and contains the most layering. The climactic experience 
in part comes from intensified combinations of different delivery/experience modes and sub-
sections (i.e. the climactic effect, in part, is a temporal effect). The climax section‘s part for one 
vertical beam is mixed down from seven tracks, but no more than four tracks of efficient sounds 
play simultaneously at any one time.   
 
Affixed to the end of the mutating climax-intro object, a short electrical buzz – a second gestural 
movement – suddenly gains in amplitude, dies and yields the tolling of a synthetic ‗bell‘ regularly 
at 44 beats per minute, not heard before. The sustain of the ‗bell‘ never has time to release before 
the next toll peels. Two unipolar-derived objects, similar to those from the preceding section, 
sound under the bell. Motifs and threads of narrative carry through the work. By this late stage of 
the composition it is hoped reappearances work as leitmotifs and, combined with new sounds, 
gain in narrative power. Now the toll has ascendancy, and previously strong unipolar-derived 
sounds are distant and weak. 
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Figure 5.27 (Left) The whole climax 
intro gesture is a layered composite of 
morphing, highly affected white noise 
and two low pitched, unipolar-derived 
modulation tones for one speaker. A 
tradeoff occurs in that high-pass 
filtering this object can make a louder 
sound yet changes the timbre and 
spatial effect. The speaker seems able 
to somewhat self-filter in this case to 
produce this object with fair efficiency.  
Figure 5.28 (Left) The ‘original’ unipolar-
derived sound used to make the ‘bell’ sound. 
This sound was made by recording another 
unipolar-derived sound (one of many 
versions) at a very slow speed in the order of 
around 0.04x, and then high-pass filtering it. 
Although this sound (left) seems to have a 
spectral envelope in a fairly efficient PAA 
generation spectra zone, it is not a 
particularly efficient hyper-sound.  
 
Figure 5.29 (Left) The ‘bell’ sound made from 
the ‘original’ unipolar-derived sound shown in 
Figure 5.28. The peaks are 1.28, 1.95, 3.1 and 
4.9kHz. (Orig. ‘Sine design 2’ file.) Each formant 
consists of finely grouped frequencies. This 
sound structure is quite loud and efficient. The 
‘bell’ toll results from the unipolar-derived 
sound, recorded at a very slow speed, being 
comb filtered and amplitude envelope shaped 
(such as a bell toll). Finally each object is 
repeated and arranged in sequence. 
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Climactic drama that occurs from compacting and layering sounds and spatial effects includes the 
ghostly scream that slowly moves around the walls behind the audience as the ‗bell‘ tolls above 
them. The ―I live here‖ noise falls down from the arc while the ‗bell‘ tolls higher up. A short-
lived regular tempo of synthesised chirps, that chatter in syncopation alongside machine gun ―r-r-
r-r-r-r‖ noises and ‗bells‘, give rise to a short-lived polyrhythm. ‗Bells‘ are heard ‗under‘ ―here-
here‖ voices and ‗waterfalls‘ of noise. It is at this point that the contrastive pitches and spatial 
experiences of the filtered white noise voices that say ―here-here‖ from the arc and ―here-here‖ 
from sweeping direct-to-ear beams (and 3xmodes) operate in contrapuntal close succession. 
Electric-whips streak along the far back front wall in between the multimodal ―here-here‖ 
deliveries. 
 
High in the arc, the noisy tail of the voice morphs into loud distortion, not heard before. The 
distortion wanes and returns more loudly and longer, as the second sequence of the multimodal 
―here-here‖ deliveries begin. I consider that this point is the dramatic zenith of the work; a sonic 
culmination and intensification via deliberate rising distortion and loudness in the arc of sound 
compounded with 3xmodes. Distortion imbues a feeling of fatal problems and loss of control that 
infests the music and narrative. Yet this seems strange. There has been no recent confrontation. It 
seems the aggressive being that inhabits the voice has been annihilated in loud distortion. Indeed, 
the loss of control represented by the distortion is in the character of the arc; is in the arc itself. 
Distortions are PAA produced, and are not heard from conventional speakers, and are not from 
excess amplitude. 
 
The longest period of deliberate distortion only lasts three seconds, yet seems to last longer for the 
drama it creates. Something of a withheld crescendo operates that adds poignancy, and this is in 
keeping with the tension and suspense throughout the composition. The audience are 
metaphorically hanging in space, waiting for what‘s going to happen. 
 
Only scraping distortions of pitch-morphing continua flow through from the climax into the 
conclusion section. Escaping air turns to short shallow breaths of a dying person, and then to 
sucks of a breathing apparatus. The pressure is reducing as the arc is dying. The longest period of 
inactivity from the performer‘s speaker occurs in the conclusion section. This creates contrast 
with the recent flurries of 3xmodes delivery and other activities in the climax, and aims to 
heighten or add tension and suspense by its removal; again the audience wait, not knowing what 
will happen. Only 2.7 seconds of escaping steam/pressure that slides across the wall in front of the 
audience is delivered by the performer here. (This sound is part of another twin hypersonic 
‗stereophony‘ effect: the ‗escaping steam‘ sound ‗jumps‘ out from the arc, and then slides across 
the front wall for 2.7 seconds.) 
 
The conclusion section ends with one last long ‗breath‘ that gives out to that modern cliché of 
deathly sounds: a loud, plain (2.5kHz) sine tone. The chilling, emotionless sound from the vital 
signs monitor signals the termination of signs of life in the arc. Thus begins Territore‘s 
denouement. 
 
The dead sine tone plays in the arc for nearly four seconds before crows confidently caw above 
the audience in the space that the aggressive voice once occupied. The deathly tone plays for an 
entire 6.27 seconds until it abruptly cuts out, and 800 milliseconds of silence ensue. Flapping 
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wings take off from above the audience and disappear into the hall‘s far south-east corner from 
whence they came at the beginning. Thus completes the work with musical, cinematic ouroboros. 
Still, the ending (how ever the listener interprets it) is a result of a journey, thus it does not solely 
consist of crow‘s wings flying away. The ending occurs at a place or state of affairs that have 
changed according to preceding events. 
 
5.6 CONCLUDING STAGES (ANALYSIS CONTINUED) 
 
Empirical experience with the medium, music-focused coding and experimental design have 
developed and spawned concepts and categories, previously mentioned. I have explained how 
compositions are results of phases of grounded research. This section briefly makes connections 
between concepts to interpret findings, and make some propositions about hypersonic cinema. 
 
Some concepts, such as spatial choreography of sounds, are found in conventional speaker 
diffusion. Yet often traditional electroacoustic techniques beget unfamiliar results in a PAA 
medium that imposes its own characteristics. Layering different textures and implementing onset, 
evolvement, continuation and release parts of hyper-sounds unveil different sub-categories of 
percepts and experiments. Periods of silence and near silence that articulate sections and groups 
are well-known techniques. But little is understood about ways silences can enhance PAA effects; 
how silence can unite different spatial effects/modes of delivery, and how hyper-sounds can 
emerge and intrude on silence.  
 
Territore shows ways to make, and cinematically orchestrate, polyspatial effects and some 
relatively broad spectrum sounds of varied pitch, timbre and efficiency from two speakers. 
Parametric loudspeakers potentially offer numerous new combinations and new forms of 
electroacoustic choreography of sounds and effects, such as mixing hypersonic image screens and 
aural perspectives. Rather than two opposed ensembles in dialogue or antiphony between two 
sides of a hall (Harley 1993), crows (caws) can, and do take residence in various locations in 
various ways. Reasonably efficient hyper-sounds, a speaker performer and hall easily make 
parameters of distance and non-/patterns-of-motion. 
 
Possibilities to develop acousmatic narrative techniques engender in diverse ways. Real-virtual 
objects expand possibilities of aural image, acousmatic mimesis, metaphor, contextual 
relationships, and thus sonic cinema narrative generally. Territore exhibits an unusual 
combination of timbral mimesis (that imitates natural timbres), syntactic mimesis (that imitates 
relationships between natural events) and an aural-mimetic discourse (i.e. abstraction working 
with recognisable images) (see Emmerson 1986b). Matching aural images‘ encoding to motion 
gives new ‗life‘ to sounds. 
 
Hyperphonics denotes spoken words that are given hypersonic effects
54
. Potentially, innovative 
narrative music and heightened musical experiences can come from voice being an event and 
                                                     
54 E.g. The end-of-sentence ―rrrrrrr...‖ phoneme receives emphasis in spatial effect and becomes a primary sonic situation of 
long morphing breath; a non-linguistic vocal expression (Dyson 2009); a state-of-being given supernatural quality – the 
―rrrrrrr...‖ proclamation of territory billows down opposite the audience. I want to elicit a feeling that a soul inhabits the hall, 
and reveals itself audibly, causing ‗transformation‘ (Emmerson 1986b) in the sound-world. 
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cause of events in a sound story-world. The word gains new conditions, new existences. Many 
possibilities of hyperphonic poetics, characterisation, and dramatic interactions await further tests. 
 
The electroacoustic word is a direct, powerful means of communication that crosses literary, oral 
and musical boundaries. Gestural, characterful, innate to narrative, and a ‗marvellous sound 
source, [voice/utterance] has...noise, stops...starts, different dynamic levels, complex shapes‘ 
(Lucier 1998, p. 459) and indicators (Wishart 1996). Voice permits écouter (indexical sign) and 
listener comprehension (Chion 1983 quoting Schaeffer 1966a). A person‘s voice reveals 
something of their ‗being, their joy, pain, their condition; it bears an image of their body...and 
psychology‘ (Barthes 1982, p. 255). Yet, presently hypersonic composers cannot access all sorts 
of voice tones and utterance
55
. Filtered white noise speech synthesis can make quite loud, 
reflective objects, yet does not automatically yield diverse ‗human‘ traits. More work is needed to 
design a variety of loud and clear voices to make an increased range of characters, expression, and 
better understand how audible words can work as hypersonic instruments
56
 and gain new 
dimensions. 
 
Territore tests a form of live performed acousmatics in hypersound. Bayle‘s Acousmonium 
(1974) (in Gayou 2007; Kendall 2010; Maridet 2006; Moore, Moore & Mooney 2004; 
Ramakrishnan 2009; Teruggi 2007; Zanesi & Gayou 2007
57
) diffuses sounds mainly from a stage 
into a hall from a group of ‗sound projectors‘ [conventional speakers] to form an ‗orchestration 
[of the] acoustic image‘ (Bayle 1993 in Gayou 2007,  p. 209). Conversely, in Territore, a speaker 
performer variously beams sounds to conjure and orchestrate cinematic effects from a central 
delivery axis. Sounds are not perceptively tied to speakers
58. Bayle‘s Acousmonium is a speaker 
orchestra in full view.  Listeners experience Territore ‗without being distracted by the presence of 
[speakers]‘ (Andean 2014). Whereas the BEAST diffusion system puts tweeters among an 
audience (Harrison 1999a, b), in Territore sounds are projected directly at people and out onto/off 
walls and ceiling from a distance. Two parametric speakers make a hall an ‗invisible‘ kind of 
sound system, projection screen and stage. 
 
Territore does not use purpose-built infrastructure, conventional spatial signal processing and 
numerous speakers. Very generally, the ceiling replaces the dome of pluriponic systems. To some 
extent, beam-projection means ‗composed space‘ can strangely match the ‗listening space‘ 
(performance site) (Smalley 1997; 1991
59
 in Harrison 1999b) literally. Sonic space and stereo 
imaging are not trapped between two ‗stereo‘ or more conventional speakers. ‗[C]ontinuous sound 
movement in space‘ (Harley 1993) only requires one speaker and performer. Points, lines, and 
planes do not work for beams as for conventional diffusion. And hypersound potentially offers 
forms and percepts of panning and modal combinations not used here (see Figure 6.10, p. 110). 
                                                     
55 Hypersound can accommodate more kinds of human voices when used very softly, albeit often still with distortion. Very 
soft demodulation makes a soft, confined direct beam experience. Long distance scattering requires loud clear voices. 
Raising the amplitude of many real speech sounds that happen to play softly often begets severe distortion or silence. 
56 When voice is mixed with audio technology, it works like an instrument (Dyson 2009 précising Derrida). 
57 Bayle writes in French. His writing is unattainable to a non-French speaker who must refer to secondary sources. 
58 Paradoxically, Moore, Moore & Mooney (2004) admit of Bayle‘s acousmatic Acousmonium machine that a stage full of 
speakers was a ‗formidable sight‘ when acousmatic means sonic detachment from source. Detachment from two sources (the 
object that formed the recording and speakers as source) produces a higher, more intense form of acousmatics. This 
researcher is reminded of Varèse‘s Poème électronique in which speakers were hidden in material architecture. 
59 Smalley, D 1991, ‗Spatial experience in electro-acoustic music‘, in Dhomont, F (ed.) L’espace du son II, special issue of 
Lien, Ohain: Musiques et Recherches. 
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Cinematic flexibility of beam operations, as a function of physical effects making, potentially 
offers new means, experiences, and types of acoustical dramatic point-of-view. Action happens 
around an audience literally. Spoken sounds of two languages (i.e. crow and human) are presented 
in dramatic discord in a novel narrative space. Conversely, the low pitched ―hyperspace‖ voice-
synthesis is dissimilar from the belligerent ―I live here‖, and is differently used as diegesis60, a 
source of minimal exposition from a reliable, objective narrator. Other than this, no comment, 
opinion or internal thoughts of characters are given via any direct narration. It is hoped 
motivations of each character can be assessed by actions and consequences, or at least that simple 
relationships can be communicated (i.e. crows enter central hall-space – voice shoos crows away 
by saying ―I live here‖). In this dramatic point-of-view, the art is to reflect characters‘ responses 
with one another hypersonically. This is a kind of ‗anonymous narration – no character point-of-
view‘ whereby listeners ‗fill in characters‘ inner lives empathetically. Deeds speak for feelings 
and characters are archetypal‘ (Moffett & McElheny 1995, p. 554). 
 
In Territore exists a kind of beam-stream of a psycho-physiological response (or its 
representation) in 3xmodes aimed ‗at‘ listeners, and potential for stream of consciousness types of 
acousmatic storytelling. Narrative applications as streams of consciousness or a narrator‘s voice 
(spoken words) may gain new storytelling forms, signs and listener experiences from directly 
beamed sounds. If hypersonic deliveries potentially can produce psycho-physiological responses 
in a listener so the listener actually experiences narrative events, this could be further facilitated 
by PAA-specific narrative coding of beam actions and action-experience. We can further explore 
how abstract hyper-sounds and effects can take on character or be associated with character. 
Again, ‗pure‘ hypersonic cinema can eschew narrative and the simulacrum. Listeners may not 
consider abstract spatial effects as characters or linked to characters/forces but as musical signs. 
Indeed they can be experienced as either/both.  
 
Parametric array effects mixing can make a sonic matrix for narrative-world making. Yet how 
unfamiliar effects and modal synergies can work as gestures, ‗narrative structure patterning‘, 
‗narrative space‘ (see Bordwell in Ryan 2004), symbols, different narration types, mimetics and 
recognisable consequences and motivations (Smalley 1996) all require further investigation
61
. 
 
While a human parametric loudspeaker performer can achieve various, poetical, perceptive 
actions – mechanical/robotic control can effect precise, repetitive, and long duration operations 
that are difficult or impossible for a human to do. Donovan and Evans‘ work show possibilities of 
such controls, which could facilitate hypersonic cinema. Donovan‘s work particularly shows 
potentials for automated control of aim and movements of a parametric speaker that are part of a 
musical score. Acousmatic cinema could be further developed from specialist sound design for 
automated parametric loudspeaker rotators, sweepers, wobblers, and programmed ‗freeform‘ 
tracking speaker machines. Probably hypersonic cinema can benefit from a mix of three 
categories of speaker control: static, human, and mechanical/robotic. Programming mechanical 
controls tied to a musical score introduces other complexities though. There is still much to learn 
about static speaker multi-scattering and percepts, which are not necessarily static. 
                                                     
60 Diegesis in the literary sense, not as defined as a concept of film sound. 
61 One starting point for such investigations could be Imbert Orchard‘s sound documentaries with sounds that operate at 
different ‗‗levels of remove‘: actuality, running commentary, recall, and re-enactment‘ (Truax 2001, p. 221). His forms 
reflect his subject; he creates a ‗a river of voices‘  or stream of consciousness by linking speakers (pp. 221-2). 
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Different parametric loudspeaker designs and sonic augmentations/compilations of hypersound 
with sounds from conventional loudspeakers could facilitate sonic cinema design. This could 
include wave field synthesis, vector base amplitude panning, and ambisonics systems (see Chapter 
6). 
 
Territore seeks to retain anecdotal qualities of recorded sounds (Ferrari in Drever 2002), and thus 
motivations towards, and meanings in, found, recognisable sounds, their origins and associations 
(Emmerson 1986b). Territore seeks ‗to establish commonly understood symbols within the sonic 
world, which [may] allow the...transmission of ideas and the development of a common language‘ 
(Emmerson 1986a, p.3). Yet this is limited to real-world sounds that reproduce loudly and 
recognisably enough. Of these sounds, only a few suit a theme and desired/needed functions. Such 
desires force the medium and challenge hyper-sound designers. Despite work done, still many 
sounds that could help a composition become the meeting-place of sounding and non-sounding 
experience
62
 (Smalley 1996) in a listener‘s imagination are unavailable to hypersound. Composing 
requires answering Boulez‘s question: is the material adequate to the idea and vice-versa? 
Material and ideas (Boulez 1986) must coincide. Two parametric loudspeakers would offer 
considerable versatility but for sound reproduction problems. Ideally, hyper-sound design could 
permit loud clear ‗cinematic stream[s] of images of real-world objects‘ (1986b, p. 18), that can 
connect listeners with lived experience (Landy 2012, p.53) and use meaningful interactions and 
anecdotal qualities to bring ‗shreds of reality‘ into relations to tell stories (1986b; Wishart 1986), 
or at least make ‗narrative image ideas‘. But the experience in this case is so unusual that it tends 
to annul such objectives. 
 
Used well, surprise is valued in music and narrative. Yet unpredictable sound can also disrupt 
spatio-temporal perceptions and endanger our protective boundaries (Augoyard & Torgue 2005, p. 
121). Hypersonic cinema does not seek immersion of confusion/annoyance. Hypersound requires 
listeners go beyond limits of knowledge and tastes in music. Already listeners, unaccustomed to 
electroacoustic concerts often experience disorientation from lack of visual focus (Wishart 1986). 
Territore likely will come across as cinematic abstraction with flecks of verisimilitude in terms of 
narrative. It tries to tell a simple story and the narrative arc shapes the musical structure, yet 
ultimately leads to a strange phantasmagoria.  
 
A danger here is that listeners become stuck in a technical écouter (‗what‘s that? What 
happened?‘ (Schaeffer 1966a, p. 83)), and/or autocentric listening mode, rather than allocentric 
listening. Schachtel's autocentric listening (in Smalley 1996, p. 82) ‗is subject-centred and 
concerned with basic emotional responses to the object of perception. The object has no real 
identity separate from the subject's emotion‘. Listeners and composers have subjective preferences 
of how they like music and speakers to sound. Allocentric listening involves ‗openness to 
discovery...with no particular purpose‘ or desire to turn a percept into ‗a need-satisfying tool‘, at 
least temporarily (1996, p. 81).  
 
More work and exposure to hypersound is required so that recognisable sounds that ‗index...a 
network of associations and experiences‘ (Smalley 1996, p. 79) can advantageously put listeners‘ 
reflexive écouter and autocentric listening reactions to narrative use. In this way, spatial effects 
                                                     
62 Sounds of a car may activate thoughts of non-sounding experience e.g. of holidays (see Emmerson 1986b; Smalley 1996).       
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might gain meaning from known language. However, again, much about hypersound is likely to 
be contrary to people‘s sonic preferences, habituations and composers‘ desires and ideas. Strange 
effects can push the limits of cognitive capacity, cause dizziness and/or unease. Unusual 
movements and emergences surprise even the composer. The brain does not know what to make 
of the abstract effect. Hypersonic effects risk non-recognition of even well known sounds. 
Territore thus attempts a balance between un-/recognisable sounds and coherence/invention 
(Roads 2001).  
 
In conclusion to this chapter, parametric loudspeakers potentially offer new kinds of ‗musical 
theatre‘ (Harley 1993) and new ways to make sonic narrative. Of course it will depend on how/if 
individual listeners give meaning (or not) to ‗metaphors which allude to aspects of reality‘ (Risset 
1996, p. 34) or even recognise sounds and symbols. Issues concerning Andean‘s (2014) 
composed-narrative versus received-narrative are rife here in un-/familiar ways. 
 
Hypersound and its different deliveries mean sonic cinema does not have to use the same sort of 
‗film‘. Parametric speakers are not limited to an overarching mono-percept: a standard 
loudspeaker can produce various percepts (such as timbres, levels etc.), but these elements exist in 
the same way, in the same physics. The soundbeam is mouldable and perceived in strikingly 
different ways. Outside acousmatic music, expression does not reside entirely in the music (Juslin 
2005): musicians make faces and body gestures. Hyper-sounds can move, for instance, and thus 
can make novel kinds of gestures that although not the same as human-made gestures, could 
perhaps be developed into ranges of acousmatic gestural signs. More work is needed matching the 
content of ideas aesthetically to hypersonic artistic elements so they can better function as such 
(see Moylan 2007, p. 61). Inexplicable hyper-sounds are unlikely to trigger maladies such as 
schizophrenics suffer hallucinations (see Ikoniadou 2010; McMurtrey & Moore 2008). Indeed  
more work and familiarisation will develop researchers and listeners‘ cognitive maps in 
hypersound. Listeners and researchers need education on hyper-artistic elements, aesthetics, and 
functions. Hypersonic cinema may also use light, shadows, darkness, image, situations, 
psychogeography, sensors, and microphones to affect psychological effects. 
  
Acoulogy, if it refers to musical potential, must be deeper than overlaying general theories onto 
the PAA. Territore tests, changes, strengthens, generates and enriches hypersonic music concepts. 
Finding musical uses for, and composing with hypersound is a matter of enquiry. This requires 
more listeners to describe their experiences, and not have ideas forced on them either. The basis of 
creative work is bold experimentation (Varèse 1998), and also bold listening. And many new 
acousmatic cinema possibilities remain untested and unknown. 
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6. DISCUSSION 
      -.. .. ... -.-. ..- ... ... .. --- -. 
 
 
 
 
This chapter draws on test findings to theorise parametric loudspeakers as unique musical 
instruments. It discusses issues and tentative principles of hypersonic design and composition. It 
continues to conceptualise, sort, and structure categories, seeking principles and proposals. 
 
 
6.1 HYPER-SOUND DESIGN AND THE PAA INSTRUMENT 
 
 6.1.1 Outline 
This study indicates hypersound is physically and perceptually a new form of sound. As such it 
requires special considerations in the design of input sound objects for efficient generation by 
ultrasounds as difference tones. All audible sounds from parametric speakers are essentially 
nonlinear by-products of distortion, whether loud, clear, faithful, soft or mutated. These by-
products and their material medium are the central concern here. Hyper-sound design is a serious 
gap in knowledge, and obstacle to the development of hypersonic music and the parametric 
acoustic array (PAA) medium. The study has tested and tried to develop some principles of hyper-
sound design. 
 
Hyper-sound design seeks sound forms that suit a modulation process and resonate as components 
of a whole medium system, which includes the listener and application(s). A composer designs 
hyper-sounds that concord with, and are acoulogically affected by, the PAA modulation process, 
which includes conversion both at the sound-preparation end and demodulation end. This 
conversion process differs from other acoustical media. Hyper-sound design concerns learning 
how to design for PAA modulation, and not forcing sounds and styles on it, thus constraining it 
and ignoring its unique musical potentials. 
 
Parametric loudspeakers cannot amplify or even make a sound if the PAA cannot physically do it. 
One can set the ‗volume‘ very low, which generally allows the most faithful reproduction of audio 
for confined direct beam listening only. Even still, often sounds and details in a mix (of 
audio/music not designed for the PAA) are lost. It is counterproductive if sounds are converted 
into ultrasounds that cannot be well demodulated. Composer intentions cannot be well achieved or 
even known without hyper-sound design knowledge. Hypersonic music design relies on sound 
design.  
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Hyper-sound design research adopts the musique concrète (and this researcher‘s) value whereby 
the ear is the chief tool of analysis – the ‗ultimate reference point‘ (Schaeffer 1966a, p. 128). All 
types of sounds (and tests) deserve consideration, yet principally efficient sounds and acoulogical 
effects are sought. Apart from conducting background technical research and numerous tests, this 
last point presents particular hyper-sound design challenges. ‗Consideration‘ denotes critical and 
open-minded listening to objects, and comparing them with the known and thinking and acting on 
the new. ‗Consideration‘ requires one to forget prior experience, ideals and ideations, and apply 
phenomenological reductionism, yet make judgments and query the known and unknown. The 
sound designer tries to apply different types of listening and related sound/making analyses as 
research methodology, an act tied to composing, developing applications, user experience, 
generating techniques and theory, and making ongoing findings and proposals.   
 
While we attain physical-mechanical-physio (touch-sight-hearing) correlations between the drum 
(instrument) and its excitation (playing action that results in a range of objects), we cannot attain 
the same correlations with the PAA instrument. Sound is both instrument and excitation action. 
(Space and sound design is considered in following sections.) In relation to principally using the 
ear to assess the results of design, spectrum analysis graphs greatly facilitate the design of sound 
objects
63
. 
 
After studying PAA literature, I first thought minimal layering of less dense sounds, or using one 
non-‗bass‘ sound at a time would allow a form of acceptable propagation. But a principal 
problem, or at least challenge is many ‗single‘ sounds (an A4 piano note, flute note, wind, 
synthesiser sounds, my voice) comprise a combination of many frequencies and envelopes (Roads 
2001; Stockhausen 1955) that often hamper efficient PAA generation. This bodes badly for using 
parametric speakers for many conventional musics. 
 
 6.1.2 Sound and PAA instrument design models 
There can be at least three ways to think about parametric loudspeakers as instruments when 
exploring and designing hyper-sounds and music. One can try to develop the parametric speaker 
through acoustic engineering and ultrasound modulation design towards the ideal of a universal 
instrument
64
, such as conventional speakers (i.e. able to reproduce all kinds of sounds), but limited 
to soft direct beam application and with limits to registers other than timbre. One can develop 
music through sound design by thinking of the parametric speaker as an instrument of quite 
limited types of sounds, but of other registers and applications. Or one can think of PAA 
modulation as a code to be broken with appropriate input-object ‗instructions‘ (i.e. principles and 
‗combination-lock‘ blueprints) which allow development of many sorts of applications, effects, 
timbres and parameters (that are not always of a sound-world we know). The PAA may never be 
able to reproduce all the sounds in the world‘s musics, or match the equal response ‗universality‘ 
of conventional speakers. Nonetheless, this research believes in the latter category that aspires 
towards the universal ideal of the first, by working at the level of the object itself. If we are 
experimentally adventurous in our continued sound design tests and medium-following, it is 
                                                     
63
 Acousticians refer to (possibly still problematic) recordings to ascertain output measurements. 
64 ‗[U]niversal instruments...magnetic tapes played by loudspeakers‘ (Schaeffer 1966a, p. 4). ‗[T]hat instrument that contains 
all instruments‘ (trans. footnote 4 in 1966a, p. 4). 
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hoped a catalogue of efficient sounds and theory of hypersonic music can only diversify and 
grow. 
 
This research shows capabilities of parametric speakers when given right
65
 combinations of 
frequency, level, and duration structures. Finding such combinations requires openness to all 
kinds of sounds, evolving theory, developing tools, techniques and tests. Any numbers of sound 
design methods remain unknown. Simply, those combinations and principles have not yet been 
found. 
 
I first judged single sine tones between 4.9 and 5.9kHz when demodulated as hyper-sounds to be 
of the highest loudness
66
 (see the sound design in Figure 6.1). However, to say that only these 
simple tones reach the highest loudness level would be false. For instance, some additive 
synthesis objects rival or exceed loudness levels of these single sine tones. Some unipolar forms 
and modulation synthesis produce very loud composite ‗bass‘ objects dense in partials and/or with 
high levels of frequencies below 100Hz. This is good, and perhaps one of the most important 
findings of this study (so far), as there is a general consensus in the literature about the PAA‘s 
inability to produce ‗bass‘ frequencies. While high levels of loudness of hyper-sounds are taken to 
indicate efficient propagation with higher musical potential, considering loudness as the only 
sound design criterion is flawed musically. Various efficient timbres and loud, low pitches expand 
such registers, beget and improve options of applications that use variance of sound types, density 
and so on, which increase the PAA's acoulogy. Music usually consists of frequencies between 
30Hz to about 12.5kHz (Roads 2015), and composite sounds (see Schaeffer 1966a, p. 131 quoting 
Helmholtz 1877), not pure, simple fundamental tones. 
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65 ‗Right‘ refers to perceived propagation efficiency, or where sounds and effects provide conceptual proofs, and desired 
and/or unforseen, favourable results. 
66 Refers to the perceived response of an AS168i (2015) parametric loudspeaker using sine tones between 5Hz-15kHz tested 
at the same amplitude settings. Each tone was compared and judged for loudness levels in close-quarters speaker-to-listener, 
direct reflection listening mode at a near zero degree angle of incidence. (Different physical spaces of different resonant 
frequencies and filtrations affect loudness levels, and tonal quality in scattering modes.) 
The experimental musician will have no particular predilection for physically simple 
stimuli. What interests him are dominant, clearly perceived musical perceptions that may 
perfectly well come from physically very complex sounds. As we have pointed out several 
times, the musician‘s ultimate reference point is the ear. For him, the physical dimensions of 
sound objects are a convenient means of stimulating characteristic perceptions for their own 
sake, where simplicity and complexity in particular are not necessarily linked with the 
acoustic composition of what is perceived (Schaeffer 1966a, p. 128). 
 
Figure 6.1 (Left) An extremely 
efficient, loud, clear hyper-sound 
made according to the 4.9-5.9kHz 
design model. Shows the spectra 
of the entire time window (1.757 
secs) of the object that is made 
from applying various 
electroacoustic effects to a 5.5kHz 
sine tone. 
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While many sounds are problematic, this study has achieved a quite wide, loud frequency 
response (or ‗spectral space‘ (Smalley 1997, p. 121), which covers a distance between the lowest 
and highest pitched audible sounds), and some density from one parametric loudspeaker. Note that 
what sounds this study designs and achieves is on top of how acoustic engineers have configured 
a speaker to propagate the PAA. Matching sound designs to suit different PAA propagation 
configurations would be a more holistic approach to hyper-sound design. Still the response of the 
parametric loudspeaker is unequal in at least two ways. It is very unequal across the range of 
fundamental frequencies, as well as across different types of sounds. Indeed amplitude response is 
dependent on sound form, and the particular PAA generation configuration of each speaker. Some 
kinds of sounds are far louder than others, and this does not always reside in a perceived band of 
pitch. Again, some synthesised ‗bass‘ sounds are far louder than some high pitched sounds that sit 
within the supposed high efficiency hyper-sound generation zone of frequencies. So, nonetheless, 
the PAA is capable of a loud, wide pitch register, albeit still of a relatively small, jumbled 
collection of timbres (at the time of writing). 
 
This study has variably verified and invalidated some claims of others that could be said to belong 
to principles of hyper-sound design therefore. It also possibly contributes new hyper-sound forms 
and design concepts. It is useful to briefly discuss and analyse these.  
 
Filtering sub-1kHz frequencies, or designing within a range above 1kHz is a fundamental, yet 
quite general, bendable principle. We can remove all sub-1kHz frequencies. However, this blunt 
operation can damage recognisable timbres. Or we can instigate less steep roll-off curves that 
extend in low amplitudes down to approximately 900Hz or less. Of course, we can high-pass filter 
frequencies above 1kHz and design in the abstract.  
 
Using subtractive synthesis design, decisions are made according to the sound that one starts with.  
Generally, it is better to start with sounds that at least exhibit a little efficiency to filter and boost 
frequencies with effective results. A principle is that trying to make an inefficient sound efficient, 
by forcing resonances through filtering intrinsic inefficient anti-resonances, to fit basic principles, 
generally never works, especially when trying to retain a sound‘s recognisability. In that case, the 
designer turns to synthesis tests. One may be able to make a more efficient sound such as with the 
‗ticks‘ in Cave II/III. But it is easier (though not always possible) to make efficient abstract hyper-
sounds from filtering when loudness and finding/making any sort of fairly efficient sound are the 
only criteria in a bottom-up design approach.  
 
The recognisable, real-world sound that shows promise for a subtractive operation(s) is often 
initially high-pass filtered. One can make an analogy with a sculptor who begins working with the 
grain and ‗form‘ in the stone so as to chip out an artwork from its dormancy inside. Experience 
with hypersound helps the designer recognise a sound‘s potential for high-pass filtering prior 
undertaking such tests. There is no standard perceivable result from subtractive operations. 
Results on loudness and clarity are highly variable between types of sounds. Some sounds 
maintain timbre and gain loudness; some do not gain loudness; others lose timbre/image and 
loudness. Judgements depend on aims behind the operation(s). 
 
Retention of some low frequencies in various low levels in some sounds can be used to modulate 
timbre, help bring richness, or maintain ‗original‘ timbre (as heard on conventional loudspeakers 
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and/or in experience-memories) either without lowering loudness or with only slight loudness 
reduction. Experimental operations here take forms of comb filtering (testing various iterations of 
cut-off frequencies, amplitude levels, and frequency combinations). Often band-pass filtering is 
used and benefits such as loudness-gain and/or clarity can be had from removing frequencies 
above 6kHz or more. (Again it depends on design aims and the sound object one starts with.)  
 
Sounds that consist of clearly defined formants without partials within the so called efficiency 
zone between 1kHz and 5.9kHz often seem to correspond to resonances of heterodyned 
ultrasounds, and are produced loudly and clearly. Sound objects such as a bellbird‘s call and a 
girl‘s songlike cry are, by chance of nature, physically endowed to be efficient hyper-sounds. (E.g. 
bellbird calls comprise three main formants (2730Hz/-1 dB, 5375Hz/-27 dB, 8104Hz/-30 dB) 
which particularly suit PAA generation
67
 and may play into the PAA‘s natural tendency for 
harmonic distortion (see Figure 6.2, p. 96). 
 
Some ‗metallic‘ timbres such as of the triangle, glockenspiel, and celesta are generally, naturally 
suited to loud, clear demodulation, subtractive operations and other manipulations. However, 
there are conspicuous, perceptible differences in loudness and clarity between notes and 
instruments. Graphical spectra representations are very helpful in the identification of patterns and 
anomalies of design of hyper-sounds in concert with the ear. Graphical representation of the 
composition of a perceivably efficient sound provides keys to mutations, transmutation and 
possibly other blueprint schemes. Perceptual experience aligned to spectral analyses greatly helps 
develop general principles of hyper-sound design, and pattern identification of un-/beneficial 
structures, yet also indicates that possibly finer differences in sound structures come into play that 
still elude identification. 
 
Habituated perceptual thinking can mistake many objects produced by metallic vibration – of the 
gamelan orchestra for instance – for being sounds that would have suited the PAA. For example, a 
sound object made by a kenong/reyong ‗bell‘ apparently contains harmonics and/or frequencies 
and/or amplitude displacements that make them inefficient as hyper-sounds. Many single 
metallaphone gamelan objects are perceived as high pitched yet comprise harmonics of quite low 
pitch (e.g. a main formant at 317Hz and a cluster of harmonics around 150Hz), and resist filtering. 
However, it is important to realise that if one has had poor results from having only tested one or a 
few recordings, to not swiftly discount a sound-making-tool component. Experimenting with 
different filtration configurations, different recordings, different microphone and microphone 
positions relative to the metallophone may capture resonances both better suited to the PAA and 
to subtractive or additive resynthesis operations with positive outcomes. Furthermore, it is 
advisable to test experimental sound design approaches. For instance, perhaps a recording of a 
kenong being struck with another metallic object (e.g. a teaspoon) may not produce a musical 
object according to the Indonesian music performer/composer, but may (more likely) make a 
sound form that is more suited to be a hyper-sound. It would not contain such low frequencies, 
and may contain structures in an efficient generation zone/form. 
 
                                                     
67 This also means it is a prime candidate for filtration under 1kHz and between and above the formants. None of the sound 
object is removed, but field recording noise can interfere with generation and attainment of a clear, pure single sound image. 
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This physical-digital hybrid form of sound-making (e.g. digitally recording a spoon striking a 
kenong, or thin champagne flute-glass) offers a great deal to hyper-sound design. Hypersound 
seems to exclude analogue synthesis that I began using in my practice circa 1991, of using various 
kinds of microphones, tape recorders, analogue equalisers...and sounds from anywhere.   
 
Making (including recording) sounds for the PAA is suited to the ‗microscope‘ and focusing on 
internal structures, incidences and accidents. There is an internal molecular sonic universe to 
explore. This is not a form of bottom-up, ‗world of sound/noise‘ sound design, yet an ancient form 
of sound object and instrument making/adjustment based on prior listening experiences. This is a 
form of thoughtful, fine physio-physical instrument excitation-control that searches for structures 
(sounds) that suit (come from) generation actions of the sounding body (i.e. of processed 
heterodyned ultrasounds). One listens to make ultrasounds perform such as the violinist gives 
intention to different types of attack by mental-mechanical will of the bow or finger on strings. I 
strike a glass in different ways to attain variations of sound, each with individual characteristics of 
attack, harmonics and overtones. Only here, I make to attain responses of the PAA. This kind of 
design research offers a wealth of experiments in mindfully crunching, scraping, pouring, tapping, 
dripping and flicking potential hyper-sound sources. Design thought is then given to 
electroacoustic manipulations and the PAA instrument using iterative tests, and strategies given 
herein. Applications of electroacoustic effects (e.g. granulators, flangers etc.) should follow basic 
principles of hyper-sound design, while also testing limits and unknowns. 
 
Generally, it is advisable to avoid lots of harmonics/partials and environmental noise when 
making hyper-sounds. Spectrally dense sounds often apparently overburden of the PAA 
generation process. One can think correctly that tyres on wet roads and crashing cymbals provide 
a rich source of high (and sub-1kHz) frequencies. But they are not candidates for subtractive 
syntheses for making hyper-sounds. High density and/or structural arrangements often still corrupt 
the PAA process after filtering. It seems a general principle is to avoid dense high frequencies and 
low frequencies. 
 
However, some dense sounds are produced well. White noise contains frequencies across the 
spectrum from zero to above 20kHz, and attains quite a loud response. It seems the speaker and/or 
physical demodulation process is fairly unaffected by a dense broadband input in this case. (White 
noise receives the loudest response of synthetic noise types (i.e. white, brown, pink etc.) This may 
differ with other parametric speakers not tested here.) Subtractive operations on white noise 
proffer a variety of timbres of reasonable-to-high efficiency that can range from noisy pitches to 
sinusoidal-like timbres and sinusoidal-noise hybrid objects. However, even very narrow band-
passed white noise that resembles a single sinusoidal is not as loud as the actual sinusoidal. 
Generally, forms of additive synthesis result in more efficient (louder) sounds than result from 
subtractive synthesis. 
 
Additive synthesis in this study has produced loud, clear harmonic hyper-sounds, including 
simulations of some familiar sounds. Classic additive synthesis (using sine tones) achieves 
slightly louder objects than, and are very similar to, the filtered recording of the bellbird call on 
which the synthetic objects are based (see Figure 6.3). These sounds offer a three-formant additive 
synthesis formula of design experimentation using different combinations of triads of frequencies, 
amplitude displacements, and attack-decay-sustain-release envelopes. Sound design involves 
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making sound objects as micro compositions in themselves (see Schaeffer 1966a). Analysis-
synthesis is one launching pad for experiments and design in which the sound designer makes 
timbres purely according to the medium. 
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Risset tones (made of pitch-sliding sinusoidal combinations) can also be considered additive 
synthesis. Within the efficient frequency zone they make very loud, soaring glissandos in resonant 
space. Subsequent to missing fundamental
68
 tests conducted by Karnapi and Gan (2002) and Shi, 
Mu and Gan (2013), this study conducted its own removal of the fundamental frequency of a few 
traditional instrument (i.e. xylophone and bell) sounds it additively synthesised. Tests confirm that 
removal of the (‗lowest‘) fundamental frequency results in little or no perceived change in pitch 
and sound image, with slight increase in loudness. However, this only works with a very narrow 
band of notes because if the fundamental is too low, the second and third formants are also often 
below 1kHz.  
 
Rather than solely synthesise traditional musical objects that suit PAA modulation, one can make 
sounds purely for the PAA, and initially not be concerned if they do not appear particularly 
                                                     
68 ‗If the lower harmonics are removed from a complex tone, the pitch hardly changes. This means that the pitch of the 
(incomplete) harmonic tone without fundamental frequency usually corresponds closely to the pitch of its fundamental. The 
effect where the ―residual‖ higher harmonics of a complex tone produce a pitch that corresponds to the low (fundamental) 
frequency has been termed residue pitch, low pitch, or virtual pitch‘ (Zwicker & Fastl 2007, p. 120). 
entirely in continua forms of the synthetic sound. However, rendering the sound into its 
characteristic short amplitude envelope completely removes the chirp psychoacoustically. 
 
Figure 6.2 (Left) The original bellbird 
sound object. Given a space of 
favourable hypersonic acoustics, this 
bellbird’s call, by serendipitous, PAA-
suited design of recording and nature, 
plays very clearly and loudly as a hyper-
sound. Note the three main formants. 
Band passed filtering achieved slight 
improvements to loudness and clarity. 
 
Figure 6.3 (Above) Basic synthesis formula 
of the bellbird’s call using classic additive 
synthesis; renders a louder bellbird sound 
than the original object and any of its 
filtered forms. Much fine-tuning of levels 
(not shown) led to other experiments 
comprising level and frequency recipe 
adjustments. Fine amplitude modulations 
can rid a chirp in the image more or less. It 
can remove it so it is no longer heard in 
conventional speakers or headphones, but 
hypersound is very sensitive to it. I still have 
not been able to rid the hypersonic chirp  
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musical. Synthesised traditional objects are not used in the Caves and Territore compositions; 
they seem hackneyed, and too biased towards pitch-based composition that does not consider 
electroacoustic or hypersonic parameters. Synthetic traditional objects embody a looking back and 
forcing conventional melodic form onto the PAA medium, rather than developing the PAA as a 
new, unique instrument.  
 
On the other hand, a composer can incorporate and manipulate efficient, synthetic traditional 
objects and harmonic/melodic elements in a work. Such objects and structures are not limited to 
plain notes either. One efficient traditional sound can be a source that spawns related sounds with 
different appearances if the designer-composer is sensitive and creative with her manipulations 
and use in composition. However, PAA suited syntheses of traditional objects are not without 
musical uses, and therefore constitute a line of sound design research. Note that the Cave and 
Territore compositions use pitch and harmonic relationship elements, only not with traditional 
objects.  
 
Frequency and amplitude modulation (FM and AM) sound synthesis techniques find success in 
terms of loudness, clarity, and beats, stridulations and long waves of de-/constructive phase 
interference that hypersound gives spatial effects. Of these are AM and ring modulation syntheses 
that use unipolar and bipolar modulators respectively, and low frequency oscillation (1-20Hz) 
AM/FM synthesis on single frequencies and on additive synthesis. The PAA and/or speaker 
apparently can filter the single low frequency. Or it‘s likely that engineers have designed the 
speaker to ignore such low frequencies (i.e. these low frequencies are not modified as modulating 
waves at all), yet via software waveform generation, the resultant emission retains the modulation 
effects. 
 
As a general rule, square forms are softer than sawtooth forms, which in turn are softer than 
sinusoidals when played on the AS parametric speakers. While square and sawtooth forms are less 
efficient waveforms, forms of additive synthesis can make efficient uses of them. Simple AM 
synthesis using the amplitude parameter of an inefficient 420Hz sawtooth to modulate an 
inefficient 430Hz sine tone at fairly high gain levels makes sidebands that produce loud 
hypersonic artefacts. In this case, the lower carrier and modulator frequencies seem to not hamper 
propagation, and loud low pitches are perceptible. Pitch shifting the harmonics down via time-
control makes variations of ‗rich‘69 loud synthetic ‗bass‘ tones. Preventing the modulation index 
from being too large in turn prevents an over-abundance of sidebands, which preserves the PAA‘s 
generation efficiency. Subtractive operations on original (or other) frequencies can prise efficient 
sounds (e.g. noises/tonal noise) from sidebands; filtering and other operations can then work on 
these objects. 
 
Of the parametric loudspeakers used, the largest AS24i one is most capable of ‗reproducing‘ low 
frequencies (as in conventional music) due to its large emitting surface that measures 24 inches
2
, 
but still at low loudness levels, if at all. This drains the PAA‘s bandwidth, and ability to produce 
other sounds simultaneously. 
 
                                                     
69 The texture and quality of loud ‗bass‘ hyper-sounds feature an unusual kind of richness that lacks the room-filling fullness, 
width, roundness and vibration of conventional bass. 
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In transmission AM, typically a unipolar signal is the modulating signal, of which none should 
appear in the demodulated signal. This study has made asymmetric unipolar waveforms that make 
‗bass‘ hyper-sounds of mid to high loudness levels. 
 
One can achieve some variance of very loud timbres using band-passed (1-6kHz) unipolar-derived 
signals and different hybrid additive combinations. These objects are perceived and analysed as 
very dense, yet are efficiently made by the PAA from only three waveforms (two modulating sine 
tones and a unipolar signal). The loudness of these ‗bass organ‘ sounds rivals the loudness, and 
exceeds the magnitude of a single 5500Hz sine tone because the intensity and timbral strength 
appears wider spread in space (in terms of scattering). Very efficient sounds such as these can 
have a high amplitude envelope/gain level (on the fixed medium) yet still acquire extra loudness 
from this, and maintain clarity. 
 
It is possible then to densely pack a lot of frequencies into the 1-6kHz efficiency band, which, if 
the design suits the PAA, will play very loudly and clearly. A very strong, grinding, dense 
inharmonic ‗organ‘ tone of perceived low and mid-range pitch results, but no frequencies exist 
below 1kHz! This seems to contradict the concept that band-passing dense sounds into the 
spectral PAA efficiency zone fail as hyper-sounds. Note recordings of cymbals and wind effects 
are different forms than the ‗organ‘ objects.  
 
Some unipolar-derived bipolar ‗bass‘ hyper-sounds are in the highest loudness/clarity levels, and 
contain authentic low frequencies (in graphical spectrograms). Their loudness may derive from 
asymmetric waveform ‗glitch‘ and production of numerous sidebands/partials rather than from 
unipolarity alone however. Sinusoidal unipolar waves were only slightly louder than sine tones, if 
at all, but were only tested in one space with one speaker. Low frequency sinusoidal unipolar 
forms did not perform better than low frequency bipolar sine tones. Irregular waveforms that cross 
zero can also attain similar results attained from irregular unipolar waveforms. However, at this 
stage, the most ‗bassy‘ loud asymmetric unipolar-wave-based hyper-sounds have not been 
replicated by bipolar waveshaping. Where such sounds contain numerous sidebands/partials, one 
explanation for efficiency is possibly due to an allowance by these sounds to enable the PAA to 
filter the low frequencies and play the higher frequencies, which produce psychoacoustic bass 
perception, very loudly. But in the case of an asymmetric unipolar waveform that contains 
considerable sub-100Hz frequencies and none above 1kHz, yet plays reasonably loudly, cannot be 
easily explained. Possibly frequency arrangements are very important, and this warrants research. 
 
Unipolar waveshaping potentially offers much to hyper-sound design and music. Unipolar waves 
are used in transmission AM, and thus they may correspond with parametric speaker workings. 
By not crossing zero, they may preserve generation efficiency (i.e. allow loudness). Why so loud 
is a question requiring further study. That they are loud, clear, and make ‗bass‘ timbres and spatial 
effects, which therefore increase PAA acoulogy, are of primary importance here. Answering why 
so loud will not design musical objects alone, nevertheless will assist sound and music design. 
 
Other waveforms such as super sawtooths and gapped sawtooths, and many admixtures remain to 
be tested. This study created many loud sounds of various synthetic timbres using modulation, 
‗cut-up-splices‘, envelope shaping, and other electroacoustic techniques/effects, but still often 
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some telltale sinus-like signature remains. A challenge is to achieve varieties of efficient sounds 
(and effects) devoid of sinusoidal signatures. 
 
 6.1.3 Constructive and destructive distortion 
Many additions (and subtractions) do not work. Wavestacking seven 2320Hz tones results in a 
louder conventional loudspeaker response than from one tone (cf. Helmholtz 1877, p. 160). From 
the AS168i, two stacked 2320Hz tones are far less efficient/louder than one; seven make a worse, 
soft, stunted-honking distortion. Different embodiments of inefficiency are perceived as forms of 
destructive distortion, filtering effects, and timbral damage. Many recordings of my voice 
completely fail despite ultimately being whittled down to a few ‗stick‘ formants in the efficient 
frequency zone. Something fatally destructive in the sounds‘ composition arrangements occurs in 
the PAA process. Conversely, Philip Adams‘70 voice directly inputted from an analogue radio into 
the Soundlazer speaker plays quite well. This and other examples suggest some voices and/or fine 
comb filters suit a particular speaker better than others, and again, that arrangement of frequencies 
and amplitude displacements are more important than frequency band alone. 
 
More tests and analyses need to be undertaken that use more sophisticated examination techniques 
(e.g. fine comb filtering) and analysis tools than this study used. Occasionally anomalies occur 
when a hyper-sound that follows the rules is completely inaudible
71
. Failures and anomalies are 
important to further study. Better identification of patterns in positive/negative instances would 
greatly inform hyper-sounds synthesis by proffering more models of subtractive/additive 
synthesis. A principle of hyper-sound design research is to keep seeking those anomalies that 
contradict principles, and to pose questions and make and test propositions. Such anomalies 
indicate that important principles, formulas, patterns and sound production capabilities, and thus 
kinds of loud, clear sounds, remain to be discovered.  
 
Destructive distortion can be said to occur when nonlinearity diminishes loudness and/or spatial 
effect, and/or causes unwanted mutation or failure of an input sound. Constructive distortion 
refers to alterations and creation of intrinsic details to – and spatial effects from – an input sound, 
which do not involve loss of loudness, and where alteration is heard to have musical potential. 
Various types of constructive distortion such as harmonics, electric-guitar-type feedback sounds, 
‗whistling‘ and hissing are part of the input/output hypersonic instrumentarium, and shall be 
explored for their timbres, effects, and building a kind of physical ‗excitation‘ and demodulation 
tablature. This is commensurate with the axiology of not forcing ideas on the medium to 
specifically compose and develop applications from/for it. Chief goals of hyper-sound design 
include achieving various loud timbres and images, and avoidance of inefficiencies from 
                                                     
70 An ABC Radio National (Australia) presenter. 
71 For instance, one of two related, very similar sounds play clearly and loudly, and the other is inaudible from the same 
AS168i speaker (see Filter Tests 2–Voice file: tracks 2 and 3, btw. 1m28.43secs. and 1m44.61secs.). Both sounds are made 
from stretching and filtering the same sample of my voice and are audibly the same from a regular speaker. The second 
inaudible sound results from a very similar comb-filter. Its formants are thinner. It is a less dense sound with formants in the 
efficiency zone, and yet while it seems to better accord with design principles, it is inaudible. Occasionally natural found 
sounds apparently flout the principles. One such sequence comes from a flexatone. While it is dense in morphing amplitudes 
and spectra from 0 to 20kHz, the AS168i reproduces details of its image loudly and clearly, comparable with conventional 
speakers. Usually broadband electric guitar sounds play poorly as hyper-sounds. Yet one recording of electric guitar 
distortion reproduces loudly and faithfully as a sequence. Is the distortion in the recording matching a kind of constructive 
PAA distortion? Initial spectrum analyses cannot provide clues to explain this loud reproduction. Clean ‗pure‘ electric jazz 
guitar chords suffer destructive distortion. Plain acoustic guitar tones from a single string are soft. 
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mismatching or overloading the hyper-sound generation mechanics with input sounds, but not 
avoidance of playing those mechanics themselves.  
 
Clarity can be said to concern fidelity of sound reproduction of an input sound. Clarity occurs 
when intrinsic objects in a sound are clearly defined and heard with fission. A hyper-sound can 
highlight or gain new clean, audible details. Where a sound is altered by fuzz through deliberate 
distortion or accidental modulation effect, it can be said to have clarity if it has loudness, but not 
when it is very soft and drains conversion efficiency. Good loud reproduction by a parametric 
speaker of fuzzy electric guitar distortion can be said to be a clear sound. Rarely a complete 
transformation of an input sound, which may or may not be perceived as clear, occurs
72
. 
Understanding causes of efficient distortions and other peculiar transformations and their musical 
potentials deserve study. Such study can include typological categorisation of different percepts of 
alterations of input sounds. 
 
Remember, raising the loudness of a trumpet produces distortion heard as an enriched timbre 
(Stockhausen 1961). With regards to certain brass instruments, there is apparently a nonlinear 
relationship between the input and output signals in the creation of the brassy loud sound (i.e. in 
the alteration of timbre) when they are played at fortissimo levels (Hirschberg et al.1995; 
Stevenson et al. 2009). This has a relationship with how parametric loudspeakers operate by using 
high amplitude ultrasounds. Merely playing with the amplitude parameter of a sine tone produces 
many kinds of loud distortion with clarity of detail. Constructive distortion can be a valued 
characteristic of an instrument; valued for timbral variance, musical effects and as signs of 
expression and communication (e.g. of musical intention). Successful communication of musical 
intention using distortion, even when it begets various listener interpretations, promotes distortion 
to a musical object. We do not consider the brassy trumpet distortion an unwanted imperfection, 
but a valued virtuoso element. 
 
Fixed medium amplitude often affects loudness, clarity/distortion, and efficiency of hyper-sounds. 
Playing with high amplitude levels of an 11kHz sine tone makes various clear ‗electrical‘ 
distortion-objects with weird, multi-wall, and in-air spatial activities, and a tinnitus-like, 
ubiquitous loudness. The PAA reminds us that there are different types of loudness. But, 
saturating the medium in this way leaves no room for mixing in other sounds, thus it is not an 
efficient use of the instrument, and yet still it definitely has a peculiar acoulogy. However, other 
kinds of hypersonic distortion do allow mixing in other sounds. 
 
The PAA often produces loud, clear (not unmusical) harmonic distortions partly as a result of 
amplitude. At 0 dB gain, with the wave cresting at 0.8dB on the vertical scale (on the digital 
track), a 6kHz sine tone produces a hyper-sound with a number of harmonic tones and a 
prominent, slightly square-sounding ‗fundamental‘ a number of octaves below 6kHz. A 10kHz 
sine tone must be reduced in gain to -20 dB, yet only produces the perception of a fairly clean 
6kHz tone that still possesses a soft harmonic. As a general rule of thumb, lowering gain reduces 
distortion. Sometimes reducing amplitude considerably raises loudness. This has mixing and 
                                                     
72 An example of this occurs with a manipulated sample of my voice. A sound of rising-lowering pitch (Filter Tests–Voice, 
btw. 1min47.601secs-1min48.635secs) is vastly altered by the AS168i. It resembles squeaky wheels or bird tweets. From 
regular speakers, rising/lowering pitch and even-spread of frequencies in bands are clearly audible. 
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composing implications. Increasing an inefficient sound‘s amplitude usually results in less 
loudness, worse distortion, or total generation failure. 
 
 6 .1.4 Responses of the PAA instrument 
Perhaps we should not just think in terms of distortion, but of a response; a response to an input 
form, that has been pre-processed/modulated, and involves demodulation/generation in air. Types 
of response often exhibit potential musical characteristics, if only for reasons of sonic variety. 
This response involves a loudness-softness continuum, distortion-clarity continuum, and con-
/destructive distortion varieties. 
 
It is interesting that the loudness response of a parametric loudspeaker to single sine tones very 
roughly corresponds to the sensitivity of the frequency response of the ear. ‗In the frequency 
range between 2 and 5kHz almost every subject with normal hearing exhibits a very sensitive 
range in which very small sound pressure levels below 0 dB are reached‘ (Zwicker & Fastl 2007, 
p. 20). However, there is evidence to suggest that the zone of efficiency (using sine tones) for a 
parametric loudspeaker is a mix of the physics of the PAA, the way the PAA is propagated by the 
loudspeaker, and human psychoacoustics. Ji, Gan and Ji‘s (2010) findings state an increase in 
amplitude from 1kHz up to 5kHz (see Figures 6.4-6.6 below). Amplitude measurements in this 
study are invalid due to ultrasound interfering with the microphone, albeit do show a rough 
upwards curve correlation across diverse, questionable readings. Psychoacoustic loudness tests 
here consistently show upwards curves up to 5.4-5.9kHz. (Tests are required to better ensure 
accuracy of measurements and know their implications
73
.) 
 
Hyper-sonic percepts cannot wholly be compared with the same responses/signals from, and 
terminology for, conventional speakers and sound. Hyper-sound design requires thinking in both 
familiar, and fresh ways and terms.  
 
The same sine tone played from a Soundlazer and AS168i speaker produce different tonal 
qualities and scattered spatial percepts. I notice perceptual differences between an AS168i speaker 
purchased in 2015 and an AS168i purchased in 2017 also. Inputting a 100Hz sine tone with an 
amplitude envelope of 0.8 at zero gain into the AS168i (purchased in 2015) produces a very soft 
buzz in direct beam reception. Inputting the same 100Hz sine tone into the AS168i (purchased in 
2017) produces distortion measured at 103 dB. This object is not a 100Hz sine tone, but 
something else. Acousticians may say this is an erroneous artefact and malfunction. But this is an 
object made by some kind of interaction of the ultrasonic material of the instrument nonetheless. 
Moreover, such findings help confirm a proposition of this research, that different parametric 
speakers are different instruments of a PAA instrument family. Different ultrasonic propagation 
frequencies, amplitudes, speaker materials, and AM techniques seem to produce distinctive 
percepts and sound qualities. This shows a relationship between the technology and the results on 
sound (see Teruggi 2007, p. 215). I propose that different parametric speakers will be suited to 
                                                     
73 How can we quantify loudness from a parametric speaker? At what distances, with what sounds are we measuring for what 
sort of loudness? The beam‘s loudest core (along its propagation axis) is narrow. Tests saw me trying to locate a microphone 
in the loudness core, which fluctuates in location and diameter between different input objects. Loudness depends on delivery 
and physical space. Space, acoustics, sound design and the PAA instrument are covered in the next section. 
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producing certain types of sounds and effects. Again, a more holistic approach of sound design for 
kinds of speaker could be undertaken
74
. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                     
74 Manufacturers are reluctant to give many or any details about the workings of their speakers (e.g. modulation indexes, 
amplitudes, resonant frequencies of transducers). Better understanding the workings of each kind of parametric loudspeaker 
would greatly help locate perceptual effects of generation in speaker components and technical workings. 
Figure 6.4 (Left) Measured SPL values of 
fundamental frequencies using different AM 
techniques from one emitter. Source: Ji, Gan & Ji 
2010. Reproduced with permission of W-S Gan. 
 
Ji, Gan and Ji’s simulated SPL values (80 dB max. 
for all AM techniques other than square root AM) 
are higher than their measurements. 
 
Pompei of Holosonics gives 1kHz/90 dB (Audio 
Spotlight AS-24i, 2018). (See also Holosonics 2009, 
2016b) 
Figure 6.6 (Left) Ultrasonic frequency response of 
the speaker used in the above tests. Source: Ji, Gan 
& Ji 2010. With permission of W-S Gan. 
Figure 6.5 (Left) Measured total harmonic 
distortion (THD) values and different AM 
techniques. Source: Ji, Gan & Ji 2010. With 
permission of W-S Gan. 
 
Unlike this study, Ji, Gan and Ji seek 
measurements for SPL output with lowest THD. 
This study is not concerned with attaining pure 
fundamental tones in an anechoic environment.  
This study finds the PAA in hyper-resonant space 
is capable of producing ‘constructive distortions’ 
in excess of 100 dB. 
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6.1.5 Sound reason and applied music theory 
Hyper-sound design, which includes layering and mixing, applies the concept of efficient physical 
nonlinear generation that maintains ‗space‘ for layering sounds. It tests combinations and 
relationships of sound objects. Think of a single sound (other than a sinusoid) as already a layered 
combination of frequencies, and layering as simultaneously melding combinations. Efficient 
design extends and improves layering possibilities for one parametric speaker, particularly for 
scattered sound applications.  
 
Loud, clear timbral variety increases resources, choices, potentials of composition, expression, 
and knowledge of capabilities of one parametric loudspeaker. Knowing what an instrument can 
and cannot do are imperatives to know how to use it, and to design with design. There is no such 
thing as a perfect loudspeaker to use as a reference (see Newell & Holland 2007, p. 153). There 
may be potential virtuosity in all sorts of sounds. But this potential is higher when sounds are 
efficient, controllable, and allow a range of parameters, mixing, and rendering of composer 
intentions. 
 
Sound objects that are heard, and presented as a composer desires, have higher musical potential 
than corrupted sounds. This importance hardly needs to be stated. Obviously, loud sounds have 
higher potential to be perceived, flag people‘s attention, overcome background noise, elicit 
emotion, and evoke thought, as well as maximise the dynamics register. Moreover, loud, clear 
objects offer more sonic capital to make spatial effects, applications, and meaning. That is, hyper-
sound design offers more chances of listening that involves comprehending (see Chion 1983), or 
at least listener recognition of images and relationships which heighten the potential for sonic 
signification/expression and inciting imaginations and individual interpretations (see Almén & 
Pearsall 2006). A loud clear sound has broad utility. It can be made soft or affected (e.g. muffled) 
if the composer desires. But a soft, muffled, inefficient hyper-sound cannot be made loud and 
clear. Such sounds have far fewer uses, and cannot provide compositional control, ‗composer 
expressive intention‘ (see Juslin 2005), or understanding of parametric loudspeakers as 
instruments, let alone hypersonic musical virtuosity.  
 
Incredible technical work has enabled the PAA to play conventional music at soft audible 
amplitudes for direct beam reception only, and still with fidelity losses. But here, instead of 
making the PAA play music, I am making sounds and music that the PAA can play. Here, 
efficient hyper-sound design ‗maintain[s] the conversion efficiency from the primary [ultrasound] 
beams‘ (Karnapi & Gan 2002). A single sound object often features in hyper artwork. Loud 
efficient sound design equates to the development of traditional parameters and applications, and 
to an extension of electroacoustic art theory, and perhaps to discovery of new music genres and 
new parameters. 
 
Sound design aims to increase knowledge of limits and affordances of the medium with an 
experimental music spirit that also questions the knowledge. Principles given here are a guide, but 
also pose a challenge to be bent, broken, and revised. 
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6.2 HYPERSPACE, LISTENING EXPERIENCES, AND THE PAA INSTRUMENT 
 
 
The PAA perhaps most reveals its potential for new musical forms and listening experiences in 
the hyperspace category. Hyperspaces engender in hypersonic delivery modes, effects of physical 
space, and in perceptions and ideations of space. Hyper-sound design comprises creation, and 
development of spatial effects as artistic elements. 
 
We understand that ultrasonic wavelengths are much shorter than wavelengths humans hear, and 
how they can form a directional beam. A lot is known about how ultrasound‘s reflectivity can be 
used to create in utero images of quite high definition. Used with an acoustic diagnostic system, 
ultrasonic wave reflections from a commercial parametric loudspeaker are fine and strong enough 
to achieve non-destructive detection of detachments in Renaissance panel paintings (Calicchia
 
et 
al. 2012).Yet little is known about ultrasound‘s aural percept qualities and their applications. After 
all, ultrasound has been silent to the ear. (And it still is.) Except the PAA now means types of 
audible sound and acoustic effects inherit ‗audible‘ qualities of ultrasound. All sound inhabits 
space, and needs a medium (air, water, solids). But, actually, hyper-sounds are not wholly 
ultrasounds, nor are they conventional sound objects. Hyperspace explores these inheritances 
using various sounds, spatial operations, manipulations, and listening to spatial effects. 
 
This project started with three main conceptual categories of hypersonic delivery and experience 
of acoustic space: direct-to-ears beam, directly reflected beam, and scattering whereby sound is 
heard outside the beam. In fact different kinds of sub-categories of experiences and effects subsist 
in one or another of the three main space/delivery categories, and sometimes serve to configure 
new categories. 
 
Applied typologies of musical space include natural simulacra, and abstract/process space design. 
However, because hypersonic acoustics of space physically and perceptually differ from 
conventional sound, each type of spatial effect (e.g. static soundspot, multi-wall diffusion effects, 
mid-air kinetic activities, spatial morphologies etc.) contains new spatial registers/types. The 
further we examine these novelties, the more we discover, and the further we are taken away from 
known acousmatic spatial functions and listening experiences. 
 
6.2.1 Scattering  
A scattered soundbeam and acoustics of space together form a new metainstrument, and are 
inextricably interwoven components of composition that uses them. Acoustics significantly 
influence percepts of scattered sounds. A destructive physical space makes supposedly efficient 
sounds soft. Efficient sounds and physical acoustics contain unstudied hyper-resonances that 
increase loudness, clarity and heighten/produce spatial effects and intrinsic detail. Physical space 
itself functions as virtual speakers. 
 
By using sound objects as instruments, we can transcend static, scattered generation architectures 
(in Chapters 4 and 5) as being mere objet d‘ art, to being delivery, music and experience design 
systems. Significance here is in new kinds of musical sound diffusion, sensation, and structural 
possibilities. We can play with variables of hyper-sound demodulations and quirks of space to 
produce different metainstrument systems and effects. Slight alteration of parametric speaker 
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angle, in relation to barriers of space, alters the hypersonic scattered architecture, and can produce 
big changes of effect. The principle that ‗Changing the way the sound is played changes the sound 
object‘, which Schaeffer (1966a, p. 448) observed of conventional instruments holds true for 
hypersound in diverse, novel ways. There are many ways a single, static beam can interact with 
physical space, and countless internal sound structures that may inherit different spatial locations, 
kinetics, shapes, and other perceptions. Thus there are many ways the static beam can be ‗played‘ 
and applied. By making/heightening spatial effects, sound design for scattering aims to develop 
novel parameters, an effects tablature, and applications, but as noted, is extraordinarily, 
restrictively site-specific. Physical space‘s affect on deliveries and percepts in turn affect 
possibilities of scattering application. 
 
I can endow scattered sound in space with familiar characteristics to some degree. Multi-wall 
beam deflection of variously filtered, dynamic, chirping crickets in a small rectangular room 
produces a surround sound field with a strange depth-of-field of ‗aliveness‘ of objects occupying 
different (simultaneous and separate) locations. This can be easily associated with a real-world 
environment and experience of being in the middle of a field of near and far crickets.  However, 
following old ideas and using electroacoustic manipulations always produces new spatial effects 
and ideas, which oblige new acoustical terminology. All PAA effects warrant consideration as 
offering new musical applications that can be facilitated by deeper listening and conceptualisation 
of them. 
 
It is well established that different spaces offer different spatial acoustics properties (see Blesser 
& Salter 2007; Brant 1998; Lucier c1979, 1998; Olive & Toole 1989; Robinson, Pätynen & Lokki 
2013; Toole 2014, 2006, 2009, 2000a, b; Toole & Olive 1988). Little attention has been paid to 
the diversity and quirks of spaces where conventional loudspeaker diffusion systems are installed 
(Landy 2012), let alone parametric speakers. Many indoor spaces and sounds remain to be tested, 
and may offer other, hitherto unknown, special scattering effects/techniques. Sound-generating 
ultrasounds in efficient physical space allow a mouldable, plastic material and aural-sculpture that 
diaphragm diffusion cannot allow. 
 
Other than by physical movement, little is known about how to exercise control over perceptual 
spatial effects via varied perceptual demodulations in physical space. Pompei (2011) envisions 
that ‗reflections‘ may be used in a room, but provides no examples of content75, details of effects, 
their control, or problems of replication. (He (2011) theorises that hyper-reflective effects can 
involve tricking the brain to believe sounds are coming from locations they are not.) More work is 
needed to help theoretically understand hyper-psycho-/acoustics to use scattered hyperspace 
effects musically
76
. This work could culminate in the creation of purpose-built scattering spaces 
and different reflective surfaces, reflection techniques for different effects, including reflection 
                                                     
75 E.g. ‗sound may be bounced off a solid surface to the TV viewer...Walls behind the listener may allow perception of 
sounds from the rear. The home theatre listening experience may be enhanced by using walls to direct multiple reflected 
sounds toward the listener‘ (Pompei 2011). 
76 E.g. reflected [conventional] sounds influence the timbre and spatial character of sounds (Olive & Toole 1989). But does 
hypersound alter relationships between audible/inaudible effects and measurements (e.g. energy-time curves, room 
frequency response, and direct and reflected sound)? 
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efficiency, diffusion
77
, and perhaps handheld reflection-panel design (see Pampin, Kollin & Kang 
2002).  
 
6.2.2 Direct reflection 
Direct reflection can make plain wall space a sound-image-screen, which is often not perceived as 
a flat, 2D one (see Figure 6.7, p. 107). Effects of direct reflection remain undeveloped musically, 
and possibly some remain undiscovered. 
 
Surprisingly, hyper-resonant space seems to play a role in direct reflection phenomena, and 
suggests some strange, actual reverberance operates to make directly reflected hyper-sounds 
louder, more active and energised. Percepts of strong sonic activities as well as loudness and 
clarity of sonic detail are sought for direct reflection design. Strong sonic radiance of direct 
reflection comes from efficient sounds aimed at dense materials such as bricks and concrete. Glass 
allows quite good sonic effulgence also. Concrete walls may be used for experiments in directly 
reflected and scattered hypersound that work in conjunction with coloured light and/or image 
projections. Direct reflection projection may permit new musical synergies between visuals and 
sound. Visual artforms such as television or shadow puppet shows theoretically could happen 
behind a glass reflector, whereby hypersound that reflects a narrative is reflected directly off the 
pane. From the other side of glass, a soundbeam flies through the pane. A ‗through-beam‘ of loud, 
efficient hyper-sounds travels through glass and wooden doors and causes direct reflection, 
indirect reflection, scattered activity in an adjacent room, often maintaining loudness. Significance 
here is in possibilities of acousmatic rooms perceptibly devoid of sound sources (see Figure 6.8 
below).  
 
Whereas scattering can experiment with different diffusion-surfaces and built architectures, direct 
reflection delivery generally requires a flat reflective-surface. But we can change the paradigm of 
what directly reflected hypersound is, or can be, and conduct tests of curved/parabolic/multi-
diffusion reflectors. Experiments can test direct reflection and scattering combinations. Portability 
of direct reflection (and scattering) panels (see Sugibayashi et al 2012) may allow creation of 
orchestrated direct reflection environments, but is complicated and requires one speaker for each 
panel. 
 
Audiences experiencing only fleeting flecks of direct reflection as in 3xmodes delivery is not 
entirely satisfactory. Generally, unless a parametric speaker is used with a tracking system, 
deliveries of direct reflections are only achieved when a listener‘s head and beam are aligned. 
This, and direct beam deliveries mean one listener has to remain still in a precise position. 
Scattering avoids such constraints. A long, bar-shaped parametric speaker may deliver directly 
beamed reflections to a row of listeners. Creative-technical research includes prototype curved 
parametric loudspeaker that allows more wall coverage (see Chapter 2). Such prototype speakers 
await music research. 
 
                                                     
77 In terms of conventional sound, rough walls give a full and lively sound (see Henderson 2016; Robinson, Pätynen & 
Lokki 2013). Diffusive architectural surfaces of hypersonic scattering should be explored. Does the rough irregularity of the 
bare brick walls of the foyer, not just their solid reflectivity, play a role in the hyper-sonic liveliness and resonance there?  
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This study verifies direct reflection. Yet achieving specific designs of applications for, and 
compositions with, direct reflection require further research. These are perhaps more difficult than 
scattering, which, of the delivery modes, most concords with familiar habits of listening. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2.3 Direct beam 
In the main, this study confirms that soft, directly beamed hypersound is a strange aural 
experience devoid of room acoustics. However, there is also reason to suspect that room acoustics 
(particularly of small hyper-resonant rooms) may subtly enhance loudness, or spectral 
fullness/clarity in confined, directly beamed sounds. Certainly, I have perceived scattering and 
loud, direct sound jointly (see Figure 6.9, below). 
  
acousmatic room. No sign of sound sources  would be visible inside the room. 
Indirect reflection is direct reflection whereby the effulgence spot is experienced 
after the second or third beam reflection. 
 
Figure 6.7 (Left) Different sound forms are heard with 
different kinds of directly reflected spatial phenomena 
from one stationary parametric loudspeaker. A sine tone 
glissando of rising amplitude from around 3.8 to 5.6kHz is 
perceived as flying out of the reflector into mid-air space. 
Some sounds are heard as moving outwards or inwards, or 
shining over the reflection wall. Pitch sliding Risset tones 
are perceived moving across the panel on their own. Again 
different sound effects seem dependent on different sonic 
and spatial characteristics. Lower pitched sine tones 
(<1kHz) are heard ‘appearing’ lower on the reflector panel, 
or inside, or at the back of it. White noise and ‘noisy’ hyper-
sounds are heard as soundspots ‘sticking’ on the surface at 
their point of impact with it. Black arrows depict the 
physical beam, its angle of incidence and trajectory from a 
reflective barrier. Lines and shapes attempt to graphically 
depict aural percepts that are created.  
 
Figure 6.8 (Right) Through-
beams prompt 
ideas/possibilities of 
designing internal structures 
of acousmatic rooms/wall 
panelling (such as of opaque 
perspex, glass, or thin 
wooden panels with internal 
metal louvers) that deflect 
and diffract beams. Beams 
could move over different 
parts of the wall (from 
outside) to activate different 
hypersonic effects inside the  
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Proposals of using one parametric speaker aimed at the left ear and another aimed at the right ear 
ostensibly resemble conventional two 'stereo' loudspeaker placement, which holds that the ideal 
listening ‗sweetspot‘ position78 is at the apex of an equilateral triangle where the distance between 
the two speakers is equal to the distance from each speaker to the listener. Panning and phantom 
image production from conventional ‗stereo‘ are established techniques. However, effects from 
twin parametric speakers will perceptually differ from conventional stereo. Little is known about 
effects and compositional applications from panning and various combinations of separate 
emissions from two speakers in this setup. Problems aside, there are many possibilities of diverse 
direct beam arrangements to explore. For instance, a setup could include two equidistant frontal 
speakers and one rear speaker aimed at the top/back of the head. Different placements of types of 
parametric loudspeakers and sound combinations mean experimental possibilities are virtually 
endless. 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Oddly the small Soundlazer speaker (consisting of 39 piezoelectric transducers arranged in a 
square configuration measuring only 6.1 cm
2
) produces reasonably loud sounds from modulations 
of very low square and sawtooth frequencies, unlike the AS168i (measuring 16 x 8 inches in 
surface area). Modulating 49Hz, 50Hz and 51Hz (as 2 sawtooths and 1 sine; and 3 sawtooths) 
make intimidating, reasonably loud, low pitch sounds inside my skull from direct beam delivery. 
This is a new sensory experience and perhaps musical dimension of novel percepts (e.g. of 
headspace and loudness). I termed one of these sounds the ‗brain crusher‘. From an original 
Soundlazer, a 5Hz square tone produces low pitched clicks which I also hear inside my skull: a 
very strange sensation that AS parametric speakers cannot make. Again, the art of PAA engineers 
ostensibly contributes to the creation of sound characteristics and design possibilities, but only the 
artist-designer currently hears them that way. 
                                                     
78 This position is approximately two to three metres from the speakers with an angle between the speakers of sixty degrees, 
(±30º from the centre front), is often named the listening ‗sweetspot‘ (Barbour 2002; Newell & Holland 2007). 
Figure 6.9 (Above) Exploring directly beamed combination effects from one speaker. By standing under 
a parametric speaker with its beam aimed down at the floor, and increasing the output above the level 
that allows confinement of sound, I create twin percepts of directly beamed sound and a ‘skip-out’ effect 
of distant scattered reflections. One experience of this combination is that some sounds around my head 
become sonic ‘arrows’ that shoot-out from my feet and strike distant walls with a slight, natural delay 
effect. 
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Because the early model Soundlazer speaker can make a striking, strange kind of inside-the-skull 
acoustical space, different parametric speakers and sounds may offer other percepts of directly 
beamed hypersound. This has significance for applications such as hypersonic cinema and new 
kinds of compositional applications, including for multimodal design (see Sections 6.2.4; 6.2.5; 
6.2.6). 
 
6.2.4 Different parametric loudspeakers make different sonic/spatial effects 
Findings affirm the concept that diverse parametric speaker designs establish a PAA 
instrumentarium. Differences in speaker design can equate to hyper-sound typology design, and 
sub-categories of hyperspaces favoured by each. This study concludes that ring-shaped, spherical, 
beam-steering, -widening and -narrowing speakers will offer further types and techniques of space 
and composition.  
 
Composers could treat individual parametric speakers as individual instruments, and choose 
certain loudspeakers for certain sounds and effects. Loudspeaker orchestras such as BEAST, 
Gmebaphone, and the Acousmonium use different types of speakers as instruments for their 
different sound characteristics (Clozier 2001). The physical-perceptual material differences of 
diverse conventional speakers are well known. However, ideas of parametric speaker orchestras 
and hypersonic orchestration do not automatically allow an analogy with ‗distributions of 
woofers, mid-range speakers and tweeters‘ (Kendall 2010b). We first need to identify and develop 
uses of different spectral/spatial effects of various PAA instruments, including metainstruments. 
Remember that different scattering and direct reflection reflectors are different kinds of parametric 
array speakers too. 
 
6.2.5 Multimodal deliveries, effects and spaces 
Multimodal mixing can take different forms from various combinations of effects, hyperspaces 
and delivery modes. Many multimodal hyperspace hypotheses remain untested. These include 
designing systems that, for example, function to provide smooth, kinetic, static, abrupt...sequences 
of combinations of deliveries and effects (see Figure 6.10, p. 110). Timed combinations of effects 
between different dimensions of hypersound may create new multimodal registers, 
closeness/distance effects, percepts of novel hyper-synthetic reverberance, and spatialised sustain 
and release envelopes. 
 
One test that used sequenced sound objects between two delivery modes (mono direct beam and 
distant scattering) from two speakers, shows promise for making modal effects and spatial 
structures. Sequence combination experiments in different timings of different sound emissions 
between two and three parametric loudspeakers would further develop novel percepts and 
potential artistic elements. Such systems may be used for sound augmentation/combination (see 
6.2.6), and be a parametric loudspeaker orchestra. 
 
Multimodalism can be made from simple head movements. The listener can put one ear inside a 
static beam of birdsong while the other ear outside the beam hears directly reflected and scattered 
birdsong coming from a windowpane. Some effects may constitute another category of 
delivery/experience. For instance, in-the-skull listening experience is unlike ‗common‘ kinds of 
directly beamed percepts. We can therefore think of 4xmodes (or more) delivery combinations: 
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direct reflection, scattering, direct beam inner-skull, and around-the-ears spaces. Combinations 
and appearances will be practically unlimited. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           3                   4                   
 
 
 
 
                                           1             2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.11 (Left) Twin delivery modes from one static 
parametric loudspeaker. The speaker is aimed upwards onto 
a wall below a flat ceiling. This incidence is heard as 
scattering. The beam is then directly reflected to the listener 
from the ceiling. Direct reflection and scattering is 
experienced simultaneously. Loud sounds maximise 
dynamics in a conventional sense and extend/maximise  
 
Figure 6.10 (Above) Idea for delivery of graduated zoom and panning for multimodal combinations.  
(1.) In the left position, speaker 1 provides scattering percepts. (2.) Speaker 1 shifts to the right to 
provide direct reflections. (3. and 4.) Two speakers mounted on the wall opposite the listening position 
deliver trans-aural hyper-sounds. Problems aside, such a system may provide various motions and 
continuums between types of delivery modes, and allow play between amplitudes, durations, 
morphologies etc.  
and/or find effects including effects in effects. Experimental design/composition with such effects will 
help discover musical purposes for them. 
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6.2.6 Hypersonic augmentation of sound/combinations of types of sound 
More than complementary ‗bass‘ augmentation, hyper-sounds and effects may augment diffuse 
sounds from conventional loudspeakers or vice versa, and may permit design of more dedicated 
continua of layered, patterned combinations, and intrinsic plus extrinsic images of two types of 
sound. Tests that experiment in combinations between different emissions of two types of 
sound/speaker would take place around the time domain, envelopes, spectra, motions/paths, 
fusion/fission and morphology – between types of parameters of each delivery – and 
accentuations of one sound by another. Two kinds of sound can work together using types of 
conformance, complementation, and contest (cf. Cook 1998 in Lipscomb & Tolchinsky 2005 for 
‗ways different medias can relate to one another‘). Perhaps we can orchestrate different sonic 
spaces by sequencing and interleaving between images and modes. Any useful hypersonic effect 
may function in sound augmentation/combination. 
 
In one test, a radio playing electronic dance music (EDM) is placed in the centre of my studio and 
one parametric speaker outputs the same music simulcast from the internet from a laptop. A slight 
delay exists between the radio and internet transmissions. The parametric speaker cannot play all 
sounds from the EDM. However, it can play some regular synthetic sound objects from the music. 
I move these sounds over walls and ceiling in patterns with gestural motions and pauses that 
incorporate scattering and direct reflection while the conventional speaker plays. Relationships 
created between conventional sound and hypersonic activities are striking. Suddenly sound from 
the conventional speaker of the old radio appears new too. I hear its timbral and spatial 
characteristics more fully, given the contrast with the hyper-sounds. It is proposed hypersound 
enables perception of spatial attributes of both sound types in new enhanced ways. Even we may 
merge two sounds to make hybrid sounds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.12 (Left) Tests that comprised 
manual physical movement of a (handheld) 
parametric speaker achieved play of physical 
movements and combinations of directly 
reflected and scattered sound effects around 
my head. It is possible to make various kinds 
of dual-modal ‘wobbles’ between the ears, 
including singular direct reflection wobbling 
effects. Therefore, it is hypothesised (below) 
that robotic delivery systems could 
refine/create kinds of spiral and other effects 
at various distances from different angles by 
virtue of the speaker being taken out of the 
performer/listener’s hands. 
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Playing a triangle live with reverbed/delayed encoded recordings of it in hypersound demonstrates 
how important timing is to combining different sound objects that belong to the two types of 
sound. Good timing between the two sounds creates a combinatorial effect of the real triangle 
strike suffusing with hypersound and releasing (by moving) along the wall. This raises ideas of 
combinations of three types of sound: hypersound, conventional speaker sound, and live ‗acoustic 
instrument‘ sound. 
 
Manufacturers say some loudspeakers are more directional than others, and often measurements 
seem to confirm this. In general, though, it is my experience that sound from conventional 
loudspeakers, if large and loud enough, can be heard from anywhere in a room. While individual 
loudspeakers do produce individual colourations, on/off-axis, and coverage percepts of sound – 
there is an overriding singular central percept from conventional speakers in that they all function 
according to the same operation of physics. Generally, many conventional speakers in a room 
equate to various mono-percepts. Further, sticking to one hypersonic design style and a limited 
sound palette is not musically discovering the PAA, and means some PAA works are confined to 
a kind of mono-percept too. The point is hypersound offers not just three dimensional acoustics, 
but alternative dimensions and variety from which to make multi-level, multimodal musical 
environments/theatre. 
 
By using on/off-switch-automation of a parametric speaker to activate ultrasound only when 
needed
79
, electroacoustic works that use intermittent hypersonic augmentation would not be so 
                                                     
79 Kamakura, Aoki and Kumamoto (1991 in Croft & Norris 2001-03) propose emitting ultrasound only when it‘s needed (i.e. 
when no hyper-sounds are playing, no carrier ultrasound would be emitted from the speaker when it is switched on). 
Figure 6.13 (Above) Proposal: hypersound can augment sound from conventional speakers in many 
ways. For example, sound can come first from a conventional speaker (centre), then almost 
simultaneously with its early reflections, twin parametric speakers (left and right) enhance the first 
sound’s sustain and release by spiralling complementary hyper-sounds over walls in patterns. Sound 
augmentation may offer not just new kinds of synthetic reverb, but completely new effects of space, 
and acousmatic music. 
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hampered by ultrasound exposure time limits. A Soundlazer can be turned on/off like a light-
switch, unlike the AS speakers, which need time to ‗boot-up‘. 
 
6.3 COMPOSITION 
 
It is one thing to conduct experiments and accumulate novel, potential musical materials. The 
question is ‗what to do with them?‘ in terms of composition and delivery to an audience (cf. 
Schaeffer 1966a, p. 39). In terms of composing, the soundbeam is a confronting dissimilarity from 
conventional sound. Many aims, techniques and audience considerations of electroacoustic 
composition do not automatically transpose to the PAA, if at all. 
 
Acts of composition seek to raise various elements and individual objects to being musical objects 
by combining selections and structures into a macro form of unfolding relationships. Composition 
involves organisation of sounds, effects and the creation/organisation of intentions, expressions, 
listening experiences, and directions of audience attention. But before ideation, selection and 
organisation, one must discover/develop techniques, sound material, structure, parameters, and 
their applications to proffer a macro design/form of experiences, objects, sequences, relationships, 
gestures, intrinsic/spatial articulations, narrative, or non narrative, and so on. There are new ways 
to articulate groups and hierarchies using familiar and new parameters, but also more work to be 
done, and new ways to succeed and fail. 
 
Composition aims to enable the development of the PAA‘s acoulogy, and expand the choices and 
potential uses of artistic PAA materials, efficacies and functions. Composition comes out of 
sounds and effects, and composition calls upon and further hones design to give sounds particular 
intrinsic qualities (of timbre, image, gestural inflection etc.) and extrinsic qualities (space, effects, 
delivery modes, audience considerations). In part, this is about learning possible forms and 
languages, signs and signifiers of hypersonic music; and of investigating them for applications 
which we know (e.g. soundscapes, surround sound, music narrative) and applications from effects 
which we do not yet musically know, but emerge, and are unlike anything we have previously 
known. Perhaps deeper than all the necessary frequency, duration and level design, compositional 
hyper-sound design involves working on sounds and effects such that they can carry an intention, 
even of simply finding possible ‗intentions‘. Composers should adapt/seek composition intentions 
to/in the ‗unexpected‘ medium80. The higher musical operations nonetheless rely first on the 
mechanical making, testing, experimenting, and tool-finding/making work. The latter are 
absolutely necessary to the development of the former, although composition informs itself and 
sound design too! 
 
Design involves composition, but composition here is the result of a whole multiscale design 
process of preparatory work; of searches for materials, formulas, options, solutions, PAA 
technical/percept knowledge, and ideas that match the medium. The multiscale approach to 
composition (Roads 2001; 2015) is commensurate with a grounded, follow-the-medium, user-
experience- and music instrument/medium-design epistemology.  Experiments too, compositions 
                                                     
80 See artists Wright et al. who wanted a louder confined beam indoors to combat listener non-recognition without scattering 
effects: two impossible things. They installed acoustic absorption materials without success in beam confinement.  
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are design prototypes that test and ‗document design intent‘ (Elliott 2016), uncover ideas, and 
help us to iteratively make and refine propositions and designs. They are objects of analysis that 
aid with learning about efficacies and credibility of ideas and propositions. They assist us to learn 
about hypersonic music design, composition, problems, solutions and opportunities. 
 
6.4 HYPERSONIC NARRATIVE CINEMA 
 
Design by this study demonstrates new possibilities of acousmatic cinema. Perhaps movies or 
stage-shows could one day use scattered PAA augmented sound, lighting and actors‘ voices. 
Hypersound could initiate new perceptions as ‗congruent audio-visual effect‘ (see Boltz 2001 in 
Lipscomb & Tolchinsky 2005). But for audience delivery/sound coverage problems, directly 
beamed hyper-sounds could be associated with a character, mental-state, or situation. Conversely, 
a confined direct beam may allow narrative experiences whereby members of a small audience are 
each presented dissimilar sides of a character/situation. This may foster suspense, mystery, 
immersion, discussion and insights. When limited to cinema for the ear however, the PAA‘s 
potential is already clearly demonstrable. 
 
Hypersound offers new abilities for coordination of, and interactions between, separate sonic 
groups in space. Potentially these can give new dimensions to anecdotal qualities of sounds and to 
sounds‘ origins and associations (Emmerson 1986b). We can design sequences of spatial effects 
as narrative elements. However, while hypersonic effects potentially do offer many design 
opportunities and techniques to musical narrative, what works in one physical ‗theatre‘ space will 
not in another. Hypersonic narrative compels PAA-specific interior architecture design and new 
augmented movie sound techniques no less, yet are unlikely to happen any time soon, particularly 
without design foundations and conceptual proofs. 
 
Design of voice sounds, a sub-category of sound design, explicates this need for efficient image 
diversity. The PAA now means types of narration, including addressing the audience directly, can 
potentially occur in diverse and novel ways. Distinct separate voices could be one way to organise 
and unite people‘s attention between different delivery modes and multimodal points-of-view81. 
Work by this study suggests new ways to structure musical narrative
82
 by various location, 
animation and interaction of sonic characters. Voices and phonics can make ‗bodily‘ spatial 
spectromorphological gestures in physical space. New kinds of acousmetre (voice-characters that 
are heard not seen (Chion 1994)) can interact with environmental sound objects whereby they and 
the dual aspects of the intrinsic and extrinsic voice-image are given hypersonic theatrics. 
Hypersonic voice design potentially affords musical-literary techniques such as direct forms of 
cinematic acousmatic/multimedia storytelling, and parametric array structures and poetics, 
including of theatrical diegetic performances
83
 of verbal communication of ideas and anecdotes. 
 
However, strange spatial phenomena do not automatically allow listener-recognition and new 
ways to connect with lived experience even of well-replicated familiar sounds. ‗Cinematic 
                                                     
81 Hyper-voice design potentially offers new tools of POV and narrative. Delivery mode mixing using voice, recognisable 
real-world sounds, and ambience may allow interactions between characters and environmental sound objects. 
82 Again, other media such as smoke machines and sensors could support/facilitate hypersonic storytelling. 
83 E.g. hypersound offers ways to use physical space as a narrative device by virtue of hypersound‘s projective ability. 
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stream[s] of images of real-world objects‘, ‗commonly understood symbols‘ (Emmerson 1986b, 
pp. 3, 18), concrete metaphors (Wishart 1986), ‗transcontextual interpretation‘84 (Smalley 1996) 
and contextual and syntactic mimesis all rely on sonic clarity and recognition. Wide registers, 
paradoxical staticism from continuous wild choreographies of spatial movements, mixes of 
delivery types, physical separations of groups etcetera diminish ‗recognisability of sounds and 
referential listening‘ (Couprie 2007a), and may cause complete ‗listener non-recognition‘ of 
images and intention (see Garavaglia 2008; Landy 2012). Presently, PAA generation seems more 
suited to abstract synthetic sounds. Narrative structure-models can be applied in the abstract. Yet 
abstract relationships of pitch/timbre, serial spatial parameters (Stockhausen 1961), and 
counterpoint may be lost to unfamiliarity and cognitive saturation also. 
 
Sound exists in the mind, not just in air (Emmerson 1986a, b; Moylan 2007; Pasnau 1999; 
Smalley 1994, 1996, 1997; Wishart 1986). New ways sounds ‗appear‘ in space offer new ways 
that sounds appear in the mind. How hypersonic spatial forms can reflect subject matter is more 
difficult. This study finds parametric speakers potentially offer new tools for acousmatic narrative 
cinema and other narrative media. Yet success in these ways heavily relies upon hyper-sound 
design to find and synthesise referential images and familiar timbres that can plug-into 
sonic/musical language. 
 
‗Sound as idea and aural representation of an abstract or a tangible concept, object or activity, 
[and] as an emotion or feeling‘ (Moylan 2007, pp. 3-4) is well documented85. But hypersonic 
effects uncover new imagery and dimensions unfamiliar to the mind‘s ears. Sound image plus 
physical effect can instigate novel mental visions (e.g. of a girl‘s scream coming from a brick wall 
in the shape of a tube). Strange acoustic effects often elude transference of commonly understood 
symbols. Perhaps new sonic signs and languages may develop from hypersonic space-images. We 
can view Territore‘s so-called 3xmodes combination-effect as an unpacked symbol that could 
function as a sign in ways yet known. Narrative techniques such as furthering of plot with 
flashbacks, foreshadowing, and inner reflection may also be indexed by being associated to a type 
of effect and delivery experience mode. While more variety of indexical sounds would help 
produce richer character development and scene setting, new image-effects can mostly gain 
meaning as signs with exposure over time. 
 
How novel ‗musical relationships are interpreted‘ (Almén & Pearsall 2006), and even if people 
relate past experiences and memory to sounds given hypersonic effects, are unstudied here. 
Nonetheless, it seems the PAA offers new ways to explore variations on a theme, create 
‗unexpected events‘, and articulate ‗dramatic flow[s] of events‘ (Hatten 2006, p. 62). Further work 
may examine hypersonic articulations of relationships between sonic actions, scenes, and time-
frames, for instance, by combining old temporal and timbral domains with juxtaposing kinds of 
hyperspace and new objects of potential imagination, interpretation, signification and association. 
 
 
                                                     
84 In transcontexts the composer intends that the listener is aware of the dual meanings of a source. The first meaning derives 
from the original, natural or cultural context of the event; the second meaning derives from the new, musical context created 
by the composer (Smalley 1996). E.g. détournement in my practice (circa early 1990s) relied on recognition of broadcasting 
and advertising sound, and sonic details, that parametric speakers disallow. 
85 See Andean 2014; Chion 1994; Drever 2002; Emmerson 1986a,b; Pasnau 1999; Smalley 1994, 1996; Wishart 1986, 1996. 
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6.5 HYPERSONIC LISTENING SITUATIONS 
 
 
Sound, space and composition design research involves designing hypersonic music listening 
situations that the PAA instrument, music, and audience require. Further, Augoyard and Torgue 
(2005), Nave (2013), and others explain that more than sound alone, sonic experiences involve the 
situation in which sound appears. Psychological dimensions of the effect of conventional sound 
on listeners (Dyson 2009; Leitner 1971; Wishart 1996) are well documented. Still little is known 
about how parametric loudspeakers change the psychological sonic situation, and how to use this 
to create new musical situations, and potentially enable peculiar situational art-music forms. 
 
Applications of hypersonic-related music can include the creation of memorable experiences of 
the unexpected and sublime (the initial lost-for-words response to otherness (Derrida 1978; 
Lyotard 1988; Morley 2010) from revelatory shock and effects of fantasy). ‗Nothing is so 
conducive to sublimity as... [that] which bursts out with a kind of fine madness and divine 
inspiration, and falls on our ears like the voice of a god‘ (Longinus 335BC/1890, p. 15). Initially, 
‗god‘ requires being designed and musically situated however.  
 
Hypersonic music potentially changes listening situations in other media practices. More intense 
forms of acousmatic experiences of weird effects such as a sudden scream from the ceiling, for 
example, could intensify television/movie experiences. Psychoacoustic phenomena, such as 
loudness (Florentine 2011; Sharf 1978; Zwicker & Fastl 2007), are also contingent on the 
situation and mental state of the listener. PAA-augmented composition can explore psychological 
situation design, artistic deception, and directly beamed instructions. It can explore personalised 
content for each listener, and interactive, playful, fun, educational, even therapeutic sound uses. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
6.6 THE RESEARCHER/LISTENER AND ANALYSIS OF DESIGN ACTIONS 
 
I do not listen to parametric loudspeakers other than for tests and PAA-specific performances. I do 
not use them for long-term listening to the radio or to music from other sources. This indicates 
how much parametric speakers and hypersound are outside general composer/listener experience, 
preferences, sonic cultures, and listening practices/situations.  
could include sounds emitted from conventional loudspeakers. Illuminations of soundspots could 
also create multimodal combination effects from direct reflections, and/or scattering. 
 
 
Figure 6.14 (Left) Hypothesis: illuminated 
soundspots may each be moved over a 
white wall in a dimmed setting for visual, 
interactive music making for three players. 
Scattering reflections and spotlights may 
allow new kinds of sound spatialisation, and 
visualised live soundbeam/soundspot mixing. 
Various electroacoustic effects could be tied 
to various parameters as beam locations, 
beam movement speeds, patterns, and types 
of interactions. This visually interactive music  
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I have tried to be open to what hypersound is and can be. However, although I want to be fully 
open-minded and non-reflexive, Husserl‘s transcendental phenomenological reduction (in 
Merleau-Ponty (1945) and Schmitt (1959)) is impossible. And phenomenological honesty ignores 
musical expediency.  
 
Aspects of hyper-sound design and concepts (e.g. spatial balance) in this study are guided by 
aesthetics and qualities that listeners subjectively prefer in conventional loudspeakers and music. 
Still, sonic results are unlike conventional sound, yet I did witness some people‘s great enjoyment 
of strange effects. Musics as we know them usually follow rules according to a language of 
grammar and perceptions known to the listener (Lerdahl & Jackendoff 1983), and work here has 
included design to accord with these, but it also must refute these. The concentration here on 
scattered hyper-sounds does not just indicate that I am trapped in existent sonic perception of 
omnidirectional linear sound (which hypersound is not), but rather that one needs to balance 
overcoming ingrained autocentric preferences, the necessities of usability, and unchangeable 
human psychoacoustics and physiology. 
 
Still I have likely failed to hear other possibilities in novel percepts, and I may make some hopeful 
assumptions from my personal experience only. Analyses try to produce balanced findings by 
using a spectrum between belief and doubt, and different types of listening. But there is no firm 
ground here. Mine is only one person‘s judgement. Evaluating hyper-sounds is problematic 
because I cannot always be sure of what I am listening to, or what I am listening for. I am outside 
conventional sound, yet cannot help but compare hypersound to it. Ingrained ‗sound value 
systems‘ (see Emmerson 1986b, p. 21) are more influential than one is ready to admit. Ultimately 
I can only refer to types of listening I know, and am learning. 
 
Unusualness needs to be further pursued and developed as design material, not just compared 
with, and adapted to music theory and practice. Adherence to common musical principles, 
structures and basic aesthetic values, both develops the PAA‘s acoulogy, and blinds us to it. 
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7. CONCLUSION 
       -.-. --- -. -.-. .-.. ..- ... .. --- -. 
 
 
 
 
This grounded-design study has asked how parametric loudspeakers might be considered unique 
musical instruments, and be used to make new forms of music and listening experiences, or not, 
and why. It finds in favour of its main theses: the PAA (as variously propagated by parametric 
loudspeakers) potentially is a new musical instrument. Hypersound can be used to design novel 
musical elements, listening experiences, and new or extended forms and applications. However, 
stating how, and to what extent, have required more lengthy answers in this dissertation – and 
require further exploration. Indeed, finding these answers and things is work that is just beginning. 
 
The objectives of hypersonic music research, and contributions here, are knowledge of hypersonic 
musical instruments, novel sonic/musical qualities, and their various potential functions. The 
study contributes knowledge about, and developments to, PAA acoulogy, and the production and 
development of foundational theory and applied hypersonic music design that comprises 
generation of concepts, principles, materials and techniques. These include the identification of 
objectives of sound and effects design that arise as consequences of musical-minded experience 
with the medium and higher level objectives such as increasing PAA acoulogy. Developing and 
generating theory and methods of PAA-specific-musical sounds, hypersonic spatial effects, 
experience design, and composition using parametric speakers, impart new possibilities to 
acousmatic music. This study helps develop foundations, which other researchers can expand 
upon.  
 
Due to considerations of technical parametric speaker workings and PAA physics, this study 
applies the concept/necessity of efficient message design in modulation theory as a principle of 
hyper-sound and music design, and to investigations around aesthetic, function, safety and 
usability issues. Groundwork undertaken here helps overcome musical problems/limits of 
hypersound, opens new design opportunities, and increases feasibilities of hypersonic music. This 
hypersonic music study extends design understandings of what parametric loudspeakers can, 
cannot, and perhaps should not do. It helps us to understand how to use parametric loudspeakers. 
By verifying and establishing methods of design of loud clear hyper-sounds, hyper-sound design 
contributes knowledge of musical PAA aesthetics and virtuosity, or at least extends ideas of, and 
potentials for, what these can be. 
 
The study of input sound designs and their perceived demodulations is the basis of research and 
development of hypersonic music and parametric loudspeakers as instruments. Such study 
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increases knowledge around developing and expanding ranges of function, sound images, and 
artistic elements such as parameters, registers, and novel objects, which are fundamental materials 
of hypersonic composition and musical application. Efficient sounds increase the registers of 
pitch, dynamics and loud, efficient timbral ranges. They thus extend hypermusical palettes, and 
increase musical variation, methods of application, novel listening experiences, and the potential 
for musical expression that can also incorporate familiar musical signs. Indeed, this work 
contributes to knowledge about ways to develop traditional/electroacoustic musical parameters, as 
well as the discovery and early development of new parameters. Work that develops traditional 
parameters, new spatial dimensions and perceptual materials finds new means of organisation and 
structuring combinations of sonic relationships and types of sound delivery. Here, work in 
efficient sounds helps to develop and discover new sound effects. Importantly, such work 
increases the PAA‘s musical potential, and thus its usability.  
 
While learning is directed to design of sound forms that let the PAA ‗resonate‘, and hyper-sound 
design implicates all delivery modes, there is not one way to ‗play‘ the PAA, and ways of playing 
differ from how conventional speakers can be used. This study contributes understanding of these 
differences, as well as techniques and concepts to do with a hypersonic tablature of physical 
playing actions. Beam demodulation is arrived at as a new musical instrument and interface. 
Design of input sounds in essence concerns different operations on the nonlinear generation 
process; that is, different input objects beget different responses. Synergistic knowledge is 
produced around instrumental efficiency and musical potentials of physical space (the 
metainstrument) and the speaker, beam and input objects (the protoinstrument), and how these 
determine percepts. Indeed, the instrument is a whole medium/system that must include input 
sounds‘ influences. This study contributes these, and other concepts of musical PAA efficiency, 
in-/efficiency-continua, constructive distortion, and types of de-/modulation. Thus, design based 
on musical PAA efficiency concepts may not seek to retain intrinsic images as heard from a 
conventional speaker, but rather use PAA de-/modulation as an instrument of effects. 
 
Significance of the discovery of spatial effects as a function of sound demodulation design, beam 
fracturing, and soundbeam diffusion, is the use one static scattered beam and space as an 
instrument of self-performing effects upmixing. Significance here is to innovative varieties of 
surround sound diffusion and 3D spatial music that use one speaker. Inceptions of knowledge 
relate to hypersonic narrative cinema, and multimodal orchestrated structures created with 
combinations of effects and delivery modes. 
 
Contributions are also made to practices and theories of hypersonic listening, and to improving 
how hypersound can exist in listeners‘ psychoacoustic conceptions (e.g. how it might work as 
aural representation/idea). The study proffers ways listeners can play (i.e. interact) with the 
beam(s), and ways beams can play around listeners. 
 
This dissertation contains information that artists and sound-based companies can use. It outlines 
entire hypersonic composition processes and forms that result, and that the PAA requires. The 
study adds to knowledge about designing applications for, from and with the PAA medium across 
all structural levels, from micro-structures of sound objects to meso-structures and macro 
composition form. The Cave and hypersonic cinema works in this study are not new forms of 
music in the sense that there are still familiar hierarchies of material, traditional parameters, and 
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placing of abstract and recognisable referential sounds in sequences, and so on. There are, 
however, new forms in new physics. There are new objects, parameters, types of organisation, 
new sound deliveries, spatial structures, hierarchisations, combinations of novel effects, potential 
genres, and so on. The significance of such knowledge for instance, is how effects and sounds can 
be sequenced to produce novel sound images, situations, and arrangements for any number of 
applications (algorithmic, narrative, pure PAA experiments etc.). 
 
The study also examines ways to lessen listener exposure to ultrasound and minimise ultrasonic 
SPL magnitudes in applied settings. Of the three principal delivery modes, scattered hyper-sounds 
most need to be loud. Yet compositions here exhibit ways to not keep louder ultrasounds directly 
on people‘s ears. Paradoxically, moreover, efficient hyper-sounds do not require ultrasound 
amplification at the very high, or highest levels of which a parametric speaker is capable. 
However, theoretically, ultrasound is not absorbed, and harmful effects may negate some gains 
made by efficient sounds, in small resonant rooms of hard surfaces. 
 
There too are reasons why the PAA cannot be used for music, particularly when one‘s ear is 
outside the medium. It tends to be restrictive and/or complicated. It requires bespoke design, 
meeting many conditions and balancing many variables and options. Compositions here can only 
be delivered to a few people for a limited time. Parametric loudspeakers cannot match the ‗equal‘, 
‗universal‘ response of conventional speakers. Other than for art and electroacoustic concert 
environments, the PAA is outside social usability. This may change however, given more PAA 
contact and design research across disciplines, from physics to art. Many musical sounds are not 
loud enough for many situations, such as loud concerts, malls and theme parks, except, here 
design of loud hyper-sounds and efficient PAA-specific music perhaps changes this situation. 
Directly beamed hyper-sounds are audible outside in the presence of noise of car traffic (from a 
two-lane, secondary arterial road, approx. 10 metres away from the listener). But a person must 
know what to listen for, and precisely where to stand, position their head, and remain still in the 
beam (cf. Bankey 2009; Goodman 2010). 
 
There are, of course, many things that this study has not achieved. Herein compositional focus is 
mainly in the area of acousmatic art-music. Hypersonic music research could work in other 
music/sound genre environments (e.g. popular music, EDM, film sound, game sound, 
installations). This study is a path-finding investigation with quite broad projects and terms of 
reference. From here, more in-depth, specific, focused tests/projects and research can be 
undertaken. Groundwork such as that offered herein can underpin more focused, accurate 
test/design propositions and objectives from wider, more honed awareness of problems and 
affordances of the PAA. Greater documentation of experiments, design and listening experience 
in the PAA, and collaborative interdisciplinary projects involving listeners, composers, artists, 
design researchers and PAA engineers are recommended. 
 
All areas this study investigates deserve further research. Continued study can take place, for 
example, around kinetic acousmatic design, such as in creation of drama expressed in sounds and 
their spatial interactions and juxtapositions, and psychologically in listeners themselves from 
actions of the beam put upon them. There are further sound design, spatial, and composition 
techniques, and ranges of effects and registers to discover. More work making diverse types of 
efficient objects to develop the applied range of the instrument, and matching the content of ideas 
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aesthetically and functionally to artistic elements is recommended. While this research has given 
the sense of a whole combined medium, there is still insufficient theoretical investigation of the 
various concepts within this category. And affective, virtuoso PAA design will be design that is 
grounded in the whole medium. 
 
Indeed, applied development of the PAA needs to follow the medium and the developing theory – 
as it is from these, and their unique features, that viable innovations in sound, music and media 
can come. In no small part here, hypersonic music research concerns user experience design, not 
just sound design and organisation alone. We need to listen to listeners about their experiences in 
the PAA to better understand design issues and music potentials. 
 
Psychoacoustic effects of hypersound are unstudied, as therefore are their affects on, and uses in 
design. How might strange, hypersonic effects be peculiar hypersonically induced physio-psycho 
products of the ear and mind? Before reaching the brain, sound undergoes a complex 
transformation and encoding process (Smeds & Leijon 2011; Zwicker & Fastl 2007). This process 
usually does not involve ultrasound/hypersound caused transformation in the ear canal, 
mechanical eardrum vibrations, and so on. How might hypersound affect human psychoacoustics, 
with what design implications? 
 
Diversity of percepts from one emission between colleagues indicates that certain effects are 
acoustical ‗holophones‘ (individual hypersonically induced inventions of psychoacoustics).  
Perception has evolved to interpret sensory stimuli and gain useful information from them (see 
Risset 1996, p. 30 précising Gibson circa 1950 about hearing functions). Yet hypersound may 
often convincingly trick inquiries of audition such as separating/identifying sound sources, their 
direction, distance and mechanical production processes. While art reveals another reality 
(Houshiary 1994), the PAA forces us to rethink, and ask: can, and should we ‗trust in our hearing‘ 
(Schaeffer 1967, p. 15)? 
 
Composers need not worry so much about physics when they use developed instruments, and the 
effects of physics ‗take care of themselves‘. How the physical affects the percept is not well 
understood here. Scientific-creative study is warranted. However, all measurements in mixed-
method approaches should develop the percept and its applications, which always have hegemony 
in composition decisions and proper musical research. 
  
In summary, parametric loudspeakers, as evidenced by this study, allow revolutionary musical 
possibilities. Perhaps one day hypersound will become a widespread instrument of music and a 
part of a media matrix that includes film, and games. This is unlikely to occur until hypersound 
design proves its potential however. Manufacture and modulation techniques of extant media 
would have to accommodate hypersound. While generation of hyper-sounds from combining high 
amplitude ultrasounds in a beam does offer novel sonic characteristics and musical possibilities, it 
also brings considerable problems and challenges that first need to be solved with design. 
 
Only continued investigation and development of the instrument will enable the learning of the 
instrument‘s objects, which enables learning how to play (perform, compose, anticipate 
perceptions, and to use, and potentially engender new musical languages) with the instrument. It is 
in new creativity, variety, surprise and strong effect on the psyche that music stays fresh, brands a 
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lasting percept on the listener, and brings another set of sonic colours to the composer‘s palette of 
options and possibilities. Ultimately, this study extends possibilities and experiences of media to 
artists. 
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3D surround hypersound 30-56, 119   
(See also Effects; Composition; Hyperspace; Multi scattering) 
 3D/surround sound definition 30 
 beam fracture 31, (double secondary reflections) 39, 41, 119 
 cave/hyper- acoustics 32 
 feature (3D) sounds 40, 41 
 general surround sound effect 37-8, 39 
 global spatial balance 34 
 hyperspatial contrapuntalism 41 
hyper-resonance 32, 51-3 
 hyperspatial structure 41 
 macro effect of many effects 37, 39-40 
 metainstrument 32-3, 34, 35fig (See also Hyperspace) 
 mid-air effects 37, 38 (stridulation objects) 41, 41-2, (surrounding my head) 42, 45 
 mixing (see also upmixing; hyper-sound design) 36, 48 
 mix, the 39 
 movement/motion (from stationary speaker) 42, (kinetic mid-air) 45 
 multi-level 30, 112 
 multi scattering (one stationary speaker) 30, 32 
 organisation 36, 44 
 real-virtual 36 
 sound structure and spatial effects 43fig, 44 
 speaker location and angle 30, 34, 35fig, 51 
 surround sound systems/history 31 
 post-primary reflection propagation 40 
 upmixing 33, 34, 36, 37, (manipulation for spatial effects) 41fig, 48 
 vertical plane sound 40, 41, 48, 62-3 
 virtual loudspeakers (barriers of space) 31 
 whole medium 34 
 
Acoulogy (PAA) 3, 6, 49, 100, 113, 117, 118 
 definition 3 
 exploring 22-3, 100 
 increasing 92 
 ramifications 14 
 
Acousmatic(s) (hypersonic) (see also 3D surround sound; Hypersonic cinema; Hyperspace) 
 acousmatic room 106-7/fig  
 an ‗invisible‘ kind of sound system 86 
 ‗composed space/listening space‘ 86 
 continuous sound movement 88 
 deception (new kinds) 54 
 definition 6 
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Acoustics 51-3, 105, 107 
(See also effects; hyperspace; scattering)  
 altered physics 40, 107  
 audience (negative effects) 50 
 aural architecture (hypersonic) 59 
cave-/hyper-acoustics 32 
conventional 21, 32, 53, 105 
delivery space 60 
destructive 104 
direct beam 107 
efficient acoustics (hypersound) 40, 41fig (see hyper-resonance), 106 
 hyper-acoustics 6, 20, 21, (hypersonic-architectural-acoustics) 51, (compos.) 105, 107 
 post-primary reflection propagation 40 
radiance/effulgence 106 
unknowns (hypersound) 52-3 
 ultrasonic wavelength 52, 104 
 
Amplitude modulation techniques 15, 98, 102fig 
 
A new kind of sound 2 
 
Applications 
 designing for 16 
 
Architecture 
         delivery system 31, 61-3  
           multi-scattering 30, (set architecture) 37 
music 30-1, 32 
new building material 31 
           PAA generation 30-1 
physical 114 
 sounds‘ role 37, 40 
 spatial 20, 37, 61-3 
           ultrasonic (surround sound) 30-1 
 
 
Audience considerations 34, (interference) 50; 57, 59, 60, 61-4/figs, 68, 71, 72, 75, 77-8figs,  
                                                        84-5, 86, 87, 106 (see also Listening situations) 
 
‗Audio projection‘ 11 
 
Augmentation 53, 87, 109, 111-113, (intermittent) 112 
 
Axiology (music/medium research) 8 
 
Background/foreground (new kinds), 45, 47 
counterpoint between 82 
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‗Bass‘ hyper-sound 
 augmentation, bass 19, 111 
 I3DA system 19 
 inability to make 14 
 low frequency output separation 14, 15, (using sub-woofer) 15 
 modulation 97, 108 
 ‗residue pitch‘/missing fundamental 14 
 saturation 14, 14fn (see efficiency) 
 unipolar 45, 46-7figs, 65, 92, 98 
 
Beam fracture/fracturer 31, 39, 51, 119 
 
Bennett and Blackstock 4fn 
 
Composition 21, 30-56, 57-89, 113-14, 118-20   
(See also 3D surround sound; hypersonic cinema; parameters; registers; other listings herein) 
 abstract/process 104 
 adaption 15, 113, 117 
audience considerations 61-4 
contrapuntal trellis 38 
 editing sounds 59 
form 33-4, 73-4 
hyperspatial contrapuntalism 41, 41-2, 44, 67 
hyperspatial structure 41, 48, 72, 104 
issues 49, (overexposure affect on compos.) 49-51, 56, 57, 59-64, 115, 120 
mixing 47-8 
multiscale 30-1, 113 
musical objects 33 
musical practice disallowance 59 
musical structure 33, 34 
new articulations of form 48, 74 
new gesture 55 
niche 67 
singularity 48, 74, 76, 79 
 ‗something to hold on to‘ 33, (lived experience) 36, (issues) 50 
soundscape (new) 55-6 
 traditional/harmony/melody 96-7 
 
Constructive distortion 99-101 
efficient modulation-distortions 42fig 
trumpet 100 
 
Conventional loudspeakers 
 acoustics 32 
definition 5 
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Conventional sound 
 definition 5 
 
Conventional music 
 definition 5 
 
Delivery modes  
(See also 3D surround sound; hypersonic cinema; hyperspace; scattering) 
close proximity kinetic scattering (See Effects; Hypersonic cinema, 3xmodes) 
confined (private, direct beam) listening zone 12, 12fn, 17 
 confined (kinetic, private direct beam) 17 
confined (stationary) 17, (issues, Wright et al.) 18  
delivery space 60 
 direct beam 6fig, (mid-air ‗sweet spots‘) 20; 72, 107-9 
 direct reflection 7fig, (multi direct reflections)19, 61-3, 106-7/figs 
 extreme as-/symmetrical scattering motions 18 
 indirect reflection 106-7/fig 
 intermittent direct reflection 76 (see Effects; Hypersonic cinema, 3xmodes) 
 kinetic intermittent direct beam 76 (See 3xmodes) 
 long distance direct beam 20 
 long-distance scattering (multi specular deflection) 61, (single incidence) 76 
 main 5, 104 
 mixed transaural beam projection 19 
motion tracking 18 
movement/motion (from stationary speaker) 42, 45, control (affect the effect) 42 
 multi direct beam (stationary) 17 (see also mixing) 
 multi kinetic scattering and intermittent direct beam 18 
 multimodal deliveries 61-3, 67, 72, 76-7, 83-5, 109-11/figs 
                                                   (See Hypersonic cinema, 3xmodes; 4xmodes)  
 multi scattering (one stationary speaker) 30, 32, (vertical plane) 40; (post-primary   
                                                                                   reflection propagation) 40; 41, 48, 62-3  
performed modes (See Hypersonic cinema) 
 robotics 18, 70 
 scattering 7fig,  
 ‗sniper‘ (kinetic, direct beam) 17, (See also Sester) 18 
 ‗sniper‘ (stationary, direct beam) (Holosonics) 17 
 twin delivery modes, one speaker 110fig 
 vertical (see vertical) 
 
Demodulation (See also Hypersound design) 
 100 percent 5 
 demodulation 4, (in the brain) 54 
 design for PAA modulation 16, 90 
 transmission medium 5fig 
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Design research (see also Methodology) 
 data-design-data 27 
 multiscale design research 30 
 theory generation 8 
 
Difference frequency 4 
 
Direct reflection 19 
 
Donovan 18, 70 
 
Effects 3, 30, (new reality) 33, 37, 38, 41, 48, 104... 
(See also Delivery modes; Hyperspace, Upmixing, other listings herein)  
3D sound-shapes 57, 69, 71fig 
3xmodes (see Hypersonic cinema) 
4xmodes 76, 109 
(macro effect) 37 
 background-foreground 38, (new kinds) 45 
choreography (hypersonic) 60, 68, 69 
combination effects 109-11/figs, (types of sound) 111-113/figs, (three types of sound) 112 
control (affect the effect) 42, 55 
 delocalisation/illusion (hypersonic) 54, 105, 121, (holophone) 121 
 different parametric loudspeakers, and 109 
 emergence 73, 85, 89 
 hyperlocalisation 40 
 hyper-sonic variability 45 
 hyperspatial contrapuntalism 41, 67 
 hyperspatial spectromorphology 55, 63fig, 64 
 hyper-synthetic reverberance 109 
 ideations 32, 33 
 immersion        72 
 imperceptibility of hyper-sound source 40, 65  
incursion 72 
 inside the sound system 38 
‗in skull‘/ ‗brain crusher‘ 108-9 
interaural differences 77fig 
intrusion 72-3, 79 
 ‗louder over distance‘ 40  
mid-air effects 37, 38, (stridulation objects) 41, 42, (kinetic) 45, 65 
 mind‘s eye (‗seeing‘ hypersound) 40, 80 
motion/movement (stationary scattering) 38, (from stationary speaker) 42, 45 
 multimodal deliveries/effects 57, 67, (sequencing) 68, 72, 79, 83-5, 109-11/figs , (sequences of ) 74 
 new lived sensate experience 78 
niche 67 
 orchestrations of  76 (See also Orchestration) 
post-primary reflection propagation 40 
 propagation amplitude (function of) 42fig 
 psychoacoustic low pitch 38fig, 42fig 
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psychological (too much to mentally process) 39-40; 41, 50, 54, 55, 68, 72-3, 76,  
                                                                          79, 87, 89, 115 
‗skip-out‘ fig108 
single location 37, 38  
 sound-image-screen 106 
sounds‘ role 37, (sound structure) 43fig (see also upmixing) 
 soundspot  7fig, (mid-air) 12, 45, 57, 68, 76 
space-in-space (contrapuntalism) 44, (polyphony of) 48 
through-beam 106-7/fig 
ubiquity (single area diffuseness) 67 
ubiquity (multi-location) 37, 38, (kinds) 73 
 vertical plane 40, 41 , 48, 62-3, (see also Hypersonic cinema, sound arc) 79 
 wall receding 45 
‗waterfall‘ 64, 67 
 
Evans 17, 70 
 
‗Forcing‘ 13, 28, 33, (not) 49, 55, 60, 90 
 
Gaming/games 19 
 
Generation (PAA) 4 
 
Grand design 3 
 
Harmonic distortion 15, 100 
 
Human hearing range 5 
 
Hyperphonics 87-8 (See Hypersonic cinema; Hyper-sound design) 
 
Hyperreal 33, 33fn 
 
Hyper-resonance 32, 41fig, 51-3 
 
Hypersonic cinema 57-89, 109, 114-15  
(See also Delivery modes; Effects; Composition; Hyperspace; Mind image, Real-virtual; Sound image)  
 3xmodes 72, 73fig, 76, 77fig, 79, 81. 87 
abstraction 57 
 Acousmonium 58, 86, 109 
 acoustical dramatic point-of-view (new) 89 
 anecdotal sounds 59, 88 
 aporia 76, 79, 81 
 architecture 61-3  
 audience considerations 61-4 
 aural perspective 58 
 characters (hypersonic) 74, 89, (abstract) 80-1, 114, (acousmetre, new kinds) 114 
 cinéma pour l’oreille 58 
 choreography (hypersonic) 60, 68, 69, (see also Orchestration) 74, 85, 114, 115 
 ‗congruent audio-visual effect‘ 114 
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delivery space 60 
diegesis 87 
‗film‘ diversity (mono-percept) 89, 112 
 history (acousmatic cinema) 58-9 
 hyperphonics (spoken word/utterance) 57, 64, 67, 68fig, 72, (voice as event) 85, (poetics) 86, 114 
 imagination 57 
 issues 85-9 
 metaphor (space) 58, 80, 89; 115 
 multimodal deliveries/effects 57, 67, (sequencing) 68, 69, 72, 83-5, 109-11/figs 
 mimesis 57, 85, 115 
 narrative 74, 79, 83, 87, (or phantasmagoria) 88-9; 114-15, (spatial effects as) 114 
 narration/narrator 58, 89 
 narrative structure 73, 74,  
 noise 57 
 ouroboros 85 
painting/writing (with hypersound) 79-80 
 performer (parametric speaker) 57, 61-3, 68, (wobbling etc.) 69, 70,  
                                                                  (poetical, broad/microathletic) 71,   
                                                                  (performed actions) 74, (score) 74-5, 76-7,  
                                                                  (ethics/safety/problems) 78fig, 87 
point of view (hypersonic) 87 
psychological effects 89 (see Effects) 
 recognisable sounds 59, (hypersonic photograph) 68fig,  
                                                          (indexical sounds/effects; image projection) 74, 74fn, 88 
 robotics/mechanics 70, (vs. human/poetics) 87 
scenes 58, 73 
 sonic matrix for narrative-world making 89 
 sound arc  62-3, 65, 65fig, 72, 79 
 stereophonic dialogue 59, 74  
 stream of consciousness (hypersonic types) 89 
 story world (hypersonic) 59, 85 
 symbol-experience 79, 81, 87; (symbols) 115 
 tape techniques 58, 76 
theatre (hypersonic) 81, 89, 112, 114 
time-frames 81 
 vertical-horizontal mix 64 
 
Hypersonic music  
(see p. 113; see also other listings herein) 
 definition 6 
 
Hypersound 
 definition 4 
 
Hyper-sound 
 definition 4 
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Hyper-sound design 13-16, 37, 90-103... 
(See also List of figures; Other listings herein) 
1kHz mark 93, 95, 96 
1-6kHz efficiency band 98 
2-5.5kHz model 41fig 
4.9-5.9kHz model 92, 92fig 
abstract 
 acoustics 32, (and sonic detail) 72; 105 
 additive synthesis 92, (resynthesis) 94, 95; (Risset tones) 96, (hybrid) 98; 99 
 AM synthesis 97 
 analogue synthesis 95 
 anecdotal sounds 59, 88 
 asymmetric waveform 98 
 avoidance of sameness 49, 98-9 
 band passing 98 
 ‗bass‘ (see ‗Bass‘) 
 breeding (hyper-sound) 72, 72fig 
broad spectrum recognisable sounds 59 
clarity (definition) 100 
codes/blueprints/combination locks 91-2, 94 
combinations, types of sounds 111-13/fig; (three types of sound) 112 
 core category 3-4 
 definition 4 
 distortion  (constructive/destructive) 99-101 
 efficiency (role of) 40, 92, 103, 118 
 efficiency and mixing 37, 48 
 efficient distortion 100 
 envelope error 49fig 
 envelope shaping 98 
 erroneous artefact 101 
experimenting 94 
failures and anomalies 99, 101 
 ‗forcing‘ anti-resonances 93 
 FM synthesis 97, (long wavelengths/forms) 108 
 general zone of efficient generation 38fig,  
filter roll-off angle (playing with) 38fig, 70fig 
 for recognition/being noticed 37 
 formants 41fig, 45fig 
 found, natural (efficient) sound 41fig 
 glitch 98 
 harmonics and loudness/efficiency 45fig, 94, (distortion) 100 
 hybrid modulation synthesis 44fig, 108 
 hybrid sounds 111 
 in hyperspace category 17 
instrumentarium (hypersonic) 99 
 intermodulation sound inefficiency 39fig 
 issues 90-1, 115 
 low frequency retention modulation 38fig, 39fig, 93-4 
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manipulation immunity 69fig 
 matching PAA propagation configurations 93, (holistic approach) 102 
                                                                                   (See also total de-/mod. variables) 
 ‗metallic‘ 94 
micro composition 96 
 ‗microscope‘ the 95 
 missing fundamental (maintain efficiency) 96  
 modulation (for) 90, (index) 97; 98 
noise 57, 64, 95 
‗organ‘ tone 98 
PAA generation (as distortion) 90, 94, (overburden) 95, (playing) 99-100 
 prepared for further manipulations 37 (See also source sound) 
 photograph (hypersonic) 68fig 
 physical-digital hybrid 94-5 
 psychoacoustic (low pitch design) 38fig, 42fig; 96 
 responses 93, (psychoacoustic/technological/spatial) 101-2  
 Risset tones 41, 41fig, 96 
 sidebands 43fig, 97 
 solutions 18 
 sine tones 41, 42, 49, 71, 84, 92, 95, 97, 98, 100-1, 108 
 sound shapes 57, 69 
 sound structure and spatial effects 43fig 
source sound 37, 38fig, 39fig, 43fig, 82 
spatial upmixing, for 33, 34, (diverse spatial activity) 36, (efficiency/‗cleanliness‘ alteration) 37,  
                                              (‗flat‘/same spatial response) 37,  
                                              (manipulation for spatial effects) 41fig,  
                                              (movement/motion from stationary speaker) 42,  
                                              (control (affect the effect)) 42; 48, 119 
 structure (sound) 94, 95, 97, 105, (micro) 119 (see also List of figures) 
subtractive synthesis (filtering)  (on combination objects) 39fig, 93,  
                                                    (comb filter; experimenting) 94, 95, 97, 99 
 square forms 97 
 sweeping sine tone 41-4/figs 
 timbres (making) 38fig 
 three formants model 94, (additive synth.) 95, 96figs 
 traditional objects 96-7 
 unipolar 45, 46-7figs, (loudest sound) 65, 65-7figs; (waveshaping ) 98 
 voice, need 86, 114 (See also Hypersonic cinema, hyperphonics) 
 wavestacking 99 
 white noise 64, 95 
 
Hyperspace 16-21, 104-113  
(See also 3D surround sound; Acoustics; Delivery modes; Hypersonic cinema; Panning) 
 3xmodes 72, 73fig, 76, 77fig, 79, 81. 87, 106, 115 
 acousmatic room 106-7/fig  
area containment 41 
combination/mixed 20, 67, 108, 109-11, (types of sound) 111-113/figs; (three types of sound) 112 
control (affect the effect) 42 
definition 5-6 
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devoid of acoustics 107 
effects tablature 105, 119 
efficient acoustics (hypersound) 40, 41fig (see hyper-resonance) 
extreme site-specificity 50. 105 
 (See also delivery modes) 
delivery space 60 
different speakers, different effects 109 
 ‗ghostly‘ space 18 
 hyperspatial contrapuntalism 41, 67, (spatial interplay) 79 
 hyperspatial spectromorphology 55, 63fig, 64 
hyper-synthetic reverberance 109 
 indirect reflection 106-7/fig 
 ‗in skull‘ 108-9 
 issues 17, 18, (hypersonic listening sweetspot?) 77 
 kinds of 16-17 
 liminal 49, 55 
 long distance 20 
 metainstrument 32-3, 34, 35fig, (post-primary reflection propagation) 40; 35fig, 104-5, 109 
 metaphoric space 58 
 mind spaces 20, 50, 80, 115 
 mixed transaural direct beam projection 19 
 multimodal 72, 83-5, 109-11/figs 
 paradoxical staticism 115 
             physical space 16, (post-primary reflection propagation) 40; 104 
 portable reflection panels 106 
 ‗punitive/surveillance‘ space 18 
psychoacoustic space 48 
radiance/effulgence 106 
registers (spatial) 104 
role of sounds (design) 16, 17, 104, (sounds as instruments) 104 
sound-image-screen 106 
 sound magnitude, and 98 
soundscape (new) 55-6 
 spatial image 53 
 spinning speakers, horizontal plane 17 
through-beam 106-7/fig 
 ultrasonic wavelength 52, 104 
 ultrasound‘s aural percept qualities 104 
vertical-horizontal mix 64 (see vertical) 
‗wall-receding‘ percept 45 
 
Hyperspace construction 76, 80 
 
Interactivity 33, 55 
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Issues 12-13, 14, 17, 18, 44-5, 49-51, 55, 57, 59-64, 85-9, 90, 97, 105, 114-15, 120 
(See also Limitations; Sound design) 
 anecdotal sounds 59, 88 
a priori listening situations (disallowance) 59 
audience 34, 50, 61-3, 103 
block to design insights 56 
broad spectrum recognisable sounds 59 
composed-/received narrative 89 
delocalisation/illusion (hypersonic) 54 
decibel readings 51 
delivery space 60 
differences from conventional speakers 50 
duplication problem 44 
ethics 51, 78 
frequency response 102 
extreme site-specificity 50, 105 
hyperspace 17 
microphones 18 
non-recognition 17, 50, 89, 113fn, 115 
overexposure/patho. effects/avoidance 51, 56 
 paradoxical staticism 115 
practice disallowance 59 
sociality damage 50 
sound design 90-1 
tradeoffs 59, 77, 83fig 
unfamiliarity 55 
variables (many) 44, (hypersonic variability) 45 
 
Limitations 3, 10, 14... (See also Issues) 
 amplitude modulation 15 
 distortion 3, 5, 10, 14, 15, 16, 23, 84, 94, 99-101, 119 
ethics51 
 intermodulation distortion 15 
 mathematical models 15 
 softness (see also Figures for sounds) 1, 10, 12, 17, 18, 21, 40, 50, 59, 67, 71, 76, 71, 76, 90, 91, 97,  
                                                                             100-1, 103, 104, 107  
 technical research (addressing) 15 
 total harmonic distortion 15, 102 
 volterra system modelling 15 
working with 50 
 
Linear sound 5 
 
Listening (See also Audience considerations) 
allocentric 24fn, 88 
autocentric 88 
autocentric preferences 117 
bold 89 
écouter 88 
imagination 57 
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imagination 57 
issues 89 
listener preferences 53 
sound value systems 117 
primitive listening mode 50, (Schaeffer, ordinary/natural mode) 50fn, 88 
psychoacoustics 14, 16, 24, 42, 48, 49, 54, 59, 72, 98, 101, 116, 117, 119, 121 
technical listening 54, 54fn 
tool of analysis 91 
 
Listening situation 59, 116  
(See also Audience considerations) 
interactivity 116, 116fig 
music listening, the 116 
psychoacoustic, the 116  
psychological, the 116 
sublime, the 116 
 
Lucier 51-2 
 
Millimetre alignment 47 
 
Metainstrument (See Hyperspace) 
 
Methodology 
 coding 24 
 concepts (work together) 28 
 core category 3, 4, 25, 26, 27 
 data 24 
 design research 24, 27, 113-14 
 experimental music practice 24 
 grounded theory 24, 24fn 
 Husserl‘s transcendental phenomenological reduction 117 
 listening strategies (incl. ‗allocentric‘) 24, 24fin 
 mixed methods literature review 25 
 moral considerations 28 
 multimethods 24 
 psychoacoustics 24 
 researcher/research subject 24 
 scientific-creative 121 
 scientific method 28 
 strategies of analysis 24 
 theoretical coding 25, 26, 27, 28 
 theoretical sampling 26, 27 
 theoretical sensitivity 27, 28 
 
Mixing/Arranging (hypersonic)  
(See also Upmixing) 
 layering 36, (spatial) 41, (control) 49, 49fig; 79, 82-4/figs, 85, 91, 103, 111 
 mixing 34, 36, 42, 45, (spatial) 48, (control) 49, (effects) 51, 87;  
                                                    (delivery modes) 60, 115; 82-4/figs,  
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           (image screen) 85; 90, 100, 103, (multimodal) 109 
sounds and effects, new mixing 36, 37, 81 
tape (analogy) 36, 76 
 
Modulation (1.) 4, 5fig, 
 Sound design for 90 
 
Mono-percept 89, 113 
 
Modulation (2.) (sound synthesis) 5 
 
Movies 19, 114, 116 
 
Musical instrument (PAA/parametric loudspeaker) 2-3, 10, 90-113, 118, 119, 121  
(See also Parametric loudspeaker; Whole medium; other listings herein) 
definition 6 
efficiency 4 
 conversion efficiency 14, 103 
 excitation correlations 91, 95, 99-100 
design for 16 (see also Hypersound design) 
 erroneous artefact 101 
 framing 23, (three ways) 91 
 frequency responses 102 
instrumentarium (hypersonic) 99 
 metainstrument (see Hyperspace) 
 new kind of 12 
 on/off-switch-automation 112 
physics 112-13  
protoinstrument 34, 119 
prototypes  11-12, 106 
 responses 93, 101-2, (spatial playing) 104, 108, 109 
technical-musical interplay 22 
total harmonic distortion 102 
 
Narrative (see hypersonic cinema) 
 
Non-linear  
 acoustics 4 
 process 4 
 sound 5 
 
Objectives 3, 118 
 
Orchestration 59, 60, 73-4, 85, 86, 87, 106, 109, 111, 119 
 
Panning  
 New kinds 70, 72-3, 74, 86, 108, 110 
 Metaphor 82 
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Parameters 3, 6, 13, (new) 20; 21, 33, 38, 47-8, (from effects) 49, 54, 72, 85, 91, 97, 100, 103, 105,  
                   111, 113, 115, 118-19 (See also Delivery modes; Effects; Registers) 
 background-foreground 38, 80 (new kinds) 45, 48, 80, 111 
 design of hyper-sounds to make parameters, extend registers 47-8, 118-19  
 dynamics (see Registers) 
 loudness  (decibel readings) 51, (efficient hyper-acoustics role) 50-3 
 movement/motion (from stationary speaker) 42, (continuous) 86 
 pitch (see Registers) 
 playing with processors‘ 38fig, 39fig, 
 range of 103 
 spatial 69, (performer) 71, 80, 85 
 timbres (making) 38fig, (avoidance of sameness) 49, 98-9 
 traditional and new (hypersonic design) 3, 33, 48, 105, 119 
 
Parametric acoustic array 
 definition 4 
 
Parametric loudspeaker (See also Musical instrument) 
 definition 4 
 manufacturers 8fn, 
 many variable components of 16, 16fn, (different effects) 109 
 mobile phone 12-13 
 prototypes 11-12, (curved speaker for direct reflection) 19; 109 
 tests 8fn 
 walls, ceilings; reflector ‗speakers‘ 40, 73, 106, 109 
 
Phenomenology (subjective preferences) 88; 91, 117  
 
Propagation 4 
 parameters of propagation 8 
 mechanics of 8 
 
Psycho-resonance 32, 32fn, (See also listening situations) 
 
Real-virtual 36, (post-primary reflection propagation, encoded sounds) 40, 71, 87, 53, 68, 69, 70fig, 80, 85, 
 (‗composed space/listening space‘) 86,  
 
Reflector(s) 12, 73, 106, 109 
 
Register (includes loudness/dynamics, timbre, pitch) 3, 6, 30, 34, 45, 57, 73, 80, 91, 92, 93, 103,  
                                                                                    109, 115, 119, 120 
 extending (pitch) 45, (timbre, dynamics, pitch) 92, 93, (maximising dynamics) 103; 118-19 
 new 104, 109 
 
Sign(s) 54-5, 86, 87 
 
Sound image 57, 58, 59, (in space) 68, 69, 74, 76, 80, 81, 85, 86, 88, 93, 96, 99, 103, 106, 107fig, 111,    
                 (intrinsic qualities) 113, 114; 119, 120 
 extrinsic 58, (voice-image) 114 
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intrinsic 58, 113, 114 
mind image 80, 115 
 novel 69 
 phantom image (conv. stereo) 108  
 recognisable 57 
 symbol-experience 79, 81, 87; (symbols) 115   
 
Set architecture 37 
 solutions, design/safety 22 
 soundspot 7fig, (mid-air) 12, 45 
 unwanted 18, 20 
 post-primary reflection propagation 40 
 
Sensory channel combinations 18 
 light 18 
 painting 18 
 
Scattering 104-6 (types)  
(See also Effects; Delivery modes) 
 in literature 12 
kinetic 7fig, 
long distance scattering 76 
 mid-air 7fig, (area containment) 41, 41-2, (kinetic) 45 
 multiple scattering 7fig, (vertical plane) 40, 41, 48, 62-3 
movement (stationary scattering) 38 
 
Simulacrum/simulacra 33, 49, 55, 76, (beyond) 80, 104, 105 
 
Spatialisation 37-49, 48  
(See also 3D surround sound; Hypersonic cinema; Hyperspace, Effects; Delivery modes) 
 area containment 41 
 fission (spatial) 48 
 Harley‘s criteria 53 
 metaphoric space 58 
 movement/motion (from stationary speaker) 42, 45 
 sound structure and spatial effects 43fig 
 space-in-space contrapuntalism 44 
virtual and physical 40, 69 
 
Storytelling/narrative 20 
 
Sticky/stick(s) (see Effects; Scattering, soundspot) 
 
Sud (Risset) 49 
 
Television 19, 106, 116 
 
Temperature and humidity (PAA generation effect), 44-5 
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Ubiquity (See Effects) 
 
Ultrasonic sickness/overexposure/risks 21-2, 22fn 
 sound design solutions 22 
 
Upmixing (a new kind of) 33, 34, 36, 37, 50, (manipulation for spatial effects) 41fig, 48, 80 
 
Usability 4, 8, 16, 22, 50, 51, 69, 118-19, (social usability) 120 
 
Variables, 47 (see whole medium) 
Variability/sensitivity (PAA), 47 
 
Vertical plane 40, 41, 48, 62-3, (see also Hypersonic cinema, sound arc) 79 
 
Virtual ‗multi-loudspeaker‘ system 34, 35fig  
(See also Hyperspace, metainstrument; multi scattering) 
 
Whole medium (the), 34, 40, 50, 54, 62, 121 
 efficiency of 56  
total de-/modulation variables 34, 40 
 system of efficiency 74 
 
Voice (hypersonic)  
(See Hypersonic cinema, hyperphonics) 
 issues 18 
 
Voice synthesis 18 
 
Westervelt 4fn 
 
YouTube videos 17 
Zoom effects, ‗zoom lenses‘ 80, 110fig 
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